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Abstract
There area many more aspects to pathway development than some first realize. As facilities, pathways
have evolved a great deal over the last few decades, in the ways that they are planned, designed, built and
used. Once thought of and hence planned and designed as purely recreationalfacilities, pathways today
can sewe a much wider range of functions. This Master's Degree Project (MDP) critically examines the
concept of linear open spaces and pathways -as recreational facilities; as networks that connect
communities; as transportation facilities; and as facilities that address issues of conservation in the Cities of
Calgary, Alberta and Surrey, British Columbia.
Through a review and analysis of past and present policy and then an evaluation of their systems, this MDP
attempts a two tiered examination of each city's pathway development. First, this MOP summarizes and
examines the numerous constraints on park policy and policy in general within the North American context

and then evaluates the policies that have shaped the creation of linear park systems in these two cities.
Second, this MDP deals more specifically with the many physical aspects of the pathway systems in
Calgary and Surrey as they exist at present. This includes a descriptive comparison and contrast followed
by an evaluative examination of the physical attributes of the linear park systems in each city.
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pathway linear open space linear park greenway pathway function evaluative criteria system(s)
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Introduction
What are Linear Own Spaces and Pathwavs?
As cities grow and expand, the need to plan for natural recreational space and interconnectednessgrows as
well. Parks and open space offer residents opportunities for exercise, recreation and relaxation. However,
unless carefully planned and designed, subdivision expansion and urban sprawl can negatively affect parks,
open space and a city's open space network by threatening their accessibility and continuity. Linear open
space' is a tremendous amenity in this regard, capable of maintaining the connectivity of natural areas,
parks, and cultural centres in urban communities. The potential for iheir use and popularity, for both
recreation and other uses, is greater than ever. Recreationally, linear open spaces are useful not only as
components of a larger park network, but also as a park system in and of itself. As a means of
transporlation, they can be valuable as many community residents look for alternative means for getting
from place to place within the city. In addition, they can also be an effective mechanism in providing
%ontrolled" access to environmentally significant areas, where other kinds of development cannot take
place. In this manner, the planning and design of linear open space in cities and towns can be used to help
better manage and integrate several urban functions including recreation, transportation, community
connectivity and the conservation of environmentally significant areas.
Hence, it should come as no surprise that the development of the pathways we see and use (especially
those near or in older and established neighbourhoods), are the result of several historical, physicalgeographic, social and environmental factors. Included in these factors are their immediate landscapes and
adjacent land uses, the policy environment that guides their planning and design and the function(s) the
pathways are intended to achieve. As such, linear open space systems including pathways can be multiuse paths, waterfront promenades, natural trails, environmental trails or urban sidewalks varying accordingly
in appearance, physical attributes and types of usage. Similarly, the location of linear open space systems
can vary, ranging from natural watercourses and ravines to designated parks and open spaces to urban and
suburban environments to utility rights-of-way. Moreover, depending on their location, linear open space
systems can range in size, the numbers of users they can sustain at any given time and the types of usage
it is intended to accommodate. As linkages between parks and open spaces, pathways can serve as
I

Although in earlier documents and literature, there is little distinction between 1i1zearpark.sand pathways,
present pathway planning has necessitated the distinction. In this study, lilleczrparks typically refer to nonprescriptive linear open spaces which possess few to no specific characteristics. They can be utility rightsof-way, strips o f open space designed into subdivisions by developers, and other (undevelopable) linear
spaces. In contrast, patlr~vaysare facilities. They are built with distinct characteristics inchding defined
surfaces, edges and alignment. This study focuses its analysis on patliways but also uses the broader term
of "linear open space" which encompasses both pathways and linear parks.
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satisfy the public's need for

movement on foot, bicycle, wheelchair and other mediums, mating vital linkages that connect community
destinations such as parks, schools, institutions and other facilities at the neighborhood, community and aty
scale2 (see Figure 1).
Intrigued and interested by all of these aspeds of pathway policy, planning and design that shape and affect
their development, Iwanted to examine these areas of pathway development in different locations.
Consequently, the purpose of this document will be to report on the critical examination of the concept of
pathway systems, through an investigationof the development of linear open spaces and pathways in the

-

Cities of Calgary, Alberta and Surrey, British Columbia two cities which have taken slightly different
approaches toward pathway development.
Chapter One examines the municipal policy environment and its mnsbdnb that shape parks and pathway
development. In Chapter Two, the evolution of parks and open space in the North American context is
summarized. Chapters Three and Four review and critically assess past and present policy and policy
issues that have and continue to guide the development of pathways in the City of Calgary and the City of
Surrey. Chapter Five develops and discusses criteM by which pathway systems can be evaluated.
Chapters Six and Seven assess and evaluate representativesecoitns

of the pathway systems in the City of

Calgary and the City of Surrey by applying the criteria developed in chapter Five. Chapter Eight
summarizes some of my general findings for Calgary and Surrey's makes recommendations on pathway
policy and systems.

'Consewation Council of Ontario, 197 1, p 8

Methodology
Project or@h
The impetus for this project began with work that I was involved with while employed with the Parks and
Recreation Department at the City of Surrey. In 1997, the City of Surrey Parks and Recreation Department
was in the process of completing the Greenways Plan, a confidential document delineating numerous
pathways, existing and proposed, throughout the City. One of only a few documents in Surrey addressing
the development of pathways, the Plan consists of maps illustrating pathway and trail routes, key

recreational centers and open spaces, parks, roads and property lines. The work involved pathway design,
planning and implementationas well as touched on socio-economic and sado-political issues in connection
with them. As such, it occurred to me that a Master's Degree Project (MDP) examining some of these
aspects of pathway development would be interesting and useful.

Formal Research(Data Gathering: Literature Review, Site Visits and Discussions with Key
Informants)
My formal research involved data gathering and an intensive literature review of material pertinent to
pathway development in both the Cities of Surrey and Calgaly. The literature reviewed included both
government documents and non-governmentalbooks and articles dealing with parks and pathway policy
planning and development, policy frameworks and public policy in Canada, as well as parks and open space
evolution in North America.
Site visits to various locations in both the City of Calgary and the City of Surrey were conducted at several
locations and at various times in order to appreciate pathway experiences at different under varying
conditions. General notes were taken describing various aspects of the pathways, their adjacent land uses
and overall landscapes. Following this, initial site selection took place. Rather than risking redundancy in
attempting to summarize and evaluate Calgary and Surrey's pathway systems in their entirety, three
"representativeHsites from each system were chosen as models for evaluation.
To enhance my own research and observations, insight was then sought from individuals with personal and
professional knowledge and understanding of the sites selected for evaluation. This was a particularly
fruitful research method, as local wisdom and knowledge was one of the quickest and most personally
rewarding ways Igathered information. It was even more important in the case of those sites selected that
possess highly relevant socio-economic and socio-political aspects relating to pathway development that
were not discussed in any of the literature, but were nonetheless deserving of discussion in my document.

Literature Analysis
The literature analysis focused primarily on the municipal policy documents relating directly to the planning,
design and development of pathways and linear open space systems. As a result, while I examined and
discussed much of the material reviewed on public policy, policy frameworks and the policy environment in
general, more attention was placed on the analysis and evaluation of policy documents directed specifically
at pathway development in each of the two cities. This involved tracing the histoly of policy directed at
pathway development and evaluating the policies and implementation measures guiding pathway
development in Calgary and Surrey.

Development of Criteria
The criteria developed for the evaluation of pathway systems was largely the resuh of both my experiences
and knowledge prior to the project and the data gathering process. Consequently, the criteria developed
and discussed are a synthesis of subjective aspects of pathway design that I found important and relevant in
my review of selected documents and literature, my site visits and my conversations with individuals who
had experience and knowledge of pathway issues, planning and design.

Site Evaluation
The site evaluation necessarily involved my re-visiting several of the sites chosen as some of the aspects of
pathway design and function that I included in my criteria were sometimes not considered during my first set
of visits. Photographs (included in the document) were taken at different times during site visits in order to
refresh my memory as well as to better illustrate some of the subject matter discussed in the project.

Findings and Recommendations
The final step of the project involved attempting to draw the project's policy and systems aspects of pathway
development together. The Summary of policy and systems was done in order to provide some general
comparisons between the policies and systems in Calgary and Surrey. The Recommendations were made
in an effort to single out some of the main concerns I had with the pathway development overall. They are
divided into two categories. The first set consists of recommendationsthat reaffirm present conditions in
pathway policy and systems. The second set consists of recommendations that I have made as a result of
my personal observations and opinions, gathered and formulated over the course of completing this
Master's Degree Project.
This process is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Methodology
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Chapter One: Municipal Policy Environment and Its Constraints
The planning processes of municipal and provincial governments, inter-governmental relations and other
social forces all influence the (policy) plans that guide open space preservation and park development. It is
the purpose of this chapter to examine some of these constraints and influences on the policy environment
that have in turn shaped the policy documents of the last twenty years as they relate to linear open space
systems that are examined in the following chapters.
1.1 Policy Planning

The setting of future goals no matter how distant, drains legitimacy from present
conditions. Once it has been established and agreed upon that the future will have to be
very different from the past, it becomes absurd to be content with the presenr (Moynihan,
1970).3
Once it is perceived and accepted that the current situation diverges from a desirable situation in some
specified way, in other words, once a problem is defined, then it becomes psychologically necessary to try
and do something about it.' Policy planning is a mechanism that allows an organization to address a
problem or an issue. It sets objectives and determines the strategies to be followed in pursuit of those
objectives. In turn, those objectives and strategies point the direction which particular decisions should
follow? As a process, policy planning provides an organization (i.e. government) with an integrated focus
for decision-making through:
establishing long and short term goals and objectives based on an analysis of relevant information, the
operative constraints and the resources available
determining priorities and allocating resources6
Policy plans prescribefairly broad goals for the future based on the needs identified (i.e. the proposed
resolution of given problems or issues). How these needs are identified however, depends largely on the
policy-maker(s). As a result, policy makers must rely on certain indicators or mechanisms of gauging
societal problems. Data research, professional expertise and, increasingly, public consultation and
participation, are some examples of such indicators. However, these methods of information gathering and
sources of data exert a variety of constraints and influences on the policies devised. In short, it must be
recognized early on that there is a plethora of constraints on policy planning in any (organizational) context.
Innes. 1990. p 55
Ibid.
Plunkett & Betts. 1978. p 235
6
Ibid.. pp. 232-237
4

There are universal constraints such as biophysical laws and morals, societal constraints, organizational
and inter-organizationalconstraints (which also apply to government organizations), as well as personal
constraints, all of which have bearing on policy. Therefore, policy can depend on who the policy maker is,
and where he/she exists in a given organization. This is true in any organization, large or small. In larger
organizations such as govemment, where there are several departments, each responsible for a specific
service or civic function, decisions can be made to resolve issues on their own merits in isolation from other
departments, even though the issues may might be related and attributable to one larger issue that is
unresolvable by any one department alone. One benefit of policy planning can be seen in its avoidance of
this isolated decision making. Although still subject to a variety of constraints, policy planning in govemment
is nonetheless effective at addressing large andlor complex issues in an integratedmanner. Policy planning
provides government with a mechanismto address issues at a broader scale and then sets goals and
objectives against which it can assess the actions needed to be taken which would contribute to the
objectives being attained?
The policy plan focuses on an analysis of a problemhssue facing (local) government and on the objectives
that it can pursue to resolve those problems! The plan should then go further to prescribe implementation
measures or strategies that outline the actions a department should take in order to pursue the achievement
of those objectives. It is also desirable if h e plan identifies who (department, agency, association, etc.) is
responsible for putting into action the prescribed strategy or implementation measure.
The discussion above has illustrated briefly what purpose policy plans serve as well as some of the
constraints that exist within the policy planning process generally. The remainder of this chapter looks more
closely at two of the constraints mentioned above that influence public policy - intergovernmental relations
(as an example of an inter-organizationalconstraint) and public expectation and involvement (as examples
of societal constraints).
1.2 Inter~overnmental
Relations

The municipal govemment is often thought of as the level of government closest to the people. It deals with
everyday issues that have a specific, identifiable, frequent impact on residents' lives? However,
municipalities, by virtue of the British North America Act of 1867, are clearly the concern and responsibility
of provincial govemments."J Provincial governments therefore have the ability to create or dismantle

'Ibid.
' Ibid.. p 236
'Fish, 1975
'O

Higgins. 1977. p 52

municipal government. Furlhermore, local governments have only those powers, responsibilitiesand
resources that the provincial government prescribes to them. The provision and maintenance of
neighborhoodand community parks, city pathways and open space is one such responsibility. As a result,
the resources available to finance the development, preservation and maintenance of these parks,
pathways and open spaces. can be somewhat constrained by the Province. Given these intergovernmental
relatiws, local governments are fairly restricted in what they can and cannot do administratively.
Financially, municipalitiesare also fairly limited in their sources of revenue. How then, do municipalities
finance their operations?
For the most part, local govemments finance their operations through property and commercial taxation,
user fees and charges, permits, fines and penalties, and grants and transfers. Historically, it has been
provincialand federal grants, both unconditionaland conditional, that were the most important source of
revenue to local govemments. Over the past two decades, there has been a steady trend of increasing
provincial control over specific local activities. The control in main has been in the form of conditional grants
or program subsidies.ll There is a further diminishment of autonomy on the part of the municipality with
conditional grants or program subsidies, because there is little or no choice in the place it can be spent.
Urban Parks programs are an effective example typifying such provinciaUmunicipalrelations. For example,
as part of the second phase of a provincially funded parks program, in 1989, the provincial government of
Alberta announced that 11 municipalities, including Calgary, would be eligible to receive a total of 82.2
million dollars for the development of urban parks. As a result, extensive planning ensued and policy plans
such as the Urban Park Master Plan in Calgary were produced in response. Given these kinds of big
budget transfers and program constraints, it can be argued that local council does not have the power,
either in jurisdiction or in dollars, to control the fundamental policies affecting the nature, form and social
fabric of the city.12 All of this matters very little as long as value perspectives and consequent policy
perspectives are shared between the local municipality and those who have the jurisdiction and dollars (i.e.
the Province).l3 Even though the local government in Calgary had a longstandinginterest in securing,
expanding and preserving their river parks and open space system, provincial grants in the form of a
specific urban parks program allowed a more focussed planning process to occur within a given policy
frameworklo.

I'

Fish, 1975

I'

Ibid.
Ibid.
Urban Parks Program and its policy context were discussed with VanSiri, Spring 1999

l3

Although it may be the case that the Province has the jurisdiction over the funds to support many of the
municipalities' programs and spending, the policies themselves are essentially the responsibility of the
cities. Granted these policies are somewhat constrained as they are devised to implement a larger goal,
often dictated to the municipality by the province or federal govemment, they nevertheless fall within the
realm of the city and its departments. As such, policies are geared toward the longer term and involve
questions of judgement, preference, and perhaps ideological orientation.15 While federal and provincial
governments have always been involved in making decisions, cities have always, to some extent been
involved in making poIicies.l6 Having provided some idea of the political hierarchy and structure of
govemment that constrain the policy environment, let us now look at some of the social factors that exist
within the policy environment that also influence it.
1.3 Citizens and the Policy Environment
1 . 8 1 The Rise of Public Expectation

Provincial - Municipal links in Canada typify attempts to achieve some sort of balance between the public
service sector and grass roots values.17 If this is true then can the municipal govemment be seen as a
medium where the public can make some meaningful input into the service programs, initiated by the
province, that will affect their physical and social fabric? After all, the municipal govemment is generally
thought to be the closest level of govemment to a city's or town's residents. How then does local
government relate to its residents, meet the needs of the public through the provision of services and
include the public in its decision making? Ideally, planning is a process whereby all parties interested in the
particular issue or policy field become involved in the search for an optimal strategy and/or solution.18 One
of the objects of local government is to ensure a rapid and effective link between citizens and their
government and at the same time to permit them to participate in the resolution of certain specific
problerns.lg Municipal governments vary in administrative structure from city to city, in attempts to better
deal with the political and administrative coordination of their cities. Ranging from standing committees, to
city managers, to a board of commissioners, to executive committees, cities have organized themselves
administratively to deal more effectively with a variety of urban issues and processes including public
participation.

Higgins. 1977. pp. 194- 195
Ibid.
" Ibid.. p 53
Tile Recreational Needs n ~ r dPreferelices of the Citizerrs of Calgary, 1980, p 5
I9

Quesnel-Ouellet, 1973

1.3.2Public Partic@ationin Policy Development

In a similar fashion, citizen and interest groups have become more organized and adept at involving
themselves in urban issues and processes that affect them. Over the years, many community associations
and other informed organizations in Canadian cities have establishedthemselves as important players in
planning projects and processes. Today, their knowledge and experience in local issues are often viewed
as equally valuable to that of planners and other project personnel. However, public consultation and public
participation in planning and policy making was not always a major concern for government, especially at
the higher levels. Citizen involvement in planning has been a trend over many years. varying from city to
city and from project to project where citizens and residents have become an increasingforce in influencing
policy and planning.
The conventional view is that decision-making starts with a problem or an objective and proceeds from there
to generation of and choice among alternative actions." Problems (or issues) are not simply givens that
policy-makers must accept; rather they may be defined in quite different ways, each of which contains the
seeds for a different solution?' If this is so, then the definition of the issue or objective is paramount.
Furthermore, because issue definition is the beginning of the planning process, how it is defined and by
whom both have bearing on the prccess and how the issue(s) will be dealt with. In this context, public
expectation and public input into planning and public policy have evolved to become important instigators
and policy shapers. The once linear, stepwise process, assumed by the model of instrumental rationality,
where policy makers set goals and ask questions which involve a given community, and experts and
planners answer them, often without public input, can no longer be app1ied.E
Prior to the 1960s, community planning, as a process really did not involve the input of the community. It
was a more one way, top down planning process. Politicians received the "expert" advice of the planners
and the public seemed willing to let their elected representatives judge the appropriateness of planning
proposals? However, the dissatisfaction of residents and citizens with projects and proposals that affected
their communities as well as a new awareness of resource disparities, gave rise to a desire to be heard and
to be a part of the planning process. As such, the generic planning process at the community level came to
involve politicians, planners and the public. The process that saw the "expef planner, who made rational
and informed decisions, and then advised the politician or higher authority evolved to include the public and
be characterized by a more open and less top down approach to planning, decision-makingand plan

" Innes. 1990, p 54
Ibid.. p 55
" Innes, L995
"

Hodge. 1991. p 348

implementation. Unsurprisingly, a new set of issues revolving around the interaction of these process
participants became apparent. Feelings of ethical uncertainty and competing loyalties on the part of some
planners are summarized in Thomas and Healey's Dilemmas of Planning Practice (1991):
As a group they [planners] are uncedain about what authority or knowledge gives them
the legitimacy to act as they do. They are uneasy about the capacity of elected bodies to
represent the public or to make morally acceptable decisions. They are uncomfortable
with the expert role for themselves, recognizing that they have their own biases and that
expertise has its lirnitsF4
In her studies of planning practice, lnnes (1995, p 186) writes of similar ethical and methodological
difficulties apparent in planning practice today, given the multiple sources of information and data other lhan
those prescribed by previous planning theories and paradigms.
These conclusions ...raised difficult methodological and ethical questions for a profession
which purports to selve through expertise and trained judgement. A profession's
legitimacy rests on its knowledge. The study of practice shows that what ordinary people
know is at least as relevant as what is found through systematic professional inquiry...
Moreover, much of the important knowledge includes stories, myths, and the implicit
understandings shared in a community.
Involving citizens in plan-makingconstitutes, in effect, a sharing of power over the content and the
implementation of the plan and of the process of getting to the plan? However, not every civic project is
perceived by either government or the public as necessarily requiring the public's input. In other words, the
degree of citizen participation at the municipal level often depends on the scale and the nature of the project
and may vary according to the needs of the decision situation and those responsible for making decisions typically a politician or a senior city official. When the public is to become a part of the planning process,
there are levels of participation and influence that they can achieveF According to Amstein (1969), levels
of participation (or non-participation)can range anywhere from manipulation to delegated power. For
example, "manipulationnis where power holders educate participants rather lhan look to them for input;
"consultationnis where citizens are permitted to hear and be heard, but lack the power to insure their views
will be heeded; and 'partnershipnor "delegated power" is where citizens can negotiate andlor possess real
decision-making authorityn. It most cases, the higher levels of public participation are most desirable to
citizens. This is not surprising seeing as at the level of 'partnershipn or 'delegated power", the public via
citizen groups will affect and influence the policies of municipal plans. An effective example of this can be
--

1995. p 185
25
Hodge, 199 1, p 35 1
Arnstein, July 1969. pp. 2 16-224
" Innes,

" Ibid.

seen in Calgary's Urban Park Master Plan, where community associations formed an essential component
of the planning process and contributed to the information base used in drafting the plan.
Having stated that, let us look briefly at how citizen groups organize themselves into bodies that can achieve
higher and more effective levels of public participation. Policy plans often list specific advisory committees,
interest groups, and community organizations that either contributedto or are a part of an on-going planning
process. Higgins (1977) discusses three types of citizen participation group actors in municipal decisionmaking. The first type identified is what Higgins calls, the 'old stylenratepayer as~ociations?~
They are
typically financially secure, geographically city-wide, and defend against higher taxes and want more
services. The second type of citizen association identifiedby Higgins is one he calls "new stylencommunity
associations or neighborhood groupsP This type of citizen group is characterized by a smaller geographic
basis on which it draws its members, and is more pro-active than the ratepayers in their approach to
influencing public policy. One of the reasons offered by Higgins for this 'newer" approach and group
organization can be attributed to the fact that people's expectations of city govemment have been
heightened and that their demands for govemment intervention and action have correspondingly increased
in scope and demand.m A third type of citizen participation group identified, has been termed "noncorporate specific-interest",appropriately named for their specific policy interests." In Calgary specifically,
the Calgary PathwayAdvisory Cornmiflee is an effective example of this third interest group.
With regard to city-wide pathways and bikeways, it would not be surprising to see a desire for public
participation regarding pathway development (pathway type, location, etc.) from all three types of citizen
groups identified above, given the number of pathway users, communities, residents, ecological interest
groups and others pathway development might affect. Furthermore, if such public participation were the
case, the policies and goals identified in a policy plan that addressed such a large scale recreationaland
transportation system would more than likely reflect an equally wide variety of influences and constraints.

Conclusion
The purpose of policy planning is to address an issue by identifying and defining it, then proposing
objectives and determining a set of strategies to be followed in pursuit of those objectives. As
straightforward as that sounds, policy planning and policy plans are complex mechanisms implementedby
govemment to address complex issues. Often, the issues identified and the objectives and strategies
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proposed are slow changing and long term in nature. Furthermore, there are always numerous influences
and constraints on the policy maker@)responsible for proposing the objectives and strategies and hence
the policies themselves. In sholt, the evolution of parks and open spaces, the public's demands and
preferences for recreational amenities, government structure and intergovernmental relations, budgeting, as
well as the public's expectations of government and public padicipation are all influences and constraints
that have shaped and continue to shape, the park and open space planning policies spaces, the public's
demands and preferences for recreational amenities, govemment structure and of today.

Chapter Two: Evolution of Parks and Open Space in North
America
2.1 Public Preference and The Evolution of Parks and Open Smce

Over the past century, parks and open space in general have experienced growth and change. Part of this
can be attributed to the ever-changing needs of the public and the role that parks play in our communities
and daily lives. To better understand how park policy directed at parks and open space, as well as public
preference and park use, have evolved over the last two decades, we should acknowledge briefly the
history of park design and park use within North America over the past century. By studying the evolution of
ideological and design frameworks from which cities built parks and preserved land for park and open space
development, as well as public preference and the demand for certain recreation amenities, we can see how
they have acted as policy shapers that guided the development of parks and open space. The categories
that are summarized below are those used by Cranz (1978)?
2.1.1 Pleasure Ground,1850-1900

The setting aside of land for a public park was reported in the Anglo-American Magazine (1852) as an
indication of the growing awareness of government and the public acceptance of the idea of land being set
aside for public recreation purposes." The public park movement in Canada, like that in Britain, had its
roots in the concept of a public park as a retreat and refuge, an escape from the hurly-burly of the hectic life
of the city.% In keeping with this theme of providing relief from and contrast to the city, parks built during the
pleasure ground era (1850-1900),featured curvilinear circulation systems characterized by meanders and
meadows and an avoidance of rectangularity and straight-aways like those found in the city's grid street
pattern." Within parks, activities were to be mainly unstructured and spontaneous providing exercise,
instructionand psychic restoration.% Examples of such active but unstructured activities included walking,
bicycle riding, tobogganing and event spectating."

As amenities, lamps, benches and settees offered

additional comfort to places of rest. As well, the park department often provided drinking fountains for
people and horses, refreshment stands and r n u s i ~ . ~
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2.1.2 Refum Park, 1900-1930

The approach of reform parks was to organize activity, since urban park planners came to consider the
masses (especially the working class) as incapable of undertaking their own recreation" A more structured
approach to recreation featured programming with categories for activity groupings such as physical, social,
aesthetic and civic, or active, passive and socialP1 As well as increasedstructure of activities, park
administrators initiated planning and programmingwith more segregation of age, focusing increasingly on
children.@ As a result, the emergence of playgrounds was seen during this era of park design, catering to
supervisedand structured activities geared toward children? One of the eadiest public acceptances of
children's playgrounds in Canada occurred when the Montreal Council of Women pressured the City to
broaden the responsibilities of the Park Association as reflected in the name change to the Montreal Park
and Playground Association in 1904.M This sentiment was paralleled in Calgary following WWI, where it
was expressed that in addition to supenrised playgrounds, schools should be used as community centres
where indoor programs could be conducted during the winter months." Also an important innovation of this
period was the birth of neighborhood parks in cities. The acquisition of land for parks in all types of
neighborhoodswas encouraged to dissuade children from playing unsupelvised in the street46 Smaller
more accessible parks were built either within dense residential areas or near cheap and quick
transportation systems.47
2.1.3 Recreation Facility, 1930-1965

By this era, parks were becoming an expected and essential feature of urban life." Rising standards of
living and an increase in demand for park services resulted in more facilities and the drive by park
departments to focus increasingly on acquisition of new parkland and the expansion of the system?
According to Cranz, it was during this period that the terms "recreation" and "new leisurenbecame
catchwords.a Encompassing leisure, play and park activity, "recreationnseemed to exclude no activity or
age group, while "new leisure" came to address leisure activities during leisure lime - something parks
could provide.5' As leisure time increased, and demand for park services followed, park administrators
'O
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began to concern themselves with better planning of parks. As a result, planners became preoccupied with
the development of planning standards, which in lum demanded statistics and quantitative studies of the
sociological structure of the populations they served." By this time, govemment agencies were also
beginning to pool resources, thereby offering the public better and more comprehensive programs.9
According to Cranz, it was also during this period that the public began a trend toward recreational interest
groups. In response to comprehensive govemment recreational programs, many residents began to form
neighborhood associations and loose affiliations like baseball leagues, tennis associations and fishing clubs
in efforts to promote neighborhood identity and group differentiationbetween c0mmunities.Y
2.1.4

Open Space System, 1965-Afler

It was during the 1960s that urban parks began to be referred to as open spaces.55 Less rigid programming
and a more 'anything goes" attitude toward recreation in parks allowed for a wider variety of activities to
take place in parks and hence began a new era in park history." In her description of this 'anything goesn
approach to park activity and design, Cranz describes how open space came to exist as it does in North
America today.
The phrase 'open spacen suggests a number of activities that vision and expediency
began to bring into the parks after mid-1960s. First, open spaces were wide-open areas
with the connotation that this was where 'anything goesn, and where the new
permissivenessabout the range of possible park activities was appropriate. Second, they
were not built up but left open. They were bits and pieces of the city saved from the usual
fate of urban land. As such, they were natural sites for preservation...Third, open spaces
were fluid. There was fluidity at their perimeters, so that park flowed into city and city into
park. This went with the characterization of the park as an epitome, or ideal reflection, of
the city and with the use of parks for experiences of the pattern and flow of urban life...
In some North American cities, competition for land, particularly with freeways and housing, was greater
than ever before, so open space ideology rationalized the minipark, the playlot, and vest-pocket park, small
parks that could be tucked into irregular, unusual, inexpensivesites?
The ideological move to open space park development and design allowed cities more foresight in parks
and recreation planning in that in addition to providing opportunities for recreation at present, open space
development provides the assurance of a better city-wide park system for the future. More than a mosaic of
small, medium and large parks spread out over the city, the open space system we perceive today features
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connectivity through amenities like pathways that blend parks into a city's physical and social fabric. For
users, the open space system offers more choice in recreation. In addition to fields and specialized
amenities such as tennis courts, lacrosse boxes or playgrounds, pedestrian and bicycle pathways and trails
provide a medium for more unstructured andlor passive recreation, which is increasingly popular today.
2.1.5 StewardshipSB

Although many of the characteristics of the Open Space System described in the preceding section still
apply and are true today, in recent years, we have been witnessing another shift in the evolution of parks
and open space. Although not a new concept, a recent shift in the ideologicalframework in park
development is one that promotes stewardships? There are a number of factors that have led to and are
reinforcing this approach to park design and maintenance. However, the two greatest factors may arguably
be the continued cutbacks in all levels of government and an increase in residents' awareness of their
environment, their city and their neighborhoods. Cutbacks in budgets and spending in the 1990s has made
it more difficult for local government to afford any systematic annual local parks programs. As a result,
funding responsibility in some cities is increasingly being put on other interests to develop, design and
furnish local and neighborhood parks. From a more positive perspective, an increase in the awareness and
appreciation of open space and parkland of the greater public is also responsible for interests other than the
City taking a more active role in the development and preservation of parks and open space. Stewardship
programs are becoming the norm as many citizens welcome the opportunity to contribute to park
development and maintenance. In short, in addition to the reduction of financial spending in the area of
parks and open space, developers, neighborhood and community associations and a variety of monetary
donors, with minimal financial input from cities, are significant reasons for this latest trend in parks and open
space design and development.
Now that we have looked briefly at the evolution of parks and open space design, I examine the policy
issues and policy documents, in both the City of Calgary and the City of Surrey, that have and continue to
guide the development of pathways in each city.

Based on discussions with VanSiri, Winter, 1999
Stewardship can be defined as looking after a resource on behalf of someone else (i.e. those who will be
using it in the future).
5R
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Chapter Three: Policy and Pathway Development in Calgary
3.1 Pathwav Policv in Calgary

Pathways have experienced much growth in Calgary over the past twenty years, both in their physical
existence and in their policy direction. Pathways have long been an integral component of Calgary's open
space system, as a mechanism of linking major park nodes and recreationalopportunities. As an element

of Calgary's open space network, pathways began along the river and creek valleyP as recreational
corridors6'. They have since expanded and now extend into new communities linking bikeways and
pedestrian pathways to the river valley system creating an extensive linear open space network catering to
a plethora of uses and users (Refer to Map 1, Appendix).
This chapter examines pathways in Calgary from a policy perspective tracing their evolution and
development. Through an analysis of a number of policy documents, this chapter discusses and evaluates
the policies directed at linear open space and pathways, and the general policy direction of Calgary Parks 8
Recreation with regard to linear open space and the open space system. Diagram2, on page 33, is a flow
chart that graphically summarizes some of the key documents and their policies discussed in this chapter.
As we examine the policies directed at pathways over time in Calgary, we can trace changes in the policy

direction toward these facilities. Calgary's pathway system had its policy roots in the first Calgary
Parkmecreation Plan in 1971, which included recommendations such as developing a continuous open
space system in the river valleys and obtaining public access to all riverbanks62. However, over the past
two decades, more specific policy directed at linear open space and park systems and their usage and
users, make apparent that multi-use pathways are an increasingly important form of recreation and recently
a transportation alternative, that necessitate planning and policy direction.
3.2 Linear Park Policy

In 1988, Calgary Parks and Recreation tabled a policy statement on linear parks and the planning
philosophy behind it. The policy statement reads:

-

-
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Corridor in this context implies linear space in a rural or urban environment intended primarily for the
use of human movement.
Calpry Parks & Recreation. May 1998, section 5.2

Where possible, encourage the establishment of a continuous linear park and pathway system throughout
the city, which takes advantage of both natural and rnanmade features and provides a variety of
experiences, including formal parks and natural areas (both passive and active), paths, bridges and trails.63
The planning philosophy that follows it states:

Calgary Parks and Recreation recognizes the value of linear parks in providing for a
variety of purposes which include:
Protection of significant natural features
Provision of recreational opportunities
Separation and buffer of non-compatibleuses
Urban beautification
Connection of nodal development within communities
Linkages between communities and to the city wide park and open space systemG4
Where appropriate, linear parks should incorporate the regional pathway network and provide
adequate local links to the regional system.&
Given the extent of the current linear open space system in place, most of what is stated above may not
strike us as groundbreaking policy. However, this linear open space system was not always a 'system' in
and of itself, nor was it referred to as such. Through several policy and planning documents developed over
at least two decades, Calgary Parks & Recreation made clearer its policy direction on linear park space
specifically and the goals they wanted to achieve with linear parks and pathways. To fully appreciate the
evolution of linear parks, it is necessary to study the development of linear park space policy and the City's
policy response to recreation and transportation, as the policy environment goes far in explaining how and
why this form of park evolved into the system it is today.
3.3 Policy Statement and Planninq Recommendations

In June 1976, the City of Calgary Parks 8 Recreation Department brought foward a document, which was
to be revised one year later, entitled "Policy Statement and Planning Recommendationsn. It was produced
in response to Provincial regulations requiring municipalitiesto have a long-range plan for recreation and
park development. With regard to linear park space, policy direction is evident in the document's discussion
of both Open Space and the River Park System. In the background section of the document, one of the key
objectives of the Policy Statement, that could be construedas relevant to the development of linear parks,
reads:
63 Calgary Parks &

Ibid.

Recreation. January 1 1. 1989. p 174

Provide guidelines for acquisition and development of open space 1and.G
We see here that early on, the development of linear parks and pathways would have to have been closely
connected to the overall policy geared toward the overall open space system. However, as we will see
later, the development of linear parks and pathways was ako unquestionably linked to the policies directed
at the river valley system in Calgary. In the Policy Statement and Planning Recommendations document,
the topic of open space is expanded upon in Section 6, under the heading of Open Space where it is
defined, and more specific mention of what would evolve to become the linear open space network in
Calgary is given. The document states:
Open Space refers to the whole fabric or network of land reserved for recreational use,
and includes walkway systems, linking parks throughout the cityP7
Given this, it appears that this early open space system was by way of policy, intended primarily for
pedestrian use geared towards recreation. This system, was not intended or designed, at least not initially,
as a transportation alternative. The key underlying theme guiding the policies concerning the open space
system in the river valleys were concemed more with public access issues. These policy statements,
concerned with the River Park System, are made in the form of recommendations in order of priority (1
through 39). Policies OS 4,7 and 13 are those most closely concemed with the pathway system.

OS 4. The present policy of trail development along the waterway and open space be
continued.
OS 7. The pathway system design incorporate trail loops of varied distances with
access at several points.
OS 13. The depariment encourage the implementation of the objectives set by the report
"A bicycle path system for Ule City of Calgary, 1972" which calls for development.. .of a
city-wide interconnecting system of bikeways and bike paths.'
It should be noted that the policies above address pathways as distinct from trails and a bicycle path
system, thereby illustrating that a multi-use network had not been conceived yet. Furthermore, if we look at

OS 7 in connection with earlier statements regarding walkways and the open space system, "pedestrian
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walkways linking parks in the city" it is worded in such a manner that it sounds like it is distinct system with
its own policy objective, geared toward public accessibility.
The '1972 bicycle path system' document furthers this point in lhat cycling and bike pathways are dealt with
exclusively and are not discussed in relation to interconnectivity with other recreational uses. Moreover, the
concept of multi-use pathways and trails is not mentioned either. Again, the policies and recommendations
put forth with regard to bicycle paths are done within the context of a distinct system, seemingly exclusive to
pedestrian use.
On the other hand, the '0s4 trail development

...I

recommendation seems to be the closest form of linear

park system to what would become the linear open space network closely linked to the river valley system
that we see in Calgary today. Nevertheless, a later heading entitled, Community Linkage Systems,
discusses the need for the department to encourage a more 'all encompassing' system designed for
multiple recreational usage. It reads:
The ParkdRecreation Department believes that the municipality must encourage the
networks of pedestrian walk and bikeways linking residences to playgrounds, athletic
fields...and ultimately to the city-wide park and open space system. These amenities can
all be linked through good subdivision design...a
As a recommendation, OS 23 states:
New and redeveloped subdivisions provide pedestrian walk and bikeways to link
community amenities, and connect with the major park and open space system?
Several observations can be made with regard to the above recommendation. First, it is a policy that gives

a positive push in the direction of a multi-use linear open space network. However, it is aimed more
specifically at newer and redeveloped subdivisions, and would initially be disjointed from the pathway
system along the river valleys. Further, its (eventual) connection to the existing open space system appears
secondary to lhat of local community amenities. This should not necessarily be perceived as a negative
quality, but it indicates the lower to non-existent priority given to the concept of developing an extensive
linear park system focussed on city-wide connectivity. Lastly, walkways and bikeways are referred to as
distinct from each other, again indicatingthat a multi-user system may not have been conceived yet and had
not yet been addressed through policy. In short, this illustrates the site specific as opposed to the city-wide
systems approach to planning pathways and a multi-use linear open space system.

"
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3.4 Policy and Svstems Plan

The Policy and Systems Plan (1981) offers some of the clearest discussions on the function open space
and the development of linear open space to this point. This Plan builds on the policy direction of linear
parks, pathways and open space provided in Policy and Planning Recommendations and other policy
documents prior to it, as well as sets the tone for pathway development discussions in the Calgary River
Valleys Plan.
The discussions most relevant to the development of linear open space are found in Part 3, chapter 4,
entitled Open Space. Sub section 3.4.3. River Park System, begins the discussion on linear parks and
pathways in the context of the river valleys. It offers the following policies, which restate those stated in
Parks and Recreation Policy in 1980:

OS 5

Develop a river park system which features a number of major park nodes which
serve a variety of leisure interests, and are connected by a linear park and
pathway system.71

OS 6

Acquire land or access rights for continuous public access along Calgary's major
waterways with the long range objective of securing continuous access on both
sides of these waterways.R

As implementation measures, the plan states:
When the Calgary River Valley Plan is reviewed, the policy of "continuous" access will be
reassessed.

...Pedestrianlcyclebridges will be provided at strategic locations to connect park nodes
and riverbank open space with principle travel routes.
The acquisition of parcels of land needed to complete the Bow and Elbow linear park and
pathway systems will be continued through lease agreement, dedication, direct purchase
or othennrise.. .'3
It is evident that the goals of Calgary Parks & Recreation had not changed since previous documents and
these policies and implementation measures reinforce the direction the Department was moving with regard
to the development of !he pathway system in the river valley and its related issues such as public access.
The significance of the river valleys. the pathways in them and the issue of accessibility mentioned above
was obviously a priority for the City and is further reinforced by the Department's research and development
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for the Calgary Planning and Building Department's 1984 River Valleys Plan, which is discussed later in this
chapter.
Sub section 3.4.14, tinear Parks, Trails and Pathways, goes on to discuss the importance of a pathway
system within the context of use. OS 38 reveals the policy makers' intention to address both users and the
nature of usage.

OS 38 Develop a city-wide pedestrian and bicycle pathway system which is segregated,
where feasible, from vehicular traffic, facilitates recreational use and commuter
travel, and connects communities with popular urban destinations.
Implementation
The Parks/Recreation, Planning and Transportation Departments will collaborate
in developing an integrated, comprehensive pedestrian and bicycle pathhikeway
system.74
The concept of pedestrian and bicycle pathways is suggested here. This is key when considering the
evolution of the pathway system from either foot or bicycle to multi-use. This theme becomes increasingly
important as it also involves pathway function as well which is also mentioned above.
Also important to note are that these statements were made within the context of new and older
communities. In the paragraph preceding the OS 38 policy statement, the Policy And Systems Plan notes
that Parks & Recreation and the Transportation Department should coordinate the planning of pathways and
bikeways to maximize the use of existing facilities and opportunities for new linkages. The document further
suggests that this planning applies to both previously developed and newly developing areas where it is
important to provide pedestrian and cycle links through communities, to major public facilities and open
spaces.
By maintaining the policies of its precedents, the Policy and Systems Plan effectively reinforced the policies
addressing linear open space and pathway development in the river valleys and reinforced their value within
the open space system. The Plan then goes further to discuss the need for linear park development
throughout the city in a variety of areas, as part of a pathway and bikeway system extending outside the
river valley. This is important to note, because the document organizes its policy discussion regarding
pathwayhikeway development in two sections (River Park System and Linear Parks, Trails and Pathways).
This illustrates the growing importance of pathways on a city-wide level and suggests the need for making a
71
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distinction between linear park systems to better address their development, growth and maintenance.
Thus, although they are both pad of the open space system, linear park and pathway development outside
the river valley pathway system and those developed as part of the river valley pathway system are distinct
and can be addressed and dealt with through policy as such.
3.5 Calqarv General Municipal Plan
Prior to the approval of the Calgary Municipal Development Phn by Council in September 1998, earlier
versions of the Plan provided significant policy direction towards addressing issues relevant to parks and
recreation and parkland. They provided a major source of policy direction to initiatives adopted by and
suggested in documents put forth by Calgary Parks & Recreation. Within part 3, chapter 6, Parks and
Recreation, Park Land Policies are discussed in two major sections: general and the river valley system and
other natural areas. Policies (PR. 13 through PR. 21) outlined in the latter section provided key guidance
and direction to parks and recreation planning.
3.6.24 PR. 13 and its subsections relevant to pathways and linear open space read:

Develop the river valleys as a parkland system which includes:
continuous public access to all riverbanks,
i)
public walkbikeways throughout the city, 75
ii)
PR.16, also relevant to linear open space reads as follows:
Acquire major open space and natural areas, as part of the development of a total
park and recreation network, in association with the Provincial Government."
These policies are noticeably broad, but are nonetheless clear in providing direction to City planning. As
was addressed in the Policies and Systems Plan, a key point worth noting here, too, is the inclusion of
walkways and bikeways in one policy statement (subsection iiof PR. 13). This implies the concept of multiuse (and possibly multi-function)and goes far in promoting the coexistence of cyclists and pedestrians in
the linear open space system.
3.6 Calgary Cvcle Plan
It is felt by many that multi-use andlor multi-function(pathway) systems are difficult to achieve because of
conflicts between usen and the assumed priority of one user or function over another? The most common
example is likely to be seen through competition between pedestrian and other uses such as cyclists and in's City of Calgary. amended 1993, Pt.3. Ch.6 Parks and Recreation (5)
76 [bid.

line skaters and pathway use for commuting versus a recreational function. At its inception, the pathway
system was conceived as purely recreational in nature. However, in the past few years the importance of
portions of the system to the commuting cyclist has become apparent? The Cycle Plan draws much of its
policy direction with regard to pathway use from the 1988-1992 Policies and Priorities Plan. The following
statements (to be discussed later in greater detail) are of key importance to cycling use of pathways:
The City places high priority on the development and maintenance of trails and pathways to:
Facilitate cycling as a mode of energy efficient transportation.
Benefit the urban transportation system.
Liaise and coordinate with the Transportation and Engineering Departments in the planning,
design and development of bikeways using street and sidewalk locations as part of an
integrated system with pathways?
It should be noted that the majority of cyclists who use the pathways system in Calgary are doing so as a
form of recreationso. However, given the 'objectivesn outlined above, one can see the potential for an
increase in conflict between pathway users as more cyclists use the system for commuting and pathways
become more congested at peak commuting hours.
The Cycle Plan addresses the issue of cycle use on the pathway system for commuting and states that the
1992 Commuter Cyclist Survey indicated that 35 percent of the average bicycle commuter trip is made on

pathways. Unfortunately, the issue of use conf ict between commuting cyclists and pedestrians, for
example, is not discussed with any great detail. It does however recommend that the Calgary Parks &
Recreation Pathway Conflict Index, which serves to minimize conflict between users, be modified and
improved. Nonetheless, the Cycle Plan is geared toward the cyclist and makes it apparent that the use of
pathways for commuting is increasingly important. As a result, policy direction with regard to coexistence
with other users and the issue of multi-function pathways appears unsatisfactorily addressed here.
3.7 Calaarv Transportation Plan 1995 (Go Plan]

In an effort to increase interdepartmentalcommunication and objectives sharing, City depadments have
increasingly consulted and referencedeach other's documents when establishing their own policies. This
can be seen in the Calgary Parks 8 Recreation draft Regional Pathways Principles, where listed as one of
the documents that form the policy basis for pathway planning and development is the 1995 Transportation
-
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Plan (Go Plan). Although Calgary Parks & Recreation policy focuses on the recreational aspects of cycling,
the viability of cycling as an alternative to vehicular transportation, as discussed in the Go Plan, is a
fundamental policy that cannot be ignored.
Within Section 2. the headings of Mobility, The Skeletal Road Newark, and Olher Modes of Travel, offer
broad policy direction to pathway development through the following key policy statements:

Mobility
Offer a reasonable choice of travel modes and accessibility to all Calgarians.
The Skeletal RoadNetwork (River Crossings)
River crossings and associated roadways will address the provision of walking and cycling
facilities.

Other Modes of Travel
To encourage walking, the pedestrian environment will be a design element in all land
uses and plans for roads, LRT and transit facilities.
Cycling will be promoted through education. provision of facilities, and enforcement of
safety rules.
Although very broad, the policy statement under Mobility, stresses the commitment by the City to provide
alternatives to vehicular travel within the city, and the impoflance of accessibility to these other modes of
transportation. While pedestrian traffic may be considered as one choice in mode of travel, it would appear
that the primary modes being implied here are LRT and cycling. The pathway system is therefore of major
relevance to this policy statement. The accessibility concerns are being addressed by appropriate access
points all along the system and those pathways that lead to and from (outlying) residential neighborhoods
and link to the river valley.
River crossings are of major concern, for the environmental impacts they bear. Therefore, the provision of
pedestrian and cycling friendly design to existing bridges and crossings is an important concern.
Furthermore, roadways often form integral portions of pathways for connectivity reasons. As a result, the
policies outlined in Go Plan in sections The Skeletal Road Network (River Crossings) and Other Modes of
Travel are important, as they address the fact that pedestrian travel and cycling should be considered in the
design of roadways and river crossings.
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3.8 Calaanr River Vallevs Plan (1984)
The long term objective of the Calgary River Valleys Plan is to create an open space
system along the City's watercourses in accordance with Policy PR.16 of the Calgary
General Municipal Plan.. ."
The Calgary River Valleys Plan, while primarily a land use document, was a much needed and useful
document as it provided valuable policy direction to the City with regard to the development and
preservationof the river valley system and its pathways. Wthin the context of the Regional pathway
system, the river valley system in Calgary is absolutely vital. It is the river valley portion of the open space
network that made possible the creation of pathways. And today. even as the pathway system expands into
residential communities and new developments, the river valley system continues to be the heart of the
pathway system. The Urban Park Master Plan reinforces this point. Section B of the River Valleys Plan
states the following about Calgary's regional open space:
Calgary's riven and creeks represent the single most positive recreational asset of the
city. The potential for an open space system along the rivers/creeks is enormous and
directly concerns the objectives of this plan.=
The reasons for implementing a comprehensive (policy) plan dedicated solely to the river valleys system
was furlher perceivedas necessary due lo public concern voiced about it. This is summarized in the
Calgaly River Valleys Plan.
The concept of an open space system in the riverlcreek valleys was emphatically
endorsed by the general public. Citizens expressed a desire for and enjoyment of parks
and open space, agreeing that considerable potential for the development of land for
these uses at waterside locations. According to the questionnaires distributed at Open
Houses, the most preferred use for lands adjacent to the watercourses was "parkland with
some developed recreational areas and some undeveloped natural setting areas."
The policies most relevant to the development of linear open space can be found in the Plan and Policies
part of the River Valleys Plan under C1.I .3 Public Access. There are twelve policies, outlined in this part of
the document, that address a variety of concems including pedestrian and cycling issues, maintenance of
the pathways, adjacent land uses, bridges across watercourses and environmental impacts. These are
fairly narrowly focused policies that indicate the Calgaty Parks 8 Recreation's response to the public's
concerns and the need for more specific policy direction in regard to the development, preservation and
maintenance of Calgary's invaluable river valley system and the pathways therein.
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3.9 1988-1992 Policies And Priorities Plan
On September 19,1988, the 1988-1992 Policies and Priorities Plan was approved by Council. It was the
most recent document in a series of municipal plans required by the Province to be put out by Calgary Parks

& Recreation, outlining among other things, the overall mission, priorities, roles, plans and long term
strategies of the Department (and its operating Divisions). In doing so, the Plan made clear policy
objectives for the provision of services, facilities and the open space network. Within the document's Long
Term Strategy section, the following statement is vital in illustrating the Department's long term policy
commitment to developing and maintaining the linear open space system in Calgary.
In the section entitled Parkdopen Space, the bulk of the Department's policy direction toward linear park
space specifically is found under the heading of P. 1 1 The importance of Linear Parks, Trails and Pathways.
The text reads as follows:
The City encourages the creation of linear parks in new subdivisions in order to both link
park nodes in a system and to provide opportunities for linear recreation. Priority is
placed on the establishment of linear forms of environmental reserve and credit reserve,
and the use of utility corridors87.
The City places high priority on the development and maintenanceof trails and pathways to:
Provide for linear recreation activities such as walking, jogging, cycling and cross
country skiing for personal fitness, sightseeing and leisure travel
Facilitatecycling as a mode of energy efficient transportation
Provide access in natural areas
Benefit the urban transportation system
The Department will:
Continue to develop the system of pathways separated from vehicular traffic
Continue to develop unsurfaced trails for nature study, hiking, cross country skiing
and, in some locations horse back riding
Ensure public access by providing easements along riverbanks and escarpments
through development setbacks
Ensure public access by providing crossings of barriers such as highways, railways
and rivers
Liaise and coordinate with the Transportation and Engineering Departments in the
planning, design and development of bikeways using street and sidewalk locations as
part of an integrated system with pathways
Work with the Planning and Building Department and development companies in the
planning, design, and development of pathways in new subdivisions

" Ibid.. p 3
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Continue to ensure that cooperative development guidelines and construction
specifications are followed by the City and developers
Ensure that trails and pathways are properly maintained by:
Developing a maintenance program and budget for maintenance and life cycle
costs/replacernent.. .
Minimize multiple use conflicts@
In comparing the policies outlined here to those stated in Parks and Recreation documents of earlier years,
it is not difficult to see the much more specific language used here and the more directive nature of the
policies of this document. Furthermore, there are policies directed at the development and maintenance of
pathways and the pathway system. This makes obvious the increase in priority, popularity, and the need for
more specific and clear policy direction of the pathway system and all its related attributes.
Looking closer at the policy statements themselves, some stand out as particularly important. The first of
these is the mention of specific linear recreational activities such as walking, jogging, cycling, cross country
skiing, personal fitness, etc. and later, hiking, nature study, skiing and hone back riding on unsurfaced
trails. It is much more apparent here as opposed to earlier documents, that multiple use of the pathway
system is an underlyinggoal. We also see cycling mentioned as a mode of transportation and the goal of
benefitingthe urban transportation system. The use of pathways in 1996 constituted 35 percent of
commuting cyclists tripswindicatingthat this policy is being implementedand carried out with some
success.
Several of the policies stated under "the Department will" are also particularly important to note because
they are noticeably more narrow and directive than the policies seen in other documents prior to this one.
Effectiveexamples of these are those that begin with, "Liaise and coordinate with the Transportation and
Engineering Departments.. ."and Work with the Planning and Building Department.. ."and "Continue to
ensure that cooperative development guidelines.. .are followed by the City.. .". Furthermore these policies
illustrate that the development, maintenance and necessity for connectivity of pathways had become a
significant enough priority to the City that it required foresight, planning and cooperation between City
departments and the development industry.
Equally important to note is the last policy statement in this section, which makes a point of minimizing multiuse conflicts. This is key as it makes us aware that the Department recognizes that multiple use and the
encouragement of cycling (as a mode transportation on pathways) may increase the occurrence of user
Ibid.. p 39-40

conflict. And although this may not be a major policy concem of the Transportation Department (as
evidenced by the absence of its mention in Go Plan), it is a policy concem for the Calgary Parks &
Recreation and City Council.
In shod, the 1988-1992 Policies and Priorities Plan, demonstrates the evolution in policy development from
previous documents both in complexity and specificity. It makes more directive policy statements and
outlines more clearly the departments and persons responsible for the continued development and
maintenance of the linear open space system, as it exists now and as it expands with development.
3.10 Urban Park Master Plan

The 1994 Calgary Ur6an Park Master Plan (1994) is the product of a comprehensive planning public
process involving several phases of technical planning, public participation and public communication. The
Plan was put together by several advisoly committees with the input of numerous community associations,
civil sewanls and other professionals, for be purpose of addressing a wide variety of issues pertinent to
Calgary's river valleys and the park system therein. The Plan itself is broken down into several sections
including a section entitled vision statement, a summary of the Parks 8 Recreation Pulse on Parks urban
park survey, a biophysical assessment of the river valleys system, a master plan proposal which details the
major sections of the river valley park system and their planning units, and a section outlining an
implementation strategy. Within the vision statement chapter, the plan offers the reader an understanding of
the philosophical framework from which the plan was conceptualizedand drafted. The statement itself
reads:
A Vision for Calgary's River Valley Park System
The people of Calgary envision a continuous integrated river valley park system that
reflects the city's unique prairie and foothills setting. The River Valley Park System will
express citizens' commitment to its preservation, use and enjoyment, and will promote
understanding of our natural and historic heritage. We envision a river valley park system
in which we will all take pride, and in which every citizen will assume responsibility for its
protectionm

Following this, a set of 18 vision statement principles are given with the understandingthat along with the
1984 River Valleys Plan, they will guide the development of Calgary's River Valley Park System. Important
to note is that these principles are further validated by their inclusion in the Statutory Municipal Development
Plan approved by Calgary City Council in September 1998. Of these, principles 3,sand 18 are most
relevant to pathways and the activities that typically take place on them.
-
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In Principle:
3. The primary use of the River Valley Park System will be passive, low intensity, informal,
unstructured activities.

5. The River Valley Park System will include a continuous river pathway, not always
adjacent to h e river's edge
18. All bridges will accommodate pedestrian and bicycle use and all new road and bridge
construction required, will comply with the Vision Statement?'

Issues of key relevance which were most strongly supported for inclusion in the planning process that are
discussed in the Pulse on Parks chapter include pathway safety, amenities, and pathway surfacing. And, as
the plan suggests, these concerns were addressed through design recommendationsthat improve the trail
system, improve linkages to adjacent communities and recommend alternative routes outside the river
valley?* Also worth noting is the discussion about the major cause for concern: the interaction between
walkerdjoggers and cyclists on the pathway and trail system. Although the majority of respondents called
for a physical separation of these activities, the Pulse on Parks survey (conducted in preparationfor the
Urban Parks Master Plan) suggested that these activities are as much sacial as physical. Furthermore, the
Plan states that separating them to such an extent would diminish the overall social experience that these
activities provide?3
The Urban Park Master Plan Proposal chapter is structured more like a land use document, whereby,
descriptions and goals for development, maintenanceand preservation are site specific and detailed.
However, as guidance to more responsible development and use of the River Park System, the proposed
improvements to the planning units suggested could serve as policy. As a broader statement regarding
pathways in the river valley, the introductory section of this chapter offers a brief description of the role
pathways play. It reads:
Pathways have been designed to form a continuous network of regional and secondary
trails throughout the river valley andlor on some parts of the escarpment, in response to
the increasing public demand for this kind of recreational activity. Appropriate linkages
are designed to provide improved access to the river valleys.
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The Urban Park Master Plan is an effective policy document, because it offers broad policy guidance
through its many vision principles and justifies the issues it seeks to provide policy guidance for through
extensive public involvement, discussions on the results of park user surveys. Furthermore, it discusses
how to achieve its goals via smaller more tangible planning units.

Conclusion
In summation, although not new in Calgary, the use and policies addressing linear open space and
pathways have been transformed. Once perceived as only a component of Calgary's larger open space
network, of which the river valleys form a vital part, the pathway system has evolved to become an
extensive recreational and transportationcorridor system in and of itself. Although still part of the open
space network, pathways in Calgary have, through policy direction and planning, evolved to address
transportation issues, concern for conservationand city-wide connectivity, as well as recreational
opportunities. This evolution of policy and use reflects a changing perceptionof open space from isdated
parks in a predominantly urban setting to a more extensive and connectedopen space system. Over the
past twenty-five years, we can trace the development of policies directed at linear open space (and
pathways). And in doing so, we can see how the policies have become clearer, more specific and more
directive. Fullheme, these policies are now being implementedthrough mechanisms such as Area
Structure Plans, Area Redevelopment Plans, Municipal Development Plans and standard development
agreements. As a result, the pathway system today is more extensive than ever as it includes planned
pathways at both the regional and local scale, along the river valley system, and into new developments,
sewing multiple users and uses.

Chapter Four: Policy and Pathway Development in Surrey
4.1 Pathway Policv in Surrey
This chapter reviews various policy documents that are relevant to the development of linear open space in
the City of Surrey. As compared to the City of Calgary that has had policy geared towards pathways for
over 20 yean, the City of Surrey has only been actively planningfor pathways through policy since 1995.
Hence, Surrey does not have as long a history in the development of pathways, and thus has fewer policy
documents from which guidance and direction regarding their design, construction and management can be
sought. Nonetheless, this chapter traces the brief history of linear open space and pathway development in
Surrey through an examination of existing policy documents by evaluating the policies put folth, the issues
discussed and the recommendations made.
4.2 Surrev Official Communitv Plan 1995

Linear Parks are addressed briefly in the Surrey Official Community Plan (OCP) under the heading of Green
Space and Recreabbn. The discussion here focuses on the suitability of land for the establishment of
'green/ open space and recreational areasn. The Plan suggests that consideration should be given to areas
that possess natural assets such as areas with abundant and significant vegetation, creeks or watercourses,
slopes, views, and waterfront areas. Further to this, the document states that the open space system
performs an important role in structuring a community. And, in this regard, the plan asserts that linear parks
provide a pedestrianconnection between activity centres and residences. The plan also draws attention to
the importance of taking into account the existing community structure and the built environment in terms of
their relation to the open space system. The document reads:

...m

he configuration of an open space system cannot be based on land opportunities
alone: the location of commercial, industrial and residential areas, as well as overall
community structure goals, are equally important factors to consider."
Also to be taken into account are elements within the built environment that are conducive to recreational
'development" and that can be incorporatedinto the open space system. To this end, the document reads:
The parks concept developed in Me plan takes advantage of these natural assets and
complements it with pathways and trails that provide a connection between commercial
centres, schools and other community facilities. g5
The concept of of linear parks is referred to twice in this discussion. First, they are described as a
component of the open space system, in reference to their providing a pedestrian connection between
94
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activity centres and residences. From a policy perspective, this statement is important to note with regard to
the City's approach towards pathway development. The most obvious reason is the use of the word
pedestrian. It seems apparent that in reference to the "connections between activity centres and
residenceswthe policy makers do not intend pathways as a form of bicyde recreationor as a mode of
bicycle transportation. A second point ?onote is that this portion of the document is worded in such a
manner that the development of linear parks between activity centres and residences would be in keeping
with more passive use and for utilitarian purposes of pedestrian connection, as opposed to recreation or a
combination of connection and recreation.
Later in the discussion of green space and recreation, the concept of linear open space is mentioned a
second time. Here, the plan makes mention of the potential for a linear green space system within B.C.
Hydro rights-of-way. In that same discussion, it states, "the plan takes advantage of these natural assets
and complements it with pathways and trails that provide a connection between commercial centres,
schools and other community facilitiesn. Although it is suggested that there is the potential for a linear green
space system including pathways and trails, they are still discussed in the context of connections rather than
in a recreational sense. However, the word pedestrian is not used and leaves room for the possibility of
some pathways being "eycle friendly".
The document effectively addresses the importance of parks and recreational areas and the value of open
space in a variety of environments. However, the Plan is not clear how, through policy, the City is to
achieve the open space system, green space and recreational areas it describes. Although it describes how
open space forms an integral component in structuring, shaping and defining the character of a community
and how open space can provide visual transition and boundaries between areas and land uses, it lacks the
broad policy direction that is necessary for various city departments to achieve these goals. In the same
way, the discussion of linear parks makes evident the benefits of linear open space in a variety of
circumstances but does not indicate how the City is to accomplish this through policy.
4.3 Suney Official Cornrnunitv Plan 1996
The 1996 Surrey OCP is much clearer and more directive with regard to its policies dealing with linear parks
andlor pathwaysg6P7.The document itself, including the discussion on parks and recreation, is structured

Ibid.
The 1996 OCP does not use the term litrear park, like its 1995 OCP predecessor. Rather, it uses more
generic language such as lirlenr operl space, lit~earcorridors and lirlknges, or more specific terms like
~vcrlk~vays,
rrails and cycling pcrtlts, in reference to linear park and pathway development.
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differently than the 1995 OCP. Its headings and discussions are much more explicit and more explanatory
than its predecessor a year earlier. This is best illustrated in section F, entitled, Provide Parks and
Recreational Facilities, which is divided into sub headings which provide the reader with a better

understandingof the City's policy and planning environment with regard to parks and open space. Within
this section, there is:
a Statement of Pn'nciple;

a description of the direction in which the City is moving with its policies, entitled Key Future Direction;
a Background section that summarizes the variety of parks that exist; and
a description of the provincial and regional context in which they exist.
In response to the broad goal statements outlined in the Key Future Direction, an lssues and Policies
section presents relevant parks and recreation issues and the policies devised to address them. Following
this, an impIementatio~,Monitoring and Coordinationsection specifies how the City intends to implement
its policies, in keeping with the statements made in the Key Future Direction.
The goal statement of most importance made in Key Future Direction is:
F-1 Provide Adequate and Well Located Parks and Facilities"

4.3.1 Background
The Background section of the 1996 Plan summarizes several points that are relevant to the development of

linear open space and linkages. The first of these sections is entitled Providers of Parks, which briefly
discusses park types and their providers, the City of Surrey and The Greater Vancouver Regional District.
Within the section the following is stated:
Park areas may be active, such as recreational fields and facilities, or passive such as
walking trails or cycling paths surrounded by undeveloped open green space and forest.
The statement is very basic but important, because it asselts the existence of walking trails and paths for
cycling as legitimate (and distinct) park space in and of itself, although it may still exist as part of a larger
open space system. The following section, entitled The Provincial Context, states:
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One of the gods of the Regional Growth Strategies in the Municipal Act is to preserve,
create and link urban and rural open space including parks and recreation areas. Im
This is important for obvious reasons. Although linear open space may be recognized as a 'system' serving
other purposes such as recreation, policy documents such as the Municipal Act, through Regional Growth
Strategies, reinforce the importance of linking a variety of spaces in both urban and rural contexts. And the
Plan suggests that paths and trails are an effective mechanismthrough which the City of Surrey can
accomplish those linkages. In much the same way, the third section, entitled The Regional Context,
reinforcesthe importance of linking sites. As part of the Livable Region Strategic Plan, The Vancouver
Regional District states:
' ...one of the fundamental strategies is to protect the Green Zone, the natural assets
which include major parks and ecologically impoltant areas. As pad of the Green Zone,
the Park and Outdoor System is intended to enhance the character of outdoor recreation
components and provide connections between sites." lo'

The above stresses the importance of providing linkages between sites as well as the necessity of
protecting ecologically important areas; both of which are policies that are relevant to linear green space
and can be achieved, in part, through the creation and maintenance of pathways.
4.3.2 Issues andPolicies

This section of the Surrey OCP provides the framework for addressing important issues and policies. In
response to Key Future Direction F-1, the OCP states, "A variety of parks and open space, related indoor
and outdoor facilities and other green space linkages are required to serve local, community and City
needs." The Plan then goes on to outline the issues facing the City in tying to achieve this objective. It
then suggests policies to address these concerns. The most relevant issues and policies are as follows:
i)Acquiring land in the City Centre and Town Centres lor Parks

The policy response is F-1.2 Provide Open Space in the Cily Centre and Town Centres; which
states:
Provide common outdoor space in the form of plazas, squares, and other public areas,
connected to linear corridors using walkways, greenways, streets and other functional
open space in the City Centre or Town Centres. '02
This policy reinforces the City's commitment to establishing greenway routes including sidewalks, for the
purpose of connectivity between, and accessibility to, important public spaces.
-
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ii) Linking Neighborhoods and Communities
The policy response is F-1.5 Secure Linear Open Space; which states:
Provide and presewe linear green spaces consisting of open space, environmentally
sensitive areas including fish and wildlife habitat, ravines, trails, walkways, recreational
bicycle paths and waterfront lands that link neighborhoods and their centres, and serve to
connect parks, other open spaces, green belts and conservation areas.. . 1°3
This policy, directed at linear open space specifically, is one of the most vital policies to the development
and maintenanceof linear open space. Unlike policies in previous documents, this policy singles out linear
open space and provides policy direction specificallyto pathway development. Furthermore, it brings to our
attention the many aspects linear open spaces and pathways possess in the minds of the Surrey policy
makers. First, it describes the many kinds of linear green space that exist. Second, it points out the
purposes that linear open spaces andlor pathways serve. These include the previously menlioned
connectivity aspect, the recreational aspect inherent in trails, and bicycle paths, the passive or unstructured
recreation that can occur along ravines and waterfront property as well as the use of linear green space to
preserve environmentally significant areas such as fish and wildlife habitat.
iii) Aliematives to Pub/ic Open Space
The policy response is F-1.6 Support Utility Comdors as Public Open Space; which states:
Support the use of utility corridors and other rights-of-wayas passive recreational areas
that provide continuity to the park network, linear open space and greenways, and seek
the co-operationof owners of such lands.lm
This policy is integral to establishing several greenway routes proposed in the Greenways Plan. Hydro, gas
and other utility rights-of-way, for example, can be effective means of doubling as linear open space for
greenway development for several reasons. First, they are linear in nature. Second, costs for the removal
of vegetation to make way for the construction of paths within rights-of-wayare minimal because major
vegetation has already been removed and regular maintenance is occurring. Third, costs for property
acquisition or expropriation are minimal because land within utility rights-of-way are seldom owned or used
for other purposes. Fourth, rights-of-way cover great linear distances facilitating the potentialfor many
points of connection to other pathways and greenways and offer safe and effective routes for non-vehicular
commuting. Fifth, rights-of-wayprovide sites for pathway development where there are preexisting
"corridors". As a result, there may be less opposition to their being used also as pathways.
vi) Park and Open Space Provision to Meet Future Needs
'03
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The policy response is F-1.7 Acquire Lands lor Future Parks and Facilities which states:
Obtain land in advance of Mure development where it is determined that parks, other open
space and linkages may be required to serve the community's needs for recreation,
conservation or preservation. lo5
Important to note here is the foresightedness of the policy suggesting the acquisition of land in anticipation
of future park and open space purposes, including linkages (i.e. pathways). This ensures enough land for
recreation, conservation, preservationand better linkages lo open space in the future.
4.3.3 implementtation, Monilon'ngand Co~ordination

In response to F-1 Provide Adequate and Well Located Parks and Facilities, the OCP lists a series of
implementation measures, describing how the City proposes to achieve the provision of sufficient and
appropriately located parks, open spaces and facilities to its residents. Five of these are particularly
relevant to the development and maintenanceof pathways. These are:
1) Ensure that the identification and provision of parks, linear open space, and related

facilities is consistent with the Parks and Recreation Master Plan and include a
detailed analysis of park dedication as an integral part of Neighborhood Concept
PIans.lo6
This implementation measure outlines the intent of the City lo maintain consistency between business
operations and planning documents. This measure to ensure consistency of Parks and Recreation Master
Plan and NeighborhoodConcept Plans illustrates that in providing adequate and well located parks and
facilities, the City is concemed with maintaining consistency in design, planning, and land use standards,
between general and specific types of planning documents. This is an important point for the reason that
plans can vary in type and purpose. Higher level plans such as the Official Community Plan, are broader in
scale and are policy-oriented. Lower order plans such as the Neighborhood Concept Plan are typically
more detailed and land-use specific, while the Parks and Recreation Phn is more descriptive, discussing
the needs and trends of residents in relation to services and facilities provided in the area of recreation. As
such, an implementation measure like this assures the public that when concemed with the provision of
open space and parks, the City is striving to ensure implementation of a cohesive open space system that is
addressed in all relevant plans.
2) Continue to use the 5% park land dedication upon subdivision to acquire land for park
and open space, which may connect to environmentally sensitive areas, ravines,
trails, walkways, and waterfront land.
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As a by-law, the 5% park land dedication implementation measure, in addition to development cwt charges,
is an effective means of ensuring that at the time of subdivision, land will be set aside for park and open
space (which may indude or consist of pathways). This also makes for an effective implementation tool and
is an example of sound planning because these measures provide a pro-active approach to securing land
for park and open space in the development process rather than negotiating with landowners for acquisition
or rights-of-way after subdivision.

3) Apply a development cost charge for each new housing unit to assist in the
acquisition of parks, setting aside land for future parks in developing areas, and
acquiring parcels of land for parks in developed areas where a shortage of
neighborhoodand community park space is evident. lo7
The development cost charge implementation measure is notable for its distributing fiscal responsibilitiesto
all parties involved in the development process. Without proper planning and design and park land
dedication, new areas of development in an expanding suburban setting can weaken the open space
system connectivity and lower the quality of the experience for people.

4) Co-ordinate the planning of open space corridors and linkages with bike paths,
pedestrian trails and walkways, fisheries management zones to access shorelines
and other transportation networks.lM

This implementation measure stresses the importance of co-ordinationin the planning of parks and open
space. This is especially impodant in larger cities where there are several municipal departments operating
concurrentfy but usually on a number of different projects in a variety of locations. Co-ordinationthrough the
sharing of information and resources for example can save time and facilitate work for all departments.
Furthermore,co-ordinationin maintainingthe connectivity of the overall open space system in the City is
vital due to the increasing complexity of an open space system, which links various transportation networks,
includes rights-of-waycorridors and serves a multitude of users. Proper co-ordinationcan help ensure
consistency in open space planning among departments thereby reducing conflicts in parks and pathway
planning, design, management and use.
5) Review the provision of green space corridors or linkages proposed to pass through
the Agricultural Land Resetve... 10g
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In the case of Surrey, where a substantial portion of the City is Agricultural Land Reserve, the planning for
recreational open space including pathway systems is a sensitive matter and requires careful cosrdination.
This implementationmeasure stresses this point. The planning and design of proposed pathways vis a vis
open space corridors or "linkagesnthrough the ALR should be done in coordination with bodies representing
the interests of the farming community. These administrativebodies include the Surrey Agricultural
Advisory Committee and the Agricultural Land Commission.
In addition to OCPs, which are "truenpolicy documents. other reports and planning documents are
developed by municipal departments for internal use that can provide future policy direction. In the Parks
and Recreation Department, a Commission Report is this kind of document. Although Parks and Recreation
Commission Reports are not "truenpolicy documents, they are valuable in that they offer clear and concise
summaries of the projects that the Parks and Recreation Department is involved in. As such, Parks and
Recreation Commission meetings where such projects are reviewed, can provide an effective forum for the
Parks and Recreation Department to get direction and recommendationsfrom park Commissioners prior to
presenting a given project to Council.

4.4 Surrev Parks & Recreation Commission Repart, Sentember 4,1996
At the September 4,1996 Parks & Recreation Committee meeting, the Parks & Recreation Planning,
Research & Development Department submitted an eight page summary of information relating to the
development of greenways in Surrey. The purpose of the report was to make Commission aware of the
Department's research into the development of greenways and the perceived need for a formal Greenways
Plan.
This particular Commission report is an excellent preface to greenways, what they are and how they can
serve the City. Its Background section defines greenways, how they fit into the overall City policy and
describes the purpose and need for a Greenways Plan. In its Discussion section, the report addresses a
number of key issues that are to be dealt with and planned for by the Department in relation to the
development and maintenance of greenways. The Repport then concludes with a Surrey-wide map with the
proposed greenways routes.
4.4.1 Background (Commission Report September 4,1996)
In its background section, the report provides a definition for greenways and states their primary purpose as
well as subordinate roles within Surrey's communities as follows:

A greenway is a pathway which connects major parks, natural and built amenities. The
pathway may be a nature trail, heritage walk, waterfront promenade, urban sidewalk,
environmental interpretation or a multi-use pathway. It can be a narrow bark mulch or
gravel trail or a wider asphalt path. Its purpose is to expand the opportunities for urban
recreation, to provide alternate ways to move through the city, and to enhance the
experience of nature and city life.

Greenways are not intended to be used primarily for commuting, although they may in
some cases take advantage of Surrey's bicycle network. They are typically built to a
pedestrian rather than cycling standard, translating into a much more economical
infrastructure.
The above is important to note, as it describes the Department's sodo-physical framework from which the
greenway system in Surrey is to be built. This "framework"will become more relevant in later chapters
when Iexamine more closely and evaluate Surrey's linear open space and pathway system. The report
emphasizes the purpose for a Greenways Plan that outlines an extensive system of trails and pathways. It
does this by citing public preference for walking and cycling trails in the Parks and Recreation Master Plan
and relating greenways to assisting in the achievement of two of Surrey's Official Community Plan goals.
The goals identified, although not specifically the responsibility of the Parks & Recreationdepartment, can
be, at least indirectly, related to Parks & Recreation projects.
To enhance livability in the City's communities
To balance opportunities for walking, bicycling, and public transit with opportunities for
travelling by car within the City 110
4.4.2 Discussion (Commission Report September 4,1996)
The Discussion section of the Commission report addresses the fact that there are several concems that
should be dealt with in the planning of greenways. These are environmental impacts, conflicts between
users, security and policing, impact of pathway alignment on property values, privacy, vandalism, littering,
and maintenance. To these concems, the report states:
Many of these issues can be addressed by involving the community in key decisions.
Involving the community in the design, development and management of each greenway
will greatly enhance the value of the greenway for each community and help establish
community stewardship of the pathways.
It has been demonstrated in many communities that most concerns can be easily
mitigated. Well developed and well used pathways are safer than undeveloped trails for
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both the user and adjacent property owners. Studies have shown that greenways and
pathways have either a neutral or positive impact on property values.111
Another topic of focus in the Discussion section is property acquisition for the greenway system and the
sensitivity and confidentiality that the Department and the City must use when dealing with property
negotiations. In keeping with this concern of confidentiality, public consultation conducted in preparation of
the Official Community Plan and the Parks 8 RecreationMaster Plan later that year, was kept to general
principles only.ll* With regard to property acquisition in the Greenways Plan, the report states:
Key properties identified in the plan will be included.. .Consolidation of the necessary land
will be achieved by direct property acquisition, acquisition of Right of Ways (R.O.W.) and
through 5% dedication upon subdivision.
As stated earlier, Commission reports are not formal policy documents and do not offer the Department
policy direction. Rather, they are documents that summarize the projects and plans that the Department is
involved with. Nevertheless, this Commission report offers excellent background information and effective
insight into the many aspects of greenways planning and some of the City's policies that they may help
achieve (albeit indirectly).
4.5 Parks and Recreation Master Plan 1996-2006

In preparation for the Parks and Recreation Master Plan, the City of Surrey conducted a variety of public
involvement exercises in order to provide the opportunity for the public to contribute to the planning process,
gauge public perception and attitudes about parks, recreation, cultural and heritage services, as well as to
gather information regarding the use of facilities and participation in pr0grams.~l3 Interviews, a public
survey, community meetings, focus groups and open houses were some of the mechanisms used by the
City to encourage public participation in the Master Plan planning process. Trails and pathways were one of
many issues addressed by the public, specifically in the survey, indicating to the City and the Parks &
Recreation Department the need to focus attention on them.
Although not addressed in the Open Space section, trails and pathways are addressed specifically as a City
Service in the Master Plan. Section 7.2, entitled City Selvices, slates that city services include parks,
recreation, cultural and heritage programs and facilities servicing the City's entire population.114It then goes
on to state:
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The provision of these services is based less on standards or guidelines. and more on
developing an overall attractive and livable community, ensuring quality of life and
addressing issues of public trust, community identity and presenration. "5
Section 7.2.1, addressing trails and pathways, is divided into a background. discussion and
recommendationsubsections.
4.5.1 Background (City Services; Parks 6 Recreation Master Plan 1996-2&#"

In addition to a summary of survey results, accompanied by charis and graphs at the beginning of the
document, the survey result with regard to trails and pathways is restated here in this section of the Master
Plan. The results reveal that of those respondents who saw a need for additional outdoor facilities. 5Ph
favoured more trails for walking and cycling - making trails the most requested outdoor facility.116
The document asserts that popularity of trails and pathways for multiple interests is increasing for both
recreational and transportation purposes, offering Surrey's citizens opportunities to get out of cars and onto
foot paths and bike trails for their own health and to protect the environment.
As further background discussion, the document discusses how linear open space, the concept of linkages
and a city-wide trail and pathway network is also addressed in other City documents. For example, it states,
"the concept of a potential linear open space system was incorporated into the 1995 Official Community
Plan" and We City's 1993 Bicycle Blueprint, prepared by Surrey's Engineering Department, further
emphasizes the demand for an improved city-wide trail and pathway network..."117.This indicates the
support between departments as well as the importance of and the demand for planning between
departments in the area of pathway or greenway development.
The backgroundsection of the Master Plan concludes with a short discussion on multi-use paths. It defines
a multi-use recreational path as one that is shared by several user groups (bicycles, pedestrians, joggers,
in-line skaters, wheelchair users)."a It is also noted here that the Parks and Recreation Commission has
adopted multi-use pathway standards. One of which states that in general, multi-use pathways are
appropriate where the number of cyclists and other users (pedestrian) are moderate, whereas separated
pathways are preferredwhere the number of cyclists and other users are high. Although twinned pathways
are preferable in areas of higher multiple user recreationaltraffic, multi-use pathways with painted lines may
be a more affordable alternative means of attempting to mitigate user conflict.
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4.5.2 Oiscussion(Cily Services; Parks & Reenation Master Plan 1996-2lW)

This subsection discusses some of the characteristics of pathways and trails in Surrey as well as the varied
functions they can serve. The document states:
Trails can be considered in a broader context of "corridorsnthat serve many functions.
They can occur in either a natural or built area and can serve conservation, recreation and
transportation functions.
Trails and pathways may vary in width and level of development depending on the
function they serve. For instance, in areas of particular environmental sensitivity,
pedestrian and cycle access could be limited, and trails could primarily serve a
conservation and aesthetic role.
Trail systems offer two advantages over traditional parks. First, they take advantage of
the "edgen effect in that with the same total area, a corridor gives the impression of more
open space per hectare than a consolidated parcel of land. Second, trails provide
linkage, multiplying the utility of existing parks for people, wildlife and natural systems.11g
These statements inform the reader of various aspects useful to know in the development of pathways and
trails. Furthermore, they describe to the public the City's thinking behind the type of trail or pathway that is
proposed for development. However, rather than stressing the impression of more open space, it might
have been more effective if the third point above explained that traditional parks and linear open space via
trail systems serve different functions. Rather than one having an advantage, the statement might have
been more useful had it suggested that the two "typesnof parks be developed in conjuction with one
another, providing access, variety and destination, with pathway and trail development in locations oflen
unsuitable for traditional parks.
With regard to connectivity and linkages, the Master Plan states that the City has undertaken a number of
projects that address the Official Community Plan policy regarding linkages, including the development of
trails on utility corridors.'" However, it goes further to state that greater emphasis should be placed on the
development of trails, multi-use pathways and a city-wide network during the time frame of the Phn.lzl
These statements suggest that if the City is to meet this objective, it will have to focus more attention on
locations other than utility corridors to increase connectivity as well as develop more multi-use pathways
that serve a greater user base including in-line skaters, strollers and wheelchair users.
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4.5.3 Recommendation (City Services; Parks & Recreation Master Plan 1996-2W)
Enhance and add to the existing network of linkages to serve conservation, recreation and
transportation functions.
Given the discussion in the preceding subsections, this recommendation is vague, leaving many of the
issues brought forth in the Discussion and Background sections of City Sewices unclear with respect to how
the City and/or the Parks & Recreation Department intends to deal with pathway and trail development.
Other recommendationswith clearer and more specific mention of pathway or trail type andlor function
relating to earlier statements made in the Plan would have been more desirable.
As the Parks and Recreation Master Plan survey regarding pathways reveals, the desire for more linear
open space is growing in the minds of Surrey residents. In response to this sentiment, the need for a
comprehensive pathways pian also grew in importance on the agenda of Surrey Parks & Recreation
planning. With policy documents such as the OCP and the Parks and Recreation Master Plan providing
"the groundwork" (through guidance as to the function and nature of pathways in Suney as well as how
linear open space and pathways should be designed, planned for and developed), the need for a more
specific plan outlining actual pathway routes and necessary land acquisition became more evident. AS a
result, the Surrey Parks and Recreation Department developed the Surrey Greenways Plan, which does just
this.
4.6 Surrev Greenwavs Plan 1997

In June of 1997, in an inter-oflicememorandum about the Greenways Plan, the Acting General Manager of
the Parks & Recreation Department said:
This plan arises from the work undertaken in preparation of our Department's input into
the 1996 OKcial Community Plan. Where our original city-wide Greenways map was very
general, this plan provides a much greater level of detail.
The plan identifies individual properties targeted for acquisition (freehold or rights of way)
and as such its distribution should be strictly controlled. Many properties have already
been acquired in support of the implementation of this plan and work is in progress to
develop some of the Greenways in 1997.. .
In essence, the Greenways Plan in its current state is a confidential document for internal staff use only
within the Parks & Recreation Department, the Planning 8 Development Depaltment and the Engineering
Department. The document is not a policy plan or a land use plan. It does not provide any policies directed
at pathway development, nor prescribe implementation measures. Rather, the Greenways Plan is a

compilation of prsperty maps delineating numerous pathways, existing and proposed, throughout the City.
The maps show pathway and trail routes, key recreational centers and open spaces, parks, roads (arterial
and collector) and property lines. To date, there are eighteen i%haptersnin the Plan, each chapter outlining
the route of a planned pathway. Currently, in most cases, the pathway is partially existent while in others
non-existent. For both types, where land is not currently owned by the city or where public access rights-ofway do not exist, the mute delineated in the map is merely proposed. The plan is therefore dynamic and a
work in progress, sometimes suggesting several alternative routes for the same greenway.
For those lots where Re City is seeking to connect missing linkages and complete the greenway route, the
City's real estate division is actively negotiating the acquisition of those specified properties. It is for this
reason that the current Greenways Plan, with maps illustrating property lines and lots marked for
acquisition, cannot be made available to the public. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the Plan will be available
to the public in the near future. This is unfortunately the result of the property acquisition process which is
slow and for the most part dependent on funds allocated by the City to the Department for this purpose.
Where greenways are proposed through undevelopedareas, funds in lieu of 5% dedication upon subdivision will be put towards their developmentlP.
For better or worse, the Greenways Plan is a product of the property acquisition situation. The fact that the
Plan is dynamic is an advantage in that its planning of alternative routes allows the City flexibility and the
potential for savings. However, confidentiality has its disadvantages as well. The potential for public
consultation on routes and linkages is minimal to non-existent. Furthermore, the awareness of trails and
pathways in given communities will also be minimized. Fortunately, the Department intends to address the
issue of awareness by amending current trails and parks brochures to include maps and descriptions of new
inter-park connections. Nevertheless, this will only be the case after the land is acquired or a given
greenway is completed.

Conclusion
Typically, as components of larger parks, pathways have existed informally in Surrey for generations.
However, the policy planning of pathways specifically did not occur until the mid 1990s. As a component of
Surrey's open space system on a city-wide scale, the concept of linear open space was first addressed
through policy in the 1995 Official Community Plan as 'important pedestrian connections between activity
centres and residencesn. Previously unplanned for and considered as a purely recreationalamenity,
pathways were being considered for their functional potential as mediums of connection as well. As such,

lands previously not considered in a recreationalcontext or believed unsuitablefor public accessibility such

as utility rights-of-way, were being suggested as important locations of potential for creating community
connectivity and maintaining continuity of Surrey's open space. Shifts in public prefetence for the
development of more pathways and trails in Surrey, indicated by Surrey's recent Parks and Recreation
surveys, further support the notion of a need for more inter-connected linear open space in Surrey.
In a very short period of time, pathways have matured in the minds of Surrey's policy makers to become an
open space system priority. The documents reviewed above illustrate a concerted and consistent effort on
the part of the City to identify, acquire and build a comprehensive pathway system. This may be best
evidenced by the creation of an eventual greenways network, which combines existing and proposed
pathways, walkways and trails that extend throughout the City of Surrey, offering Surrey's residents and
others more opportunity for unstructured recreation and increased connection between commercial centres,
schools and other community facilities.

'" Conversation with G. Royer, Manager Surrey Parks & Recreation Planning. Fall 1998

Chapter Five: Pathway Evaluation Criteria
Pathway systems can be designed and built in different cities or towns for any number of functions.
Similarly, the functions they serve can vary depending on a variety of historical, geographic, social and
environmentalfactors. This chapter examines methods by which pathways andlor pathway systems can be
evaluated. As the list below illustrates, this evaluation consists of two sets of criteria. The first involves
examining the concept of pathway function. The second set looks at a series of criteria aimed at aspects
related to the planning, design and management of pathways and pathway systems.

Pathway Function
Recreation
Transportation
Connectivity
Consenration

Planning, Design and Management Criteria
System Aesthetics and Characteristics
Pathway Construction and Use
Pathway Amenities
Facilitators of Pathway Use
Pathway Safety
Conservation

5.1 Pathwav Function

The functions of a pathway are the 'function-use' objectives it is designed and built to achieve. In other
words, they are the underlying purposes of the pathway. It is here that the evaluation of pathway systems
should begin because the functions of a pathway system should reflect the reasons for which a city desires
one in the first place. It is also necessary to establish the perceived functions of a pathway system, as the
system can then be judged on whether or not it is successful in achieving them. It should also be noted that
although pathways can serve several functions, it is usually the case that one or some functions are
primary, while others serve secondary purposes. However, having stated that, it can be the case that under
given circumstances, secondary functions of a pathway can evolve to become of greater importance to a
city and its residents, hence altering the planning and design of the pathway system over time. It is when
several pathway functions are addressed as prirnaly that they can complicate the planning, design, and
management of pathway systems. I now discuss what I believe are the four most common functions that
pathways in North America.
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The most common function of pathways and trailsla in North America appears to be mation. Pathways
and bails have the potential to provide for both active and passive unstructuredoutdoor mation admty.
Forthose seeking more demanding recreation, pathways can serve as facilities that accommodates those

people seeking exercise outdoan. For other people, pathways can serve as facilities or amities that take
advantage of a region's geography or physical beauty ofking a variety of experiences conducive to more
passive m a t i o n such as bird watching or aestbtk appreciation. Homww, these acthdies, banefits and
recreational aspeds found on or a h g pathway routes, may not be inherent. Rather, they usually require
careful planning and design on the part of the deparbnent(s) responsiblefor pathway development. Once
designed and built for a recreationalfunction, the use of pethways and trails for recreation can then be
encouraged through effective programming. Thmugh e W e planning, design and pmgrammingl
education, the department(s) responsiblecan capture the desire of potential users to be on the pathways
and as a result people will want to recreate on them. Functions of m a t i o n in a pathway system can be
evaluated by examining how the pathways lend themselves to being used for any variety of recreational

acbiribies,whether it be for exercise, socializing, view seeking, relaxation or change of scenery.

As automobile traffic, congestion and parking conditions worsen in
many cities, alternative modes of transpodation become increasingly
important. Walking, cyding and public bansit are probably the most

common alternatives today. While public transit is still a viable and
cost effective alternative to the automobile for commuting distances

too far for walking, the bicyde is even less expensive over time and
oRen more freedom to the commuter as well as total flexibility of

-

schedule. Bicyding is a viable, efticient form of transportation a form
of transportation which is widely used throughout the rest of the
wo1Id.~2~ It is only in our autombi~minatedNorth American
society that the bicyde has been relegated b a primarily recreational

status'". Slowly however, cycling is becoming more popular as a

mode of travel, thanks in part to changes in public perception toward w i n g as transportation and planning
on the part of interest groups and city departments responsiblefor pathways and bikeways (see Photograph
-

-

Both pathways and trails are loosely defined as paved or unpaved conidors primarily intended for nonmotorized human use.
'24 cityof Surrey Bicycle Blueprint, November 1993, S-I
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1). Typically, bikeway routes intended and planned solely for the purpose of transportation are located

along streets offering little to no recreationalvalue. However, bikeway planning can, as is the case in
Calgary, link bike routes to the pathway system, thereby giving the commuter the opportunity to use the
pathway system for the purpose of transportation. As a result, in cities where the two systems exist and are
complementary, pathways and trails once only designed and used for pedestrian and recreational cycling,
are now being planned and used, at least in part, as commuter routes.
Conversely, some North American cities are implementingpathway plans that fom a component of a
transportation plan from the onset. In this case, the function of transportation on pathways is the primary
guiding principle in their planning and design, whereas the recreationalfunction is secondary. An example
of this can be seen in the city of Birmingham, Alabama. In the Birmingham Area Bicycle, Pedestrianand
Greenway Plan, the main focus is to establish the transportation value of bikeways and trails as an element
of the Long- Range Tiansportation Planm1*6The reasoning behind this priority of functions lies in the fact
that if their bicycle and pedestrian projects such as pathways can be justified from a transportation
perspective and included as part of their area's Long- Range Transportation Plan, pathways can be made
eligible for traditional transportation funding. Nonetheless, it should be noted that as a function of a pathway
system, transportation requires taking into account different planning, design and management concerns,
some of which can complicate or be paradoxical to those intended for a purely recreational pathway system.

5.1.3 Connectivity
As cities grow and expand, the potential for disassociation, loss of community and erosion of sense of place
can increase. From this perspective, the maintenanceof connectivity between areas becomes increasingly
important. This condition applies equally to open spaces and park systems. Much like roads serve to
connect communities with each other, commercial and business centres, and other facilities, linear open
space and pathways can serve a function of connectivity, linking parks to parks, residents to parks and open
spaces and neighborhoods to major (urban) centres. In fact, if pathway connectivity is extensive enough,
they can form an alternative to roads as a means of travel within a city and even beyond. As a function of
pathways, connectivity does not usually stand alone however. Although it can be a primary function of
pathway design and planning, it is more than likely planned and designed in conjunction with recreational or
transportation objectives as well.
In a recreationalcapacity, extensive pathway connectivity and linkage is the latest evolution in planning and
design. By nature, pathways lead from one place to another. However, extensive connectivity offers users

more choice in routes and destination. As opposed to a network of pathways, paths and trails of years past
were considered as only a component of a larger open space system. A pathway system that possesses
continuity and connectivity can serve as a recreational facility in and of itself.
In conjunction with transportation, connectivity is usually a primary function of pathways as well. If
commuters and residents are seeking to use pathways as alternatives to motorized travel, then pathway
design should provide linkages to and from homes, retail establishments, schools, business centres and
recreational facilities among other destinations.
5.1.4 Conservation
Although pathways can be designed and planned for human use, this does not necessarily exclude
consideration of wildlife movement and environmental concerns. In King County, Washington, for example,
the regional trail system comprises a significant element of the County's open space system1*< And while
it functions to connect uhan areas with parks, valleys, mountains and other communities in the region, the

trail system is also intended to provide routes for wildlife movement and to buffer natural areas from
development. In more highly developed urban areas, pathways can function to increase green space and
compensate for a lack of vegetation, providingfilters for sediment, pollutants and noisetz*. Furthermore,
trails and pathways that increase vegetation, especially those with extensive root systems, can alleviate soil
erosion and compaction resulting from heavy urbanizationlrJ. In areas where nearby development infringes
on watercourses, increased vegetation in riparian areas provide shade which can in turn moderate water
temperature and improve aquatic habitat. In short, properly planned and designed pathways can function to
balance the negative effects of development in urbanized areas or provide a buffer between developed
areas and natural systems.
Having discussed pathway function, the underlying concept through which those responsiblefor pathway
development orient their design and planning of pathways, I now examine what Ihave termed the Planning,
Design and Management Criteria. These evaluative criteria help analyze and critically examine the many
components that affect the pathway experience from a physical and social perspective. Furthermore, these
components are the finer details that have bearing on how successful the pathway is at achieving and
maintaining its intended function@). The criteria are system aesthetics and characteristics; pathway
construction and use; pathway amendies; facilitaton of pathway use; path way safely; and conservation.
126
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5.2 Plannintr, Desipnand Mana.mment Criteria

5.2.1 System Aesthetics andCharacteristjcs
Typically, recreational design features certain aspects lhat create a more enjoyable outdoor experience for
people. Pathway planning and design that is most conducive to a function of recreation will encourage or
promote diversity of experiences while moving through the system and take into account significant features
both natural and built, topography, site lines, viewscapes, scenic variation, vegetation and connectiviy.
Variety in scenely, while moving through the system, may be accomplished through creating meandering
routes with plenty of vegetation which can function to shield and separate the pathway from incompatible
development or streets as well as to temporarily hide and create viewsheds. Significant features, both
natural and human-made should also be used in the design of pathways intended for recreation. Riven,
bluffs or escarpments and other natural changes in topography can produce pleasing changes in scenery,
direction and elevation as well as capture captivating views. Similarly, important monuments, historic sites
or human-made structures such as bridges along pathways can equally produce desirable attractions to
pathway users. Pathways can also function to provide connectivity in a recreationalcapacity, linking parks
or leading from built environments to parks and other natural open spaces. In situations like utility rights-of
way, where constraints exist on pathway design preventingvegetation growth and path meanders, or a flat
suburban development where viewsheds are not possible due little change in elevation, pathways can
function as linkages to other portions of the system or to parks and open spaces with those features.

Of

course, all of these recreation enhancing aspects of pathway planning and design need not be and cannot
be realized throughout the entire system, but should be incorporated wherever possible, or geographically
feasible. As a result, a pathway system can possess a diverse collection of attractions, both natural and
"designed", at different locations throughout the system.
When transportation is the primary function of a pathway or pathway system, a different set of planning and
design criteria should be considered when examining its system characteristics. While pathway design that
features meanders, scenic variation and viewscapes may not be discouraged, they will most likely not be
principles that guide the design of a pathway geared toward transportation. Rather, a pathway that is
planned and designed for commuting and transportation should possess qualities lhat promote efficiency,

directness and connectivity. In other words, pathways designed and planned for a function of recreation can
possess services components while one designed and planned for transportation can possess qualities of
an aesthetic nature. However, if designed primarily for transportation, focus should change to maximize
attributes of expediency. As such, characteristics to look for might include the system's integration with
other city transportation systems, including major road networks, public transit routes and if existent, other
bikeway networks. Since a pathway's mute may only serve as a portion of a commuter's total trip, how

effectively it connects to other transportation networks is of major relevance. Also relevant to the issue of
connectivity, is how effectively pathways (especially those intendedfor transportation) connect communities
and major urban centres. Ideally, pathways intended for this purpose should provide direct and efficient
linkage between impoltant business and employment centres and residential communities.
There are many ways in which cities and communitiescan accomplish this. Utility rights-of-way, road
allowances and defunct railway corridors are some examples. The Capital Crescent Trail in the District of
Columbia is one example of how several counties, jurisdictions and other parties collaborated efforts to
g
communities.
convelt a defunct railway right-of-wayinto a highly usable pathway system s e ~ n several
Stretching 11 miles, 9 of which are paved, it connects downtown Washington, DC with Montgomery County.

MD suburbs of Bethesda and Silver Spring, exemplifying a very high level of regional connectivitylm. A

good Canadian example of the same approach to pathway development, albeit for more recreational usage,
can be found in the Galloping Goose Trail in Victoria, BC. A defunct railway line that connects Victoria's city
centre with several outlying communities is now a popular pathway and trail system used year round.

5.2.2 Pathway Construcfion and Use
Pathway Constnrction and Use refers to physical characteristics belongingto a pathway that have a direct
affect on the pathway's use, both in who can use it and how they use it. Pathway surfacing is an important
characteristic that should be addressed in this context. It can be a limiting factor as some surfacing will
prevent certain types of usage. For example, a bark mulch or gravel surface can be used by some
recreationalcyclists and pedestrians (walkers or joggers), but is not preferable for wheelchairs, strollers and
in-line skaters.
Surfacing is one method of limiting or encouraging certain types of pathway use. Multi-use pathways are
best surfaced with asphalt, cement or some reasonably smooth medium, as this type of surface is used
most easily by all user groups. Paved paths are also more conducive to higher speed traffic. As such,
pathways intended primarily for a transportation function should have paved surfaces. However, this is not
to imply that commuters cannot use unpaved pathways, but rather paved surfaces are preferable for a
transpoltation function.
Surfacing can be used as a mechanism of control as well. Bumps and changes in surface material can
accompany signage and can signal users to some change in pathway usage such as a reduction in speed.
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For example, on a paved multi-usa pathway, in areas where cydists or in-line ska$rs are encouraged to
slow down, the surface can be altered to indude slight bumps, dips, grooves or temporary changes to brick.

Pathway surfacing can also be an important fada to consider in environmentally significant areas. In soma
areas, certain types of recreation and pathway surfacing are not appropriate. For example, in an area
sensitive to Rooding, paved and other impermeablepathway surfaces should be avoided as they can
increase surface runoff and contribute to downstreamflooding. Altmatives such as gravel screening or
gravel and day composites, which retard water runoff and do not leach, may be
~athw8ybvMh is also a determinant of pathway use, both in type and amount. In situations where multiple

uses are encouraged and there is enough allowance, wider or twnined

paths can be built to providefor more

users and varied uses simultaneously. In contrast, in residential or natural areas where users other than
pedestrians are not perceived as suitable, narrower pathways that do not allow for much maneuverability
can be used to prevent a dissuade cyclists. Similarly, in areas where wildlida and plant habitat are sensitive
to human interference, mountain biking and other more intensive forms of m a t i o n should not be
encouraged through pathway design. In such cases,only paths wide enough for pedestn'ans should be
built.

Pathway Winning is also a mechanism by which a clty (or a department responsible for pathways)can
directly affect the manner in which the public uses pathways. Twinning is an effective planning and design
tool that facilitates the achievement of mixed functions on a pathway. By separating uses according to
some defined criteria such as speed, movement or agility, users can utilize the pathway designatedto them
and not be as concerned with conflict with other

more incompatible uses. Furthermore, pathway
twinning is equally a mechanism of safety for the
same reasons. The separation of incompabble
uses along busy sections of a pathway system can

reduce user conflict and the risk of injury. As a
function of s*,

Twinning is discussed further

under the heading of Pafhway Shy.
13' Pavement and other impermeable surfacing provide no water absorption leading to an increased rate of
surface runoff following precipitation. This in turn can lead to or aggravate soil erosion, siltation in
streams and flooding in areas sensitive to these conditions. Gravel and clay composite surfacing on the
other hand, once compacted, offer nearly the same stability as a paved surface but with more water
retention, thus retarding runoff.

In some circumstances, fencing may be desired or required along podions of a pathway or a trail. Typically
however, from a design perspective, fencing is not a desirable attribute, as it has the potential to sever
visual and personal connection between pathways or trails and their surroundings as well as compromise
personal safety through confinement Pathways have the capacity to allow its users to experience their
surroundings as they move through them in an open and personal manner. Fences along pathways, if not
designed and implementedappropriately, can affect this experience. Situations where fencing should be
consideredcould include areas in proximity to natural hazards such as steep inclines where personal safety
is a concern (see Photograph 2). natural areas of environmental significance (i-e. rare or sensitive species)
that require protection from human intrusion, or along pathways in rights-of-way that border private property.
In these cases, if fencing is deemed appropriate, it should be designed with material that maintains visual
connection between the pathway and its surroundings. Furthermore, fencing should attempt to reflect the
character and nature of the area, and therefore be constructed of materials that add to or compliment the
environment's sense of place.
5.2.3 Pathway Amenities

Amenities refer to built features on or along the pathway that are available to its users. On the whole, they

can enhance pathway use and provide great benefit to a variety of users. They can include such things as
benches, water fountains, washrooms, garbage cans, lighting, interpretive signage and attractions. Most of
what these amenities offer is obvious, but should not be underestimated, especially along well-used and
important portions of pathway. Benches are invaluable amenities that can be used by any user group either
as a place of rest for tired exercisers or as a destination for birdwatchers. Lighting is a multi-purpose
amenity serving both practical and safety purposes. It is practical in its ability to prolong recreational
pathway use as well as illuminate commuter paths at dusk and during the evening. Similarly, pathway
lighting increases visibility, especially along routes away from buildings and streels, where there is no other
source of light, creating a safer recreational andlor utilitarian pathway environment.
Interpretivesignage along pathways can include historical facts, local folklore or the names of important
monetary contributors, all of which provide pathway users with a more interesting and educational pathway
experience. Attractions can vary in type as well as the purpose they serve. Much like benches, they can
serve as a place of temporary distraction or as a destination. Monuments, art work, viewpoints, and small
gardens or parks are examples of such pathway enhancing attractions that can be situated along pathway
routes.

W& regard to their funding, amenities a n be pwcenrad as unnecessav features that cost the City and
taxpayes unnecessarily. However, funding for pathway amenities need not necessarily come fmm City

colfers. Rather, they could be shared with or sought fmm sources outside the City or department(s)
responsible. Joint-funding partnership programs between public agencies and the private sector,or funding
through other monetary contributions,are two methods by which government can still build and indude
useful and impwtant pathway amenities while d u a n g their cost to the Cii.
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Accessibildy or how people enter the pathway system is a key
component of pathway design influencingtheir use. On a multi-use
pathway, it may be desirable to position designated points of access
at several key locations or at specrfied intervals (especially in denser

or busier neighborhoods) which facilitate pathway use by all user
groups. In contrast, many points of access to pathways may not be
necessary or desirable on pathways that run along or through
agricultural, forested or other sparsely populated amas. In short,
accessibility can influenceand to some degree regulate pathway

use, and as such, it should be planned and designed carefully
reflecting the intended amount of use for a given pathway or section

Signage is also an important factor in f a d l i n g
pathway usage. Moreover, proper signage can
make users feel more comfortable using pathways
and trails. Signs can be regulatory in nature,
informing users of M c regulations and by-laws

governing movement and use on the pathway.
They can also be warnings or safety information.
calling the usets attention to potentially hazardous conditions ahead. These could indude such things as
streets with heavy automobile traffic, slippery pathway conditions or a steep escarpment. Lastly, signage
can offer directional, distance and other user infarmattion which serve to orient and assist users
geographically and notii users of nearby facilities linked to the pathway system (seePhotograph 3). ORmute, signs can increase awareness of nearby pathways, direding pedestrian and other traffic to them and
identifyingtheir location points of access (see Photograph 4).

5zsPllYkroySlMy
Safety should always be a concern in the planning and design of pathways and trails. Most safety issues
having to do with the pathway a trail environment and cunstruction are the responsibility of the City and can

be addressedthrough pdicy, planning and desgn intmtion, and public education. For the most part,
safety concerns havingto do with user responsibiliiinvolve common sense. However, pathway use and

safety issues can also be addressed through by-laws that dictate measures of penonal safety, spaad, types
of permitted uses on pathways and other such concerns. Of those safety issues that exist, the majority are
likely to result hwn user conflict and perceived incompatibility of pathway usage types (i.e. m u t e r cycling
traffic versus recreational pedestrian use). As such, there are several means through planning, design and
public education by which user conflict on pathways can be mitigated.
As was mentioned earlier, pafhwey hvrnning can be implementedas a mechanism of safety. It can allow for

mixed use on a pathway and increases the safety of its users by separating higher speed users like cycling
commuters, fmm slower paced users like pedestrians or wheelchairs. As a mutt, cyclists using the
pathway as a commuter route, can move along their portion of the pathway at higher speeds and need not

worry about maneuvering past pedestrians. On the other hand, walkers and joggers m a t i n g along their
portion of the pathway need not worry as much abut being hit by a cyclist. Hence, two distinct pathway
functions can be accomplished at once along the same stretch of pathway while the safety of both user
groups is increased. It should be recognized however that cost to the City and the need for more land or
right-of-way, are greater for twinned pathways.
S u h m making is one fairly simple and cost effective method of creating more organized and safer
movement on pathways. On well-used portions of multi-use pathway for example, a painted centerline

creates a visible division on the ground which can encourage and maintain safer and more organized twoway traffic flow. Like signage, surface marking can atso be used to illustrate a variety of pathway user
informationvery quickly. Examples of this kind of
informationinclude making permitted and

users' awareness at the entrances and exits of

pathways. They are particularly useful safety measures at access points to multi-use pathways, waming
cyclists to slow speeds due to possible pedestrian traffic, as well alerting users to points along a pathway
where the pathway meets or intersects with a street (see Photograph 5)
Pathway design UKough alignment, landscaping and materials can also be camed out in a fashion that
promotes increased safety for its users. While slight meanders and temporariiy hidden sight lines are
important for pathway aesthetics and an enjoyable recreational experience, 90 degree turns and blind spots
are inappropriate and potentially dangerous. Similarly landscapingand pathway design and materials can
contribute to a safer pathway environment. For example, trees and vegetation can be planted to provide
shelter from wind, shade from the sun and increase soil stability, while pathway design that features surface
changes in texture or elevation can
alert users to its edged borders,
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Public Education is a means by which safety issues relevant to pathway use can be addressed on a more
personal level. As opposed to signage and other physical means of increasing pathway safety, public
education is a more social process through which pathway safety can be brought to user's attention. It
allows for safety issues to be addressed as knowledge rather than warnings. Moreover, public education
imparted as knowledge holds longer-term awareness than a sign or surface marking that a user can forget
soon after passing it by. Public education is probably best carried out through city depariments responsible
for pathway and trail use such as Parks and Recreationmarketing and associations or advisory councils,
who are close to the public and user groups.
5.2.6 Conservation

As was mentioned earlier, pathways can be planned and designed in a manner that is sensitive to
conservationor go further to address or incorporate conservation as a primary function. Even in areas of
low environmental sensitivity, pathways should be developed with some consideration to potential

environmental impact and relevant ecological issues. These concems can be numerous and range in
relevance depending on the location of the pathway. In other words, concems that are more apparent along
pathway routes bordering natural and more or less undisturbed ecosystems may not be the same as those
in rural areas or agricultural lands, or those found in a city centre or highly urbanized environment. Some
examples of environmental concerns that should be considered and studied prior to pathway development
could include: Ule level of ecological sensitivity of the area to human intrusion, topography and drainage,

erosion, fhe presence of significant species and wildlife movement.

5.2.7 Evaluation Summary Chart
The following two chapters evaluate some of the pathways in Calgary and Surrey. In order to do this, we
must begin by gaining better insight into the factors that have and are currently influencing each city's
pathway planning, design and development, as these factors affect and shape pathway function. The
second part of the evaluation involves the application of the planning and design criteria discussed in this
chapter (chapter 5) which illustrate how well those attributes1issues and concerns have been addressed

a ~ how
d effectively they achieve and promote the pathway system's intended functions. In an effort to
graphically summarize a pathway's attributes, the following pathway summary chart outlining the
attributedcriteria discussed in this chapter can be used to quickly illustrate evaluation findings.
Recreation

Transportation Connectivity

Excellent

Good

Conservation

Pathway Function

EvaluationCriteria
System Aesthetics &
Characteristics
Pathway Construction & Use

Fair

Non-existent

Pathway Amenities
Facilitatorsof Use
Pathway Safety
Addressing Conservation
b

The pathway evaluation summary chalt is merely a quick referencefor:
Identifying a pathway's function(s); and
Subjectively qualifying its attributes vis a vis the categories of evaluation criteria
The measurements for evaluation criteria (excellent, good, fair and non-existent)are therefore only
subjective generalizalions of how well a given pathway addresses the criteria of each category. For
example, when evaluating a pathway's safety, a rating of "excellent' was given if Ifelt the pathway
possessed or addressed safety mechanisms or issues extensively through an appropriate combination of
planning and design. This would include pathway twinning, surface marking andlor signage, bollards at
intersections with streets, and pathway alignment and vegetation that avoids blind spots or any appropriate
combination thereof. A rating of "good" was given if the pathway possessed or demonstrated many of these
attributes, but perhaps not as many as could be implemented (i.e. if sulfate marking was apparent on
portions of the pathway but not at others). A rating of "faif suggests that only some of these criteria were
addressed or could have been designed or planned better (i.e. if pathway users are safe from vehicular
traffic but were subjected to blind spots as a result of hedges and 90 degree bends in its route). Finally, a
rating of %on-existent" was given if none of these safety criteria were addressed or implemented or were
not done in a manner that promoted safety as a design concern.

Chapter Six: Evaluation of Calgary's Pathway System
Three segments of Calgary's pathway system are evaluated in this chapter following the discussion of the
factors that have and are currently influencing Calgaly's pathway planning, design and development. These
segments are: the Bow River Pathway, the pathways in Nose Hill Park and a pathway bop that runs through
four communities in Calgary's NE. I have chosen these segments of Calgary's pathway system specifically,
as I feel they are representative of Calgary's pathways on the whole and illustrate the variety of functions
and attributes that pathways serve and possess in Calgary. A map illustrating all of Calgary and its
pathways can be found in Appendix A.

6.1 The Calclaw Pathway System: Its Functions and Factors of Influence

Calgary's pathway system offers users a plethora of opportunities to its more than 819,000 residents1?
The heart of the system, the off-street regional pathways paralleling the river valleys, offers approximately
200 km of multi-use pathway1" stretching from Bowness Park to Fish Creek Park and from St. Patrick's

Island on the Bow River to the Glenmore Reservoir on the Elbow River. It boasts of some of the City's most
beautiful scenery. Calgary also possesses an extensive local pathway system sewing many residential
communities outside the downtown core which provide numerous connections to major parks and
sometimes branch back into the river valley system itself. In locations where pedestriantraffic andlor
pathway expansion has not been feasible, on-street bikeway network exists, effectively supporting the
pathway system by providing important linkages to and from the regional and local pathways while offering
direct transportation routes for cyclists. As a result, Calgary's pathway system sends mixed messages
about its primary function. This can be attributed to the fact that it is more or less successful in achieving a
variety of intended recreational, connective, conselvation and, increasingly, transpodation, functions.
There are many reasons why Calgary's pathway system appears to accommodate more than one function.
It should also be noted that some of the factors of strongest influence on the pathway system today have
become more prevalent as of late, and were not given as much consideration in the earlier years of pathway
development in Calgary. The most obvious of these are urban sprawl. the increase in local pathway
development and the desire for their connectivity to the regional system, and more prevalent environmental
awareness among all citizens. As a result, Calgaly's pathways are increasingly catering to a greater variety
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of uses and usen, which in turn requires broader planning and more specific design guidelines - all of which
ultimately influence pathway function.
6.1.1 History of Regional Pafbmys

The river valleys and the history of the regional pathway system is a relevant factor in the consideration of
pathway function in Calgary, at least in the Bow and Elbow River valleys. It was in the early 1970s that the
notion of an open space system linking major parks in the river valleys was born1". The budding regional
pathway began with the construction of the "Chinook Trail" for pedestrians, which was built along the north
bank of the Bow River from the Calgary Zoo to Shouldice Park1s This was built to senre mainly
recreationalas opposed to transportation functions. Thanks in part to funding from sources outside the City
like the Devonian Foundation, additions to this original portion of pathway have been made nearly every
year since then, extending the regional pathway total distance to almost 200 kilometres.'" Given this
history, we can make the following assumptions about the primary function(s) of the river valley pathways
envisioned by the Department and pathway sponsors.
First are the functions of "unstructured" or self-directedrecreation and public access to the riverbanks.
These were the founding purposes of the pathway, evidenced by the recommendationof 'developing a
continuous open space system in the river valleys and obtaining public access to all riverbanks", in the 1971
ParkslRecreationPlan. In the 1973 edition of this Plan, these functions were broadened to include a third,
but also primary, function of linking major parks in the river valleys. The linking of parks in the river valley
system was also suggested as the function of pathways in the 1973 Municipal Plan. As such, there can be
little doubt about the key functions guiding the design and development of pathways in the river valleys at
the time of their inception. Furthermore, given the inherent physical, aesthetic and social significance of the
river valleys in Calgary, these functions will always be instrumental iil g~vemingthe design, development,
use and function of the regional pathway system.
6.1.2 Geographic end other natural fmtures influencing pathway deveIopment

As was mentioned above, the river valleys and the regional pathways along the Bow and Elbow Rivers are
the heart of the pathway system in Calgary. The river valley system in Calgary is arguably one of the most
significant natural resource and one of the most recognizable natural features associated with Calgary,
valued by Calgarians both physically and socially. In addition, the extensive public access to the river
valleys and the abundance of recreational opportunities provided as a result of the pathways that lead to
134
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and run parallel to the Rivers, strengthen the pathways' appeal as recreational facilities and amenities. As a
recreational facility, the pathway system capitalizes on the aesthetic qualities of the river valleys and natural
features of Calgary. In this respect. the geography of Calgary lends itself perfectly to the unstructured
recreational activity originally intended for pathway use in the river valley system.

6.1.3 Responsibility for pathways
Both in the past and at present, the overall responsibility for regional and local pathway management, which
includes design, development, constructionand maintenance, has been that of the Calgary Parks &
Recreation Department. This is not to say that Calgary Parks & Recreation does not work closely with and
request input from other City departments, developers and other advisory councils. In fact, coordination
with other departments and developers is integral in achieving and maintaining such a comprehensive
pathway system. Moreover, this can and does involve addressing other functions such as transportation
and connectivity (for non-recreational purposes). Nevertheless, the majority of pathway management and
maintenance responsibilitiesbelong to the Parks & Recreation Department. Although it is not always
apparent, so long as the Parks 8 Recreation Department assumes the majority of pathway management
responsibilities, the focus of pathway functions should revolve around issues relating to recreation, while
other functions of pathways, albeit relevant and important to plan for, assume secondary functions.
6.1.4 Ulban Sprawl

The nature of residential development in Calgary over the past two decades and increasingly so at present,
is one of massive urban sprawl. Detachedsingle family dwellings and sprawling suburban development is
pushing the built environment farther out from Calgary's core and placing increasing demands on the City's
provision of both hard and soft services. These include roads, water and sewer as well as recreational
facilities of which local pathways comprise an important component. As City-managed facilities, pathways
have become an increasingly popular choice of recreational amenity for Calgarians. When asked to rank
the importance and priority of Parks & Recreation-providedfacilities and services, pathways ranked second
only to 'parks and natural areast.l" In short, they are increasingly desirable amenities that are useful and
appropriate in almost any community. Unfortunately, at present there are several obstacles to providing
improvements and expanding the existing pathway system. Budget constraints are one such obstacle to
maintaining, upgrading and extending existing pathways. They impact the construction of new pathways in
newer communities as well as the completion of missing links in established ones. As a result, Calgary
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Parks 8 Recreation is making an effort to work with developers to encourage the responsible design of local
pathways that serve new communities and connect to the existing network.
In essence then, urban sprawl and the potential for discontinuity in the pathway system, especially in newer
communities, suggests that the principle function that palhways are serving in this context appears to be
one of circulation around private spaces while trying to achieve a higher level of connectivity1%. As such,
one of the driving principles behind locd pathway design and development is to ensure the minimization of
gaps by connecting residential areas to neighborhood parks and the regional pathway system.
6.1.5 Cycling as Transpotfation
Another important aspect of pathway development is the function of transportation. In recent years, cycling
has become an increasingly viable form of transportation in Calgary. Accordingly, the percentage of cyclists
who commute to work is growing, and as such, cycling can no longer be regarded as only a recreational
concern1? In addition to Parks 8 Recreation documents addressing bicycle use, the Transportation
Department has a policy document entitled the Calgary Cyde Plan that addresses a variety of issues and
concerns relating to bicycle use, with particular attention to commuting and cycling routes. Today there is
an extensive on-street bikeway network throughout Calgary that greatly facilitates commuting for cyclists.
However, a second key function of Calgary's bikeways is h e creation of linkages or maintenance of
continuity in associationwith the pathway system. The two networks are to be complementary, in order to
provide an overall bicycle transportation system. And they do this by interconnectingand establishing
contin~ity.'~In areas where pathways cannot be built, bikeways have been established thereby
maintainingcontinuity and bridging gaps. The commuter cyclist is therefore encouraged to make use of the
pathway system. In fact, the 1992 Commuter Cyclist Survey indicatedthat 35 percent of the average
commuter bicycle trip is made on pathways. Consequently, during peak commuting times, the once purely
recreational functions of pathways have now expanded to include an increasingly important secondary
function: transportation.
6.2 Evaluation of the Bow River Pathway [from Edworthv Park to the Calaanr Zoo)

It was revealed in the 1994 Calgary Parks 8 Recreation Pathwatch study that the Bow River Pathway is one
of the most popular and most heavily used portions of the Regional Pathway System in the City, serving a
wide variety of uses and users. The leg between Edwolthy Park and the Calgary Zoo (show in Figure 5)
runs along both sides of the Bow River, providing its users with access to recreational and retail
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opportunities such as Edwocthy Park, Lowmy Gardens' the Kensington shopping distrid, Prince's Island
Park and Eau Claire Market, Chinatown, Fort Calgary, and the Calgary Zoo, as well as access to
establishedcmunities like Point McKay, Hillhua Sunnyside, Sunalta and lnglewood.

Source: City of Cdgary Pathway and Bikeway Map 1997

6.2 1 Pmwry Fundm
Functionally, the Pathway (illustrated in red in Figure 5) caters to both recreational users and commuters.
Several parks a#along b mute, as well as shopping and cultural centres like Chinatown, lend the Pathway
to recreation and unstructuted use. Similarly, these shoppi'ng and cultural centres, business and
commercial activities of the Downtown core and many residential communities linked by the Pathway,
encourage the Pathway's function as a transportation

mute as well. Also a characteristic function of this

portion of the Bow River Pathway is its high level of connednnty, both lineally (to its plethora of potential
destinations) as well as across the Bow River via pedestrian and cyde bridges. The Pathway's linkage to
several pedestrian and cycle-friendly bridges, which conned the nolth and south sides of the Bow River,
exemplify a high level of connecthty and facilitate the Pathway's functions of recreation and transportation.

This portion of the Bow River Pathway boasts many desirable system characteristics including a very high
level of scenic variation, subtle yet pleasing changes in elevation, an abundance of significant features and
destinations and wonderful viewcapes. Furthermore, users are given the choice of either a nodhem or
southern route because the Pathway exists on both sides of the Bow for the entire length of this leg. The
River itself is this pathway's greatest significant feature, as it provides the Pathway with a natural route
leading its users to and through a variety of potential destinations and experiences.

'" Draft Regional Pathway Management Plan, May 1998, section 1.7

The River's meanders offer the Pathway and its
users slight bends and changes in direction which
result in temporarily hidden and then revealed
viewscapes and site lines. One of the finest of

these viemcapes can be apmated

by travelling

east on the southern route of the Pathway
approaching 14mstreet As the River makes a
natural bend towards the south, the Pathway rises
slightly to a crest and users are greeted with an impressiveview of Calgary's domtown skyline opposite the
River to their left (see Photograph 6). Scenic variation is also plentiful along this leg of the Bow River

Pathway. Users can experience both open and uninhibii stretches of pathway as well as mare heavily
vegetated and treed portions like those that run through Prince's Island Park or in Edwotthy Park. For those
seeking an even more recreational variety, Edworthy Park, the Douglas Fir Trail and Lowery Gardens,
covering 127 hectares, incorporate unpaved bails, steep hilk and dii, riverine forest, prairie grasslands,
ravines and floadplains14'.

As was mentioned above, the carnadmty along
this leg of the Pathway k very high, senring both

as a function of the pathway and as a desirable
system characteristic. The Pathway's linkages to
and from parks and open spaces offer its users
easy access to potential recreationaldestinations
andlor places of relaxation and temporary getaway
from work and business (see Photograph7). By
the same token, the Pathway equally provides linkage to areas of business and commercial activity and
shopping districts, offering its users a medium to access these destinations as well.
As a transpartation conidor, this portion of the Bow Rier Pathway also appears to be one of the most

popularfor commuters and utilitarian usage. Between Edworthy Park and the Calgary Zoo, the Bow River
Pathway's connection between several residential communities and Caigary's Downtown and integration
with other pathways and transpoM'on networks, provides an excellent commuter route from a nonvehicular transportation penpednre. From the South, the Elbow River Pathway merges with it at the south
side of St. Patrick's Island while fmm the North, the Nose Creek Pathway runs n o h all the way to Nose

Creak Park. Other transportation net&

facilitating the ease of (partial) commuter traffic on this porlion of

the Pathway include the linkages to the bikeway network at h e kcations14and the LRT line which
intersects the Pathway near 10" street not far from Sunnyside station. In addition, its efbctiverress at
linking over a doeen residential communities, numerous shoppnig

t i ,and the downtown core is a h

highly desirable from a transportation perspecbve. This is achieved in part by the many pedestrian and
cyclefriendly bridges that conned the nwth and the south sides of the Bow. Situated at fairty regular
intervals between 1 C street and Memorial Drive at the Zoo, access from the North to the South including
Calgary's downtown is found with great ease via six bndges linking the Bow Rier's north and south
pathway routes. At first glance, the Pathway's directness and efficiency might not appear optimal due to the
fact that 1follows the River's course for the most part, maximizingrecreationalopportunitiesthrough access

to riverbank, parks and open spaces linkage rather than a straight line linking one end to another.
However, given the disjointedness of the street grid pattern as a result of the River's cutting through the City
h m NW to SE, the Bow River Pathway (especially between Mworthy and the Zoo), is actually a very direct
and efficient means by which commuting cyclists can travel to and from the City centre.

6.23 Pafhway Camth&m andUsa
This portion of the Bow Rier Pathway, as with all of the regional pathways, is paved and mubuse on both
the northern and southem routes. It is used by cyclists, walkers, runners, in-line skaters and cross-country
skiers as well as by people walking dogs, pushing strollers and travelling by wheelchairfa. At times, the
asphalt path is broken and is in need of resurfacing. In sections

along Memorial Drive for example, tree mot

systems near the ground surface have caused buckling in the asphalt, making the pathway sutface
somewhat difficult and potentially unsafe for in-line skaters, wheelchairs or strollers.
The pathway width throughout most of this leg on

both the north and south routes is either 2.5 or 3.0
metres wide. These pathway widths are within
internationally recognized pedestrian and cydist

design requirements and are the Calgary Regional
Pathwaywidth standardw.

'*' Bullick, 1990, p 32

29' St. N W opposite Lowery Gardens;IS' St. SW; loh St. SW; 7' St. NW and 7' Ave. NW at Prince's
Island Park
I*' Pathwatch 1994 Report I (of a three part series), 1994, p 3
Draft Regional Pathway Management Plan, 1998, p 9
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Pathway twinning is also -red

a h g this portion of the Bow River Pathway. However, it is twinned only

on the northem route - all of which are along Memorial Drive. These twinned pathways feature a split in the
path where cyclist and pedestrian routes are physically separated and run parallel to each other. From

West to East, the twinning begins opposite Edworlhy Park and continues oif and on until the Endgeland LRT
Station north of the Calgary Zoo. The pedestrian section is dosest to the River pmviding the best view of
the Ban Rivets riverbanks (see Photograph8).

Fencing is not visibly present along most of the Bow River Pathway as public access to the riverbank is a
Parks and Recreation policy priority. However, at times, it is used for the benefit of user safety and the
prevention of public access. One such location can be found along the southern mute leading east out of
Edworthy Park along the railway. The fencing begins along the north side of the Pathway at the east portion
of Edwrlhy where the Pathway runs parallel to the CPR rail line and puMi access is dissuaded. Shortly
thereafter, the Pathway route borders a steep escarpment where there has been substantial soil erosion
and land slides. At this point, the fencing serves both the puposas of denying public access to the rail line
and protecting users fmm potential injury. A second example of this type of fencing exists between 14m
Street and 20n Street NW bordering Memorial Drive. As the Pathway is in very dose proximity to traffic
lanes in these six Mocks, tall chain link fencing provides increased user safety which could otherwise be
compromisedgiven the high speed automobile baffic at the Pathway's edge. A third example of fencing can

be seen along the south bank route just east of Nat Christie Park. A short stretch of four foot high fencing
separates the Pathway from a short but steep dmp down to the riverbank and dissuades access to the
riverbank at that particular location. It should be noted that in all of these cases, the fencing is chain link,
thus still permitting riverbank and downstream views.

More specifically, they appear to be clustered around

-

-

the most heavily used portions of the Pathway,
particularly on the southem route near established
park spaces and mans. The best example of this

.Pu#ic~~mBawWwr

can be seen along the Pathway as it runs through
Prince's Island Park and past Eau Claire Market and
Chinatown. In addition to benches alongside the
Pathway, designated 'rest" areas and public spaces
provide important paints of reference for the Pathway
and can serve as attractions to recreational pathway
users (seePhotograph 9). A second example of this
can be seen in the small and linear green space

between 11" and 14th Street SW, known as Nat Christie Park. Forrnerty a parking lot and a piece of Mewata
Park before that, this small piece of land was saved from urbsn sprawl and

It is now

nestled between4h Avenue and the River, most easily accessed by the southern half of the Bow River
Pathway (see Photograph 10). A gentle rolling grass hill with small trees,benches and several creative art
sculptures made of local sandstone, make it a desirable a t t d o n and amenity of the Pathway. A third and
more intimate example of a pathway atbctbn abundant with amenities can be found behind the

Pumphwse Theatre. This site acts as a rest stoplatbbn complete with a water fountain, a unisex
washroom, benches, an infomahe interpretation plague and lookout over the River itself1".

As much as bridges are important mediums of connection, they can also senre as attraclive amenities.
Several bridges along this pathway are key in this regard. Three
examples are Prince's Island's pedestrian bridge, the LRTlpedestrian
bridge at 10" Street and Memorial Dr. and the pedestrian cmssing
underneath the Crowchild Trail Udge (see Photographs 11 and 12).
These bridges offer pedestrians, cyclists and other usen, the
opportunity to cross from the north bank mute to the south bank route
and vice versa in a safe and interesting manner. F u r t h e m , the later
two of these are also furnished with lighting, which increases safety and
visibility at dusk. As pathway amenities in and of themselves, they are

most amactive in their abilii to offer a different perspecbve of the River
that cannot be appreciated from the riverbank routes alone.
Unfortunately, from a design perspectnre, they am not wide enough to
comfortably accommodate both sightseeing and those just cmssing. They could have been buik with more
consideration given to their potential as user attractions. In hindsight, as planners have noted, they should
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have been designed and built wider or with small balconies or outbok
points that encouraged passers-by to stay on the w e longer and
appreciate the views it can offer,without concam of being brushed or
hit by cmssing trafkl47. A successful example of such a bridge does
exist within this kg however, and can be found furlher downstream at
the George King bridge whM lies between the south bank route and

St. Patrick's Island.

6.25 frrci/Mom of Pathway Um
Accessibility to the Bow Riier Pathway can be gained quite easily for
most of the public from almost anywhere a h g the portion between
Edworthy and the Zoo. The greatest obstacle that exists is automobile

trafficon major arterial streets such as 4h Avenue SW (east of 14m
Street) or Memorial Drive, which runs adjacent to the Pathway for much of the north mute. High speed and
heavy automobile traff~cin these two locahjons in particular can limit pathway accessibility to only those
locations with pedestrian and cycle overpasses or at intersections. In contrast, mast of the Pathway
borderingthe D
O
W
,O
~W
II

is easily accessible by foot or bicyde at any point. Parks, open spaces and

pedestrianfriendly environments such as those found around the Eau Claire Market are greatly responsible
for this ease of access. At other vital junctions like the Louise/lOn Street bridge, on both the north and
south sides, the Pathway splits. The main route runs under the bridge maintaining continuity while offshoots
round up to street level facilitating access to and exiting from the Pathway. Near junctions of heavy volume
(automobile, transit, pedestrian and cycle), this design optimizes accessibility, safely and ease of use.
In the context of facilitating pathway use, signage along the Bow River Pathway is plentifuloffering a variety
of directional and user information. Off route, many signs exist in areas adjacent to the Bow Riier, making
passers-by aware of the Pathway and orienting them toward points of access. One such set of signs can be
found on 18m Street and 10h Avenue SW, which direct potential pathway users through a light commercial
disbid, over the CPR rail right-of-way and onto the Pathway.

6.26 P a t h y SlMy
As was mentioned in the discussion about Palhwey Construction and Use, there are four sections of
pathway on the northem route between Edworthy and the Zoo that are twinned. These sections, which
range fmrn approximately 700 metres to a 2.2 kilometre stretch, provide a pathway environment that is safe
'41
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for all users and conducive to both recreational and transportation functions. In the 1994 People on the

Pathwaysurvey, when asked for suggestions for improving the safely of the system, pathway users in
Calgary recommended more twinning of paths more often than any other suggestion at 19%la. It should be
noted however, that pathway twinning would be difficult in some areas, particularly those where the pathway
right-of-way abuts both the river bank and the street. A good example of this can be seen along Memorial
Drive west of Crowchild or along 4m Avenue SW west of 14mStreet near Nat Christie Park.

-

When pathway twinning is not an option, either for budgetary or geographic physical constraints, widened
pathways with appropriate surface marking such as center lines, are an effective mechanism by which user
safety can be increased along busier and more popular portions of pathwayl49. However, it should be noted
that although wider pathways can accommodate heavier numbers of usen, without directional marking or
centre lines that provide some organization, widening pathways alone does not resolve safety issues
relating to user conflict.
Bollards and baffles are not commonly seen safety measures along this leg of the Bow River Pathway. This

is most likely attributable to the fact that between Edworthy Park and the Zoo, the Pathway is an off-street
facility.
6.2.7 Consentation
The Bow River is, as is any river, an environmentally significant natural feature. The environmental issues

associated with its water quality, riparian zone, fish habitat and adjacent areas and land uses should be a
major concern at any point along its course. The leg between Edworthy Park and the Calgary Zoo is no
exception. Between Edworthy and the Zoo, the Bow River and the Bow River Pathway move from a natural
environment and experience to a more urban experience. And while the environmental significance of the
Bow Rivets water quality and riverbanks is relevant at all times, the natural areas of Edworthy Park and
The Pathway winds through and past a truly unique
Lowery Gardens are in most need of preser~ationl~~.
natural environment featuring white spruce and aspen woodland on the north-facing escaprment, riverine
forest, a mixture of tall shrub and balsam poplar, and a variety of native grassland~~~l.
Unlike any other
segment, the Bow River West is characterizedby its diversity, abundance and connectivity of natural
vegetation and landforms.'Y This combination of factors encourages significant wildlife movement and
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Parlrrvatcll 1994 Report I(of a tlt ree part series), 1994, p 13
Draft Regiottol Patlrway Managenrent Platr. May 1998
Conversation with Bernie Amell, Winter 1999
'I'Urbmr Park Muster Plan, 1994. p 23
15') Ibid.

use.lu The River also provides important brown and rainbow trout spawning habitat."

Consequently, The

pathway use along the Bow River must be done with sensitivity toward these significant natural features and
in a manner so as to preserve these unique areas for the use and enjoyment of future generations.
6.2.8 Bow River Pathway Summary Chad (Between Edworthy Park anti Calgary Zoo)

Pathway Function
Evaluation Cliteria
System Aesthetics &
Characteristics
Pathway Constnrction & Use
Pathway Amenities
Facilitators of Use
Pathway Safety
Conservation

Recreation
X

Transportation
X

Connectivity
X

Conservation

Excellent
X

Good

Fair

Non-existent

X
X
X

X
X

6.2.9 Overall Assessment

The Bow River Pathway, particularly the leg between Edworthy Park and the Calgary Zoo,is arguably one
the most popular and highly used pathway in the City. It offers its users a variety of experiences ranging
from natural and pristine environments to those that are more urban. Functionally, it is effective in achieving
recreation, transportation and connectivity. It is my belief that the Pathway's apparent success at fulfilling
several functions could be best attributable to how closely the Pathway follows the River through the City
offering northern and southern routes connected by several pedestrian and cycle-friendly bridge crossings.
In short, those responsible for the development of the Bow River Pathway, have planned and designed it in
a manner that has taken advantage of the River's geography and have complemented it (for the most part)
with well planned and designed attributes.
Unfortunately,the rise in popularity of this pathway for both recreational and transportation functions may
lead to user competition, especially during peak periods, resulting in the potential for increased user conflict.
At times, this is mitigated along the Pathway by such measures as twinning, signage and surface marking.
However, as the popularity of the Pathway grows, additional measures such as more public education and
specific policy addressing types of usage and peak periods could be implemented to alleviate competition

Is3
lS4

Ibid.
Ibid.

and reduce the potentialfor user conflict1". For example, policy measures which address cycling could
include guidelines that encourage cyclists or give them priority at certain locations during peak commuting
periods but disallow them at certain locations at other times such as public events or holidays1%.
In general, given current conditions and constraints, Iwould recommend Ule south bank route as best suited
to recreational punuls while the north side as best for commuting. Between Edworthy Park to the Zoo,the
southern route takes users right through several parks and open spaces with limited stretches of pathway in
close proximity to street traffic. By contrast, the north bank route runs adjacent to Memorial Drive for much
of this leg. In addition, the northern route possesses the four stretches of twinned pathway, which are more
conducive to commuting bicycle traffic.

Conversation with VanSiri, Winter 1999
Ibid.

Is5

6.3 Evrlurtiolr of hthmvs in Mom Hill Park
Nose Hill Park, shown in Fgure 6, is one of the
few pockets of natural open space landscape left
in the City. In the early 1970s Nose Hill Park was

saved from rezoning and s u b d i i h , as University
of Calgary faculty, community groups and local

residents argued its signilicance fmm social,
physical and environmental perspectives'57. It was
subsequently purchased by the City in partnership
with the Province and is now one of the most

significant components of the Calgary's open
space system. Unfortunately however, the politics
surrounding this significant piece of land continue
to shadow its enjoyment by all. Borne out of
~~ntrOvefSy,
its preservation and management

Source: City of Calgary Pattnnay and Hikeway Map 1997

were and continue to be a source of contention's.
Pathways in the park have been no exception to this. While there are numerous paths that ofkr access into
the Park, most do not constitute part of the formal pathway system. Three examples of this are loose gravel

fire access trails at 64n Avenue, Brisebois Drive and off John Laurie Boulevard which serve as key points of
entry into the Park along the southern perimeter. Currently, there are only two f o m l pathways (shown in
red in the map above) that exist in Nose Hill. One begins at the parking lot on the west side of the park

opposite Edgemont Boulevard and runs over a kilometre South. The other, on the Northeast side of the
Park, runs EasV West from 146 Street to the center of the park for a distance of almost two kilometres. The
use of these pathways, as well as a proposal to join the two thereby mating a continuous pathway through
the Park, continues to be debated. Some believe the park should be p m e d as closely to its natural
state as possible which mwld exdude consbudon of any more pathways within the boundaries of the park.
On the other hand, some believe a well-definedand continuous pathway through Nose Hill will go further in
preserving the Park's ecological integrity because the majonty of users would stay on Me designated path
rather than meandering about the park haphazardly causing more damage to soil and habitat.

Conversation with Bill Perks, Winter 1999
Based on conversations with several informed individuals, it appears that pevious landowners, interest
groups, and others could not agree on how best to manage the land that is now called Nose Hill Park.
In

6.3.1 P-

f i r e

As was mentioned above, Nose Hill Park's two pathways are a subject of continued debate. As such, the

functions they sem, are also disputable. The h

I pathways are among the Park's most frequently used

recreatianal attributes. Either as destinationsor as routes to achieve other destinations within the Park,

their functions as mediums form a t i o n is strong. However, as a function of addressing environmental
concerns, thwe k strong disagreement. On one side, sane are of the opinion that pathways are intrusive
on the Park's landscape. These individuals want the Park kept as dose to its natural state as possible,
which indudes restricting anything 'built" such as pathways. On the other side of the debate are those who

Miwe designated pathways encourage users to Mlow the provided mute and prevent people han creating
more 'self-made" paths. These individuak daim that it is haphazard trail-making as a resutt of the lack of a
continuous pathway on Nose Hill that is the true threat to the environmental integrity of the Park - not formal
pathways. Therefore, although it is apparent that Nose Hill's pathways serve a recreational fundion, their
ability to address environmental concerns is not as clear,

The pathway on the west side of the Park lends
itself easily to people who access the park via

automobile. It begins conveniently at the south
side of the parking lot off Shaganappi and travels
south along the west perimeter of the park for a
few hundred metres than east towards the center

of the park and finally south again providing its
users with a panoramic view of all of Calgary.
This view is best appreciated at the end of the pathway which opens into a view point/ rest area. Pathway
users feel as though they are truly a part of the landscape as they move along the uninhibited trail
sumunded by rolling hills, tall grass and brush, and groves of trees. The pathway on the east side of the
Park, more commonly known as the Porcupine
Valley Pathway, is a more physically demanding
experience (see Photograph 13). When travelling
west from 141hStreet, it is indined for its entire
duration paralleling a small valley on the north
side. Unlike the pathway on the w s t side of the
park, this one does not offer the same type of
spedacular view of Downtown Calgary. It does

L.,

....

however provide its usen with a dose feel of the landscape as the Park's tall native grass is within reach of
the pathway's edge and one ofthe Park's valleys, bardered by native bush and a k , is nearby to the
south. As Photograph 14 illustrates, it ends at its wesfemmost poht near the center of the Park where it

ceases to be paved and branches into several undesiinated trails.
As a system characteristic, the lack of connectivity

of Nose Hill's pathways is of major importance
both with regard to the two pathways in the Park

and the numerous local pathways outside the Park
in Nose Hill's surrounding communities. Of all the
pathways in Nose Hill Park's surrounding

communities, there are only two that physically
connect to the Park. One of these is the pathway
connecting to Nose Hill's PorcupineValley Pathway on the east side of the Park (see Photograph 15). It
provides access in and out of the park underneath 14m Street and thus avoids automobile traffic and
maintains pathway continuity (see Photograph 16). Moving away f i m the Park, it runs east along
W i n g t o n Boulevard until it reaches the Regional Pathway running North/ South along Nose Creek. From
here the Regional Pathway travels north to West Nose Creek Park or south all the way to the Bow River
Pathway, featuring a variety of landscapes as it moves thmugh open spaces, parks, golf courses and along
the railway line.
Although WR pathway leading out of Nose Hill to the east exemplifies the kind of continuity and connectivity
that many desire, it is not typical for the area. While it is one of only two pathways that provide any physical
connection and continuity from adjacent communitiesto Nose Hill, it is the only pathway that reaches
beyond that demonstrating regional cannectivii. Of the numerous communitii surrounding Nose Hill Park
such as Edgernont, MacEwan, and Sandstone
Valley to the North or Brentwood and

lack in overall connectivity. These missing links are the greatest obstacle to the establishment of a pathway
network in the Northwest, with Nose Hill Park as the focus.
Within Ule Park itself, the greatest drawback of the lack of continuity of Nose Hill's two pathways may be for
environmental reasons. It is believed by some that the present lack of connectivity of the two pathways
within the Park may be a major factor in soil degradation on Nose Hill1? If the pathway were continuous
and intensive uses (such as mountain biking) were required to stay on the designated pathways, it might
allow for speedier reclamation of currently damaged soil and prevent further degradation in the future.
Despite this overall shortcoming in pathway connectivity within and around the Park. Nose Hill's East
pathway does provide the connectivity necessary to take interested users from the Regional Pathway
System to Nose Hill entirely off-street.

6.3.3 Pathway Construction and Use
Nose Hill Park's two pathways differ in their physical built attributes. The West pathway is made with
bonded gravel while the East pathway is a paved multi-use surface. Although there are some signs of aging
along the paved pathway in particular, both are still in reasonably good shape and are well used by both
cyclists and pedestrians. Unfortunately however, the East pathway does not appear favorable to wheelchair
or stroller use given its steep gradient.
The width of the paved pathway is approximately 2.5 metres, although the vegetation is overgrowing the
pathways' edges at times. The bonded gravel pathway is slightly narrower at approximately 2 metres in
width. The probable reasons for its not needing the width of a paved pathway rest in the fact that it was built
for primarily pedestrian use is not intended for any high speed or commuting traffic, which might require
more room for maneuverability. Further to this point, neither pathway is twinned as commuting traffic was
not intended and is not encouraged through the Park.
Fencing has been erected around much of the perimeter of the park, but not along the pathways
themselves, as that would be aesthetically intrusive to the experience. Furthenore, neither formal pathway
in the Park poses any threat to user safety, so fencing would not be needed in that respect either. However,
for environmental preservation of significant areas, fencing of some kind may be a measure that could be
implemented in the park along some of the currently damaged areas resulting from some of the
undesignated trail making that has gone on.

6.3.4-P
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Nose Hill Park is not what some urouM consider a prototypcial

North American ctty park. The maintenance

of its wide open and unstructuredlandscape with as l iphysical human interventionas possible has been
a pm&y for most concerned for the Park, and as such, built amenities within its boundaries have been kept
to a minimum. This equally applies to its pathways. Its fwmal or built pathways have been kept to a
minimum and have not been made continuous thmugh the park. Mmver, with only two pathways whose
sum distance is less than 3.5 kilomebes, the Park's pathway 'system' is not extensive. Consequently,it
should come as no surprise that amenities supporting pathway use are not abundant. There are no
washroom or waterfountains nor is there any pathway lighting. However, park and pathway users are
provided with benches, picnic table, rest areas and trash receptacles which do provide users with useful
amenities for daytime pathway and park use.
Sgnage in the park is minimal but increasing. And as such, it could be and should be implemented more
frequently and strategically both as facilitators of pathway use (which I wil disass shortly) and as
amenities. Given the environmentalsignificanceand sensahtyof Nose Hill, pathway usen and park
frequenten should be made more aware of how particular aclivilies within park are unsuitable, damaging
and unsustainablel". Interpretive signage making clear Nose Hill's senslbvlty to haphazard trail making and
the resulting damage to vegetation and soil at the beginnings of main access points to Ule park, including
formal and informal pathways and trails, awld go a long way in educating a variety of Nose Hill Park user

g"0''ps.
6.3.5 Fwilbtm of P d w y Use
Formal pathways or informaltrails leading into the
Park from designated parking lots, from a pathway
outside the Park's perimeter or from some other
point along the Park's perimeter, are likely to be
the most common mediums of access into Nose
Hill Park. Fmm a design p e r s m e , the issue of
accessibility to pathways and trails is most
impoftantat the Park's perimeter, and becomes
less relevant towards the center of the Park. As opposed to a pathway along a right-of-way or a linear open
space conidor within a more developed environment, where regular access from adjacent land uses is a
Based on a conversation with Will Pearce, Winter 1999

major design issue, Nose Hill's pathways and trails are for the most part unconstrained in the Park. In other
words, they are visibly and physically accessible from almost anywhere in the Park. Hence, the perceived
need to address accessibility in the Park, away from the perimeter, is non-existent. Currently, access to the
Park is primarilygained via the two formal pathways, the three fire access trails and one of the several
designated trails such as at those at the comer of John Laurie Boulevard/ Shaganappi Trail, at Charleswood
Drive, at 19m Street MN or at the Calgary Winter Club parking lot off North Haven Drive (see Photograph
17).

As was mentioned in the context of amenities, signage in the park should be increased to raise awareness
about issues of sustainability and to educate usen about minimizing the degradation of Nose Hill Park. This
type of interpretive signage could also include, support or be supported by informative and directional
signage making clearer the extent of the formal pathway and the lypes of usage that should not venture off
it.
6.3.6 Pathway Safety

Although the primary usage of the pathways within Nose Hill Park are recreational, certain types of uses
along the paved pathway in particular could at the very least be a cause of concern. The gradient of the
paved pathway on the east side of Nose Hill is steep enough for cyclists and in-line skaters heading East to
reach speeds much higher than 20 km/h. Given the popularity of the pathway for pedestrians and dog
walking, there is a potential for conflict. Surface marking in the way of a center line is evident for the length
of this pathway providing some order to its use and lessening the potential for accidents. Signage or
additional surface marking indicating or reminding cyclist and other higher speed users to yield to
pedestrians should be investigated.
The design of both pathways in the Park is such that users going in either direction can see on-coming
pathway traffic well before it arrives at them. There are no dangerous blind spots or tight turns created by
vegetation or pathway alignment that could threaten the safety of users.
6.3.7 Conservation

While the pathways in Nose Hill Park were not designed to and do not currently address any environmental
concerns, the evidence exists that something needs to be done. Whether it is the lack of understanding or
the blatant disrespect of Nose Hill's environmental significance, the result has been the same. Haphazard
-

'*

--

Unsustainable in this context can k defined as "sap of an area in such a manner that i t will not be
avaiIable in its current state for future generations.

trail making throughout the Park is widespread and is damaging Nose Hill's soil, vegetation and ecology.
The specific reasons for why this trailblazing is happening is still contested. While some believe it is
because of the absence of a continuous pathway that people are forced to create their own trail~l6~'
others
firmly maintain that certain individuals will bushwhack no matter how many formal paths or trails are built1@.
However, both sides of the argument should agree that the education of all users would be a positive step to
retarding the current rate of soil, vegetation and habitat degradation and reclaiming some of the currently
damaged areas. Fulthenore, Ibelieve the possibility of pathways playing a role in this education is vital.
At a minimum, an increase in signage along existing pathways educating the public of the issues of soil,
vegetation and habitat degradation and/or sustainable use appears necessary.

6-26Nose Hill PIwk Pathways Summary Chart

Pathway Function
Evaluation Criteria
System Aesthetics &
Characteristics
Pathway Construction & Use
Pathway Amenities
Facilitators of Use
Pathway Safety
Conservation

Recreation
X

' Transportation

Connectivity

Conservation

Excellent

Good
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Non-existent

X

X
X
X

X
X

6.3.9 OverallAssessment

Nose Hill Park is a significant recreationaland environmental open space, whose value to the City and
adjacent community residents of past, present and future is worth well more than the cost of the land itself.
The formal pathways that exist on its west and east sides are part of the reason for its popularity as they
offer direct and effective routes from the periphety of the Park to important points within Nose Hill. The
pathways themselves possess enormous potential for unstructured recreational activity including the
enjoyment of panoramic views, exercise and environmental awareness.
Considering all of the factors discussed in its evaluation including the situation of the Park in relation to the
rest of the City, the issue of pathway connectivity and the physical attributes of the pathways and the park
itself, the pathways themselves are really only suited to meet a function of recreation. The East pathway is

"' Conversation with Will Pearce, Winter 1999
"'Conversation with Stew Harris, Winter 1999

the only one that possesses any characteristics of connectivity beyond the Park's immediate communities
and it formally ends in the Park suggesting that Nose Hill is the destination. As such, all evidence supports
their use as mediums of recreation.
There is however the potential, at least from the perspective of some who support pathways within the Park,
for pathways to serve a more environmental role in Nose Hill. Could a continuous pathway throughout the
park act to prevent pathway and park users from wandering about the Park making trails haphazardly?
Although it is not agreed that pathways can accomplish this role in Nose Hill Park, this suggestion merits
further investigation because current use of the Park does not appear sustainable1M. At a less intensive
level, education of users through interpretiveand informative signage at the beginning, en-route and at the
end of current pathways should be implementedwithout question.

Based on conversations with Grant Ross,Winter 1999

6.4 Evaluation of tln Whitehorn, Temde. Rundk. PimidmP d m v Loop

-

-

-

The Whitehm Temple Rundle Pineridge WRP) Pathway Loop is actually the amalgamation of four
individual pathways that serve each of the communities in which they exist. Linking them has mateda
continuous pathway system that connects all four communities within a loop (see figure 7). This laop exists

as a fairiy selfantained pathway system however, that appears to have been designed for and used by
only the residents of Whitehm, Temple, Pineridgeand Rundle. There are several reasons for this that will
be discussed further shortly. The
most obvious reason however, is
evident by merely looking at the
Calgary map - it is that this North
East pathway system is structured in
such a manner that it is really only
accessible to the communities it runs
thrwgh. It does not diredly link to
the Regional Pathway system or any
major parks which minimizes its
exposure and subsequent use to only
those who are directly exposed to it
and are aware of its existence.
Source: City of Calgary Pathway and Bikeway Map 1997

6.4.1 Pafhwry Function
Once at the site, it becomes clear that the Pathway's primary function is one of community connectivity.
Four pathways, joined together to form a squared loop around the communities of Whitehorn, Temple,
Pineridge and Rundle, create one continuous larger pathway system that connects all four communities with
each other as well as several other impoctsnt local and regional facilities

including LRT stations, Calgary's

Bikeway Route and shopping1retail centres. The success of b conneclivlty also facilitates the Pathway's
use as a commuter route at a local level. As an alternative to the automobile, the pathway's designated
route can be taken advantage of by local residents as a portion of a commuter trip to either the LRT stdons
or the designated cycling route or for other daily errands.
6.4.2 Sysl,m Aestheih and ChrmdwWcs
The entire WTRP Pathway Loop's mute is located within a suburban setting predominantlycharacterized by
single family detached housing. Furthermore, it does not form part of any larger open space or park

all. However, not all of the Pathway Loop is
mnotonous single family housing. Fortunately, it

does possess portions that offer its users some
variation in aesthetic experience. The best example
of this can be found along a vegetated linear open
space between 2SmAvenue NE and Whitehom
Drive NE (see Photographs 18 and 19). This
consists of the Rundle and Whitehom

Pathways. It is here that the Rundk Pathway
travels north to 32M Avenue NE and meets the Whitehom Pahway where users are treated to a spectacular
view of Nose Hill and Calgary's entire urban landscape, including the Downtown Skyline.
In addlion to its primary function, the connectiwty of Mis pathway loop is also its greatest system
characteristic. Over its course, it passes by several schools and local merchant establishments, a major
community leisure centre and possesses links b the Calgary Bikeway on 5 P Street E and the Whitehorn
and Rundle LRT stations on 38" Street E. Also conveniently located nearby is Sunridge Mall. Residents of
these NE communities can use the Pathway Loop via the Rundle portion to access the mall, which is
adjacent to the Rundle LRT station on the west side of 36" Street. In short, the Pathway Loop's connedivii
within the four communities is such that its use is optimal for local shopping, commuting and other errands.
6.4.3 P a w a y C~~~

and UI,

Although the WTRP Pathway Loop is entirely located within a suburban landscape, its surface material,
width and other physical attributes vary over its course. As such, the kind of use it is best suited to depends
on which leg of the Loop the user is in.

Much dthe pathway's designated mute consists of
urban sidewalk. The entire kg between Temple Drive

NE and 24 Avenue NE (or example, is urban sidewalk

(seePhotograph 20). Other than its designation as
part of the Pathway Loop on a map, there is no
physical indication to a potential user at that location
that it is anything other than an ordinary suburban
sidewalk. In contrast, the Rundle and Whitehom
leg(s) of the Pathway Loop between

26h Avenue NE and Whitehom Road NE is dearly an
off-street facility designated for pedestrians and
cyclists. It is a two metre wide asphal pathway that

meanders its way through a linear park space with
grass and deciduous and coniferous trees.Other
portions such as the south leg through Pineridge offer
its users a combinationof sidewalks and created open

spaces between residential homes. Some of these
open spaces do not have a paved route but are rather Idsthat were not buitt on and left undeveloped
creating short but direct corridors for cyclists and pedestrians to use as access mutes (see Photograph21).
In this case, it was incorporated as part of a pathway system and now creates a link between Pineridge
residents east of 60th Street NE and the Village Square Leisure Centre.
Fencing along the WTRP Loop is for the most part non-existent or a non-factor. Since much of the Pathway

Loop incorporates urban sidewalk, fencing is not necessary, nor appropriate. On the other hand, along
rigirts-of-way, bordering private property, homeowners have erected fencing to increase their privacy. Other
examples such as chain link, low post and bar fencing bordering schools and other public buildings are
visible along the pathway route, but have m r e to do with the property it borders than the Pathway.
6.4.4 Pathwry Annnitks
Overall, there are very few amenities along the WTRP Pathway Lwp. The reason, I speculate, has to do
with the purpose and function of the Pathway - which is not predominantly recreational. Typically,

amenities like washrooms, water fountains and henches are best suited to recreational pursuits in larger
parks or other more heavily used public spaces where their presence would be in greater need. In conbast,
this pathway's primary function is one of local conneclinty and movement within a subuhan landscape,

whose use for recreation is sparse and sporadic at best. As such, these types of amenities might not be
used or appreciated enough to justify their costs at this location. Some amenities do exist along the
Pathway Loop, however, including lighting and trash receptacles. Incorporating urban sidewalks as part of
the pathway route takes advantage of the existing infrastructure including street lights. Garbage bins can
also be found along portions of the Pathway Loop such as at the short off-street portion between Pineridge
Community School and the Village Square Leisure Centre.
6.4.5 Facilitators of Pathway Use
Due to its location, accessibility to the WTRP Pathway Loop is not really an issue at all. Sidewalks,
undeveloped residential lots and unfenced linear open spaces through a suburban landscape provide little
to no bamers and offer a high level of accessibility. Subdivision design featuring cul-de-sacs and
meandering streets is likely the greatest obstacle to the Pathway Loop's accessibility for those seeking to
get on it. Some of the unpaved sections bordering school fields or grassy open spaces between residential
homes may be difficult to navigate for wheelchair users, in-line skaters or strollers. In such cases, short
detours around these sections could be an option.

An increase in signage along the PaVlway Loop is where the greatest improvement to the system is needed.
Other than the Rundle and Whitehom sections between 26mAvenue NE and Whitehorn Road NE, there is
little to no evidence of the pathway's designated route. This is particularly bad along the sidewalk sections
of the Pathway Loop, where there is often no differentiation between the sidewalks designated as the part of
the Pathway Loop and any other urban sidewalk. Appropriate signage at strategic locations along the route.
especially on sidewalks where the Pathway route is ambiguous, would help increase awareness of the
Pathway's existence, provide direction to its users and limit confusion or frustration.
6.4.6 Pathway Safety
Safety measures mitigating pedestrian and cyclist conflict with automobile traffic are evident at numerous
locations along the Pathway Loop. Bollards or low posts are present at several major junctions where the
Pathways meet streets or roads with automobile traffic providing physical protection to pathway users as
well as warning them to use caution. Other sections of the Loop such as the Rundle and Whitehom
Pathways between 26m Avenue NE and Whitehom Road NE, that exist within a linear open space right-ofway, are also protected, at least somewhat, from automobile traffic vis-a-vis low wood posts.
Conflict between users however, has not been appropriately addressed along the WTRP Pathway Loop.
Overall, there are few signs or surface markings indicating types of permitted uses and none revealing

priority of usage. Other than the Rundle and Whitehorn sections of the Loop, there is a severe lack in
signage indicating the Pathway's route and existence. Pafticularly along the Temple and Pineridge portions
of the Pathway Loop, signage that makes clear that cyclists are not permitted on the sidewalks, even though
they exist dually as a part of the WTRP Pathway Loop, should be implemented. The reasons for which
safety measures along the Pathway Loop have not been implemented may have something to do with the
low number of users on the pathway, even at peak hours. Nonetheless, better signage andlor surface
marking, especially along sidewalk portions, could only improve the local pathway system as a whole
increasingawareness of its existence and making clearer the types of intended and permitted use.
6.4.7 WTRP Pathway Loop Summary Chart
i
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6.4.8 Overall Assessment

While there are portions of the WTRP Pathway Loop that possess park-like characteris?ics,much of the
System is comprised of urban sidewalks and rights-of-way within a suburban landscape, which serve more
utilitarian functions than recreationalones. The lack of municipal parks in the immediate vicinity of
Whitehorn, Temple, Rundle and Pineridge, diminishes the potential of creating a more comprehensive
recreationalsystem within which the Pathway Loop could serve an integral component. As such, I do not
think the WTRP Pathway Loop was envisioned as a recreationalamenily. Rather, its configuration suggests

a function of local connectivity with the capacity for commuting beyond.
Although only brief, portions of the Loop like the Rundle Pathway between 32" Avenue and 26h Avenue NE
offer opportunities for unstructured recreation via a meandering paved pathway surrounded by young
coniferous and deciduous vegetation along a linear park-like space. Further north, the Whitehorn Pathway
portion of the Loop conlinuous on, offering users a spectacular panoramic view of Calgary. Nevertheless,
the WTRP Pathway Loop's greatest attribute is its connectivity. Its use of sidewalks, rights-of-way and other

gaps and small open spaces within the suburban landscape have created a highly connective facility. As it
exists, residents of these four communities have a medium which possess the connectivity that allows !hem
to travel to and access areas within and immediately adjacent to their communities as well as to other
networks like the LRT and the Bikeway which possess city-wide linkages.

Chapter Seven: Evaluation of Surrey's Pathway System
7.1 City of Surrev G m w a v s : Their Functions and Factors of Influence

With a current population of 303,000 people, the City of Surrey is the second largest in British ColwbialU.
As this population grows at approximately 12,000 people per year, the population is projected to exceed
400,000 by 2006l". This trend should be of some concern to city and parks planners alike, as the increase
in population density will continue to put pressure on city-provided services, of which parks and recreation
facilities are a vital part. Responsibleplanning on the part of the City will help to insure that this growth is
managed in a manner that preserves natural and significant open spaces and does not threaten the
organization of the City's parks and open space on the whole. In this respect, Parks and Recreation
planning specifically is integral.
The City of Surrey is divided into six distinct communities (Figure 8)166, Figure 8: Sumy's Communiffes
each with its own town centre, economic and cultural focus. However,
one community's town centre, Whalley, doubles as Surrey's City
Centre. In a similar fashion, Parks and Recreation facilities have been
organized in a hierarchical manner, whereby some are classified as
local, others at the community level, and a select few as city-wide.

)rr*lrm

Cbmble

Surrey's greenways1e7are envisioned as linkages within this hierarchy,
stressing improved park access and the continuity of park and open
space. In addition, Surrey's greenways function as linkages between
neighbourhoods and business and cultural centres at the community
level as well as conduits between communities and citywide facilities.
A

Surrey's pathway system is not neady as extensive as that of the City of Calgary. On the whole, the
greenway system that currently exists in Surrey substantially lacks the continuity that could support and
promote its use as a city-wide recreational facility, a feasible transportation alternative or a medium of
community connectivity. This is not to say that the vision for greenways, a city-wide recreational facility, a
transportation alternative and a medium of community connectivity, is not achievable. Long term parks and
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Parks a11dReereorion Mo~rerPlan. 1996-2006. p 19
Ibid.
Whalley. Guildford. Newton. Fleetwood. Cloverdale. and South Sumy
'I5' Please refer to Chapter Four's summary of Sltrrey Pnrkr & Recreariotl Cot~rr~rission
Repon, Scprenrber
04. 1996 for a definition of Grerrrvay. For the purpose of this evaluation. greenways possess the physical
qualities of pathways in the generic sense.
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open space planning, creative design and timely land acquisition over the next few decades will help Suney
to achieve and complete a city-wide pathway network (See Map 2, Appendix)lM.
7.1. 1 Cify Sttuctum: CotnmunitZes and C ~ n n ~ v i t y

The City of Suney desires a pathway system that will convey an overall sense of enhanced livability for
each of its six communitiesl6? First and foremost, greenways serve as linkages within communities,
connecting major parks as well as natural and built amenities. Although they are c~nsideredpark space, it
appears the primary function of greenways as a system in Surrey are to serve as mediums of connection.
However, as linkages between parks and other significant open spaces, they are also intended to serve as
recreational facilities. In fact, of the pathways that exist presently, the most popular are those that possess
the strongest qualities of recreation. On the whole, the greenway network is envisioned as one of linkages
between parks, neighborhoods and their centres. As such, the conclusion can be drawn that the focus and
primary function of the greenway system in Suney is connectivity through a recreationallycompatible
medium.
7.1.2 Natuml Areas of perticular importance andor walue
The City of Suney possesses several natural areas170of particular social, aesthetic, economic and
ecological importance. Included in these are rivers, wetlands, oceanfront areas, agriculturallands and
urban forests. The Fraser, Serpentine, Nicornekl and Campbell Rivers are the four key rivers that run along
or through the City of Surrey. Unfortunately, a large propottion of these rivers is for the most part presently
inaccessible to the public, as they border on private property. The same is true of a substantial percentage
of Surrey's oceanfront and wetlands. Largely inaccessible because of private ownership or physical and
environmental reasons, most of Surrey's wetlands and marsh areas can only be appreciated from afar.
Similarly, only a fraction Surrey's oceanfront property is open to public access. However, those sections of
river, wetland, oceanfront property and beach as well as managed urban foresl, that are open to the public,
form some of the most popular and significant recreationalopen space in all of Suney and the Lower
Mainland. As a result, several of the proposed greenways suggest routes that feature or offer connection to
these areas of significance. Although achieving some of these routes as they are proposed in their entirety
may be difficult for the above mentioned social, political and environmental issues associatedwith much of
this land, feasibility studies and other planning is being carried out in efforts to open more of these areas to
the general public. The prirnaly reasons for which the City feels pathways in natural areas should be a
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Map 2 in the Appendix is not taken from the Greenways Plan.
Strrrey Parks & Recreation Conunissiotl Report, Sqterrlber 04,1996, p I
"O Natural areas refer to those lands that cannot be developed for physical. sociosconornic or
environmental reasons.
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priority is best summarized in a discussion of the recreationaland educational value of these natural areas
in the Parks and Recreation Master Plan. The Plan states:
Development of and access to trails in these areas can serve to meet many of the Surrey
Parks and Recreation Department's objectives and assist in the development of a citywide greenway system that can be used for recreational and educational purposes for
residents and tourists.17'
In short, the greenways that interact with Surrey's natural areas are envisioned to serve mainly recreational
and conservation/educational functions.

7.1.3 Heritage Trails in Sumy
Surrey is a city that values its heritage. Efforts have been made to retain, preserve and incorporate as
many heritage amenities and facilities as possible within a rapidly growing and expanding urban landscape.
Wherever possible, heritage streets and roads, homes and buildings, trees, paths and trails have been
demarcated, restored and maintained. As much as built structures such as homes and roads of Surrey's
past possess historical significance, so to do paths and trails bear importance historically of Surrey's first
settlers, where they recreated and how they moved through the City. Given this importance, it has been
recommended in the Parks and Recreation Master Plan and in the Official Community Plan (OCP)
guidelines, that effort be put into incorporatingold paths and trails into present and future linear park and
open space systems1". Given much of the haphazardness and short distance of many of these old trails,
their function is most likely to be recreational and complementary to the greenways that are assimilating
them.

7.1.4 Cycling: On and Off-Street Facilities
In 1993, the City of Surrey's Bicycle Blueprint was drafted in order to better manage the City's bicycle traffic
and organize current and future bicycle routes. It outlines on and off-streetfacilities, the planning behind the
bicycle route network and transit connections among other concerns. The Blueprint's 'Bicycle Route Plan'
does not mention its relationshipwith the greenway system perse, but does mention the desirability of
integratingbicyclefriendly design into off-street paths. It makes the point that off-street pathways can form
a portion of a commuting cyclist's trip or serve as a destination for recreationalcyclists and for this reason,
pathway design should accommodate cycling. However, it does not recommend that commuting cyclists be
encouraged to use off-street facilities such as pathways, but rather suggests that on-street bike routes are
preferable for this function. As a result, it has been established between the Parks 8 Recreation
-- --
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Parks & Recreatiotr Master Plarl, 1996-2006, p 83

Department that, where applicable, the two systernslnetworks are to be

Department and the Engni eerni g

complementaryto the extent that pathways should serve a more suppoding and mpkmentary role in
maintaining continuity and conneclivity of onstreet bicyde mutes. As such, pathways within the greenway
system can be used, at least in portion, as conduits for commuting. Atthough the transportation function of
greenways is recognizedas secondary to that of connedivlty and weation, it is (or will be) acknowledged

as a relevant concern at certain locations and should thus be planned for and incorporated into pathway
design.
Having established the functional framework of greenways and briefty discussed several of what I feel are
the most influentialsocial, political and ecological conditions on pathway design, planning and development
in the City of Suney, I now apply the evaluative criteria outlined in chapter F i e to three spedic sites in
Surrey. These are the Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway, the Crescent Beach Watenhnt Walkway and the
Sumy Parkway in Whalley.
7.2 Evaluation of the Tvnehmd Multi-Use Pathway
The Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway extends East to West along a BC hydro utility right-of-wayjust south of
96m Avenue. At 5.5 kilometres in length, it stretches from 164h Street, at the southwest end of Tynehead
Park, to Green Timbers Urban Forest and beyond to approximately 1 4 4 Street. Although not yet complete

as it is proposed in the Sumy Gmenways Plan, this mute extends through three communities (Guildford,
Fleelwoodand Whalley) and effectively connects Tynehead Park and Green Timbers Urban Forest creating
a wonderful open space system. Both of these parks are massivegreen spaces sumunded by urban
development, making them invaluable recreational assets to their immediate and adjacent neighborhoods.

However, Tynehead Park is a Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) park, while Green Timbers is
classified as a city-level park, thereby making them facilities intended for use by all residents of Surrey and
beyond as well. Fgure 8 illustrates the Tynehead MulWJse Pathway in its proposed entirety.
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Source: Surrey Parks and Reueation

7.2.f P I ( Y l w r y F i r W i ~ ~
Fmm a functional perspective, the Tynehead MultiUse Pahway could m e as a model for greenway

development in Suney because it possesses many of the archetype attributes envisioned for greenways as
discussed in several of Surrey's @icy documents. It is a linear utility rightd-way which seconds as a
pathway offering opportunities for unstructured recreation and exernpCfyng connecbvlty through the mation

of a park system and through linking three of Sumy's communities. Pathway and trail users who were once
confined to either those found in Tynehead Park or Green Timben Urban Forest now have an &-street
facility that provides connectim between the two systems. ConnedMty beyond the parks system is also a

key function of this greenway, as it connects three of Suney's communities and provides linkage points to
Surrey's Bike Route network at several junctions, which offer connectionto other destinations in Surrey.

7.22 syrtrm A ~ w ~ #nd
u ChFor purely recreational exescrei,

the Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway is good as the mute is largely off-street

and extends for several kilornettes. For walkers, joggers, in-line skaters, cydists and wheelchair users who
are focussed primarily on exercise, the pathway's system characteristics should be sufficient. However, for
those in search of a pathway that creates an enjoyable aesthetic experience, the pathway itself falk short.
By their nature, utility rights-of-waypossess certain
preexistingconditions prior to pathway
development that make it more of a challenge to
create imaginative pathway design. This utility rightof-way is no exception. It is an approximately 20
metre wide corridor in the middle of a subdivision
that parallels 96n Avenue all the way from
Tynehead Park to Green Timbers Urban Forest,
providing for litlle scenic variation (see Photograph 22).
Furthermore, there are no significant features or
changes in topography nor is there any significant
vegetation, which might promote some diierslty in
pathway experience for its users. This is not to say
that it is not successful at achieving its recreational
function. After all, its connectivity to Tynehead Park
and Green Timbers Urban Forest, which are both
popular mational destinations, is strong.
Consequently, for what the pathway lacks in

aesthetic attributes on its own, it makes up for in its route's connectivity. Those in search of more variety
and greenery, can use the multi-use pathway as a recreational medium to get to either Tynehead Park or
Green Timbers Urban Forest. These parks have their own pathways and trails and are richer in scenic
variety, vegetation and significant features. Photograph 23 illustrates the dense vegetation and change in
landscape that one encounters along the Pathway once in the perimeter of Green Timbers Urban Forest,
west of 148" Street.
From the perspective of a created park space system through the linking of Tynehead Park and Green
Timbers, the Multi-Use Pathway's route demonstrates a high level of connectivity. However, the pathway's
connectivity is not flawless. Over its course, the right-of-way is intersectedby several streets at which point
the pathway is interrupted, forcing users to yield or stop at the streets' shoulders before crossing and
continuing on the pathway once on the olher side of the street. In this case, a distinction should be made
between the visual connectivity of the route and the pathway's physicalconnectivrty on the ground. The
pathway's visual connectivity is stronger than its physicalconnectivity because the pathway's sight line in
the utility right-of-way enaMes the user to see a great distance lineally, while its physical connectivity is
disrupted as a result of the north/ south running streets that intersect it. Another break in its connectivity can
be found between 150mStreet and 152"4Street, where users must detour around a section of the utility
right-of-way using the sidewalk on 95 A Avenue. It is not a far detour and users are not exposed to anything
more than residentialtraffic, as there are no through-roads along this leg. On the map, this short section is
illustrated as an isolated piece of the Bike Route.
While the Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway's function as a medium of transportation is secondary to its
functions of recreation and connectivity, it does possess the potential to be used by commuters. Its
connectivity to the Bike Route and streets with bike lanes or shoulders wide enough for bicycles, is good. At
its West end, beyond Green Timbers, the Multi-Use pathway links to Surrey's established Bike Route which
extends both north and south on 138mStreet and branches out from there. East of that, the Fraser Highway
(that possesses a bike shoulder) also intersects with the multi-usepathway within the boundaries of Green
Timbers and continues south west all the way until the western limit of Cloverdale. Continuing east, the
Multi-Use pathway is intersected by a bike lane on 156h Street, which travels either north into the center of
Guildford or south into the center of Fleetwood. At its current most easterly point, Bike Route paths lead
from the Multi-Use pathway into Tynehead Park and its pathway system and Norlh across the Trans
Canada Highway and into the Fraser Glen area of Guildford.

7.2.3 Pathway C ~ n s t r u ~ oand
n Use
The Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway is was designed and built to accommodate all types of users. A
continuous paved asphalt surface for all but two city blocks between 150h Street and 152"6Street, it can
accommodate cyclists, pedestrians, in-line skaters, strollers and wheelchairs. It is a relatively new facility/
amenity and is showing no early signs of decay in the way of breaks, cracks or other surface deterioration.
Unlike in situations where a pathway is bordered by trees with extensive root systems which can lead to
surface heaving, utility rights-of-way are generally well maintained and vegetation is kept to a minimum,
thereby reducing the potential for early deterioration of the pathway.
It is recommended in the City of Surrey's August 5m,1997 Corporate Report entitled Walkway Right-of-way
Width Standards, that a greenway within an 8 metre of greater right-of-way, should be 4 metres wide1". In
the case of the Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway, the utility right-of-way is 20 metres wide, which justifies the
recommended 4 metre wide pathway. Given the low intensity of use and the width of this pathway in
addition to its average of 8 metres of grass shoulder on either side of it, the need for twinned routes does
not appear necessary.
Fencing is visible from the Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway for the majority of its route. Most private home
owners have fenced off the utility right-of-way, which borders private property on both sides. Having not
been built by the City, the fencing along the right-of-wayhas not been built to any standard with regard to
pathways. From property line to property line, the fencing ranges in height, material and colour. Most of the
fencing materials along the right-of-wayhowever are impermeable visually and higher than 5 feet which
tend to disassociate and isolate the pathway from its adjacent surroundings.

7.2.4 Pathway Amenities
The Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway does not possess any benches, water fountains, washrooms, garbage
cans, lighting, interpretive signage or attractions.
7.2.5 Faci/itatots of Pathway Use
The Multi-Use Pathway demonstrates fairly good accessibility with more than 18 points of access over its
5.5 kilometre distance, excluding those within Green Timbers Urban Forest. Since most of the pathway

borders on private residential land, the majority of these access points are streets and alleys that intersect
the pathway. Others are green spaces that lie between the pathway and adjacent no-through roads. As a
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Corporate Report, Walhvay Rigiit-of wcry Widti1 Srandartls, August 5, 1997, p 3

result, although much of the pathway is shielded by residential housing on both its north and south sides,
potential pathway users need not travel far to one of the streets that bisect it to gain access.
Overall, informative signage alerting potential users of h e pathway's existence is weak. Outside of Green
Timbers Urban Forest, and the east and west points of the Multi-Use Pathway, users have little to no
indicationof what the pathway is or where they are in relation to the two park systems it links. Stop signs
have been installed at most points along the pathway where busier streets intersect it. It would be desirable
if other directional, regulatory and informative signage were implemented.
7.2.6 PathwaySafety

The Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway incorporatesseveral measures of safety-friendly design to increase the
safety of its users. It does this through pathway alignment, landscaping and other measures of design
intervention.
According to the August 5". 1997CorporateReport regarding pathway right-of-way standards, a minimum
comer angle of 120 degrees is recommended for pathways within a right-of-way,thus maintaining a
continuous sight line when in the right-of-way, minimizing blind spots and providing a perceived safer
feeling174.This recommendation applies to the alignment of the Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway, as it makes
only one bend (other than its interruptionbetween 150Mand 152"d)of 160 degrees at its west end. As was
mentioned earlier, vegetation is minimal along the pathway route. Although this takes away from the
aesthetic experience, bearing in mind that either side of the utility right-of-way is fenced in, the unhindered
view of the entire right-of-wayprovides a greater sense of security for those uncomfortable in confined
spaces.
Other measures also contributing to the safety of the pathway include traffic signs, bollards and low post
fencing along streets and alleys. The bollards and stop signs are physical reminders to users warning them
to use caution as they approach potential automobile traffic while (he low post fencing provides some
protection to pathway users by preventing cars and other vehicular traffic from entering into the right-of-way.

'" Ibid.. p 6

Z2,7 Conservation
From an environmental perspective, the physical characteristics of the right-of-wayinclude a slope of less
than 10 percent and urban vegetation of little to no environmental sensitivitym. As such the environmental
sensitivity of the right-of-wayitself is classified as iowl".

However, the right-of-way's location is between

Green Timbers Urban Forest and Tynehead Park, both of which are rated high in environmental sensitivity
as forest and forest1watercourse ESA types respectively1" In these areas of deciduous and mixed forest,
fish habitat is present year-round and significant wildlife includes mammals such as passerine1woodland
birds and wetland vertebrateslm. The right-of-wayand the Multi-Use Pathway has high potential to connect
these two habitat refuges as well as provide connectivity for human use. Therefore, for the sake of wildlife
in these areas, effort should be made to maintain the existing connective habitats and where possible,
encourage wildlife passageI7?

7.2.8 Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway Summary Chart

Pathway Function
Evaluation Criteria
System Aesthetics &
Characteristics
Pathway Construction 8 Use
Pathway Amenities
Facilitators of Use
Pathway Safety
Conservation

Recreation
X

Transportation
X
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X

Consenration
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Good
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X
X
X

X
X

X

7.2.9 Overall Assessment

The Tynehead Multi-Use Pathway could serve as a model for greenway development in the City of Surrey in
several respects. The first is the way it optimizes the use of a utility right-of-way,an otherwise
undevelopable linear space, for recreational purposes, providing local residents with more opportunities for
unstructuredrecreational activities. The second is how it effectively links two very important parW open
space systems as well as three communities. Previously confined to either the pathway and trail systems
Environmentally Sensitive Areas Update and Park Acquisition and Enhancement Srmtegy Pan 1. 1997.
ESA # 105
Ibid., ESA# 105
I n Ibid., ESA #s 22.25.46

Ibid.

within Tynehead Park or Green Timbers Urban Forest, pathway and trail users now have an off-street
facility that effectively connects the two. The connectivity of the Multi-Use Pathway is also sociospatial as it
passes through three of Surrey's Communities. Finally, the pathway also provides connectivity to Surrey's
Bike Route at numerous points strengthening its potential to be used by local residents, at least in part, as a
medium of transportation.

By and large however, the Pathway's greatest success is its function of recreation, easily accommodating
almost any unstructuredactivity. As such, although Ican acknowledge its potential to be used as a portion
of a commuter's route, I recommend its continued use as primarily recreational and stress its function as a
medium of connectivity on several levels.

Ibid.. ESA # 105

Located in on thewestemmost tip of

South Sumy (seeFigure 9), bordering
the small and unique C m t Beach
neighbouhood, the Crescent Beach
Walkway is, without a doubt, one of
Surrey's most valuable and popular
recreational destinations. Regardless of
whether the Walkway is used for
exercsie,

relaxation or as a medium of

access to the beachfront, it offers some
of the most scenic views of the Pacific
Ocean in all of Vancouver's Lower

Pacific Ocean

Mainland. During the summer especially,
thousands of visitors from both Surrey

Source: Surrey Parks and Recreation

and beyond frequent the Walkway and the beachfront. Although
named af'terCrescent Beach, the Walkway route itself actually reaches beyond the Crescent Beach area.
At over 2 kilometres in total length, it is actually a combination of two walkways beginning (or ending) at the
southernmost end of Cmcent Beach, where it is borderedby the Burlington Northern Railway (BNR) and
runs north and merges with the Blackie Spit Pathway and eventually hits Blackie Spit, where the Nicomekl
River feeds into the Pacific Ocean.

7.3.1 Pathwry Funclion
Its name, Crescent Be8ch Walkway, is slightly misleading, as there are other types of permitted uses on the
Walkway. lnduded in these are cycling and dog walking, which are both very popular. AH uses
nonetheless, appear to be recreationally motivated. The reasons for the Walkway's high level of
recreational use as opposed to transporMon are twofold. First and most evident are its location and
geographical attributes. Tucked away from the rest of Surrey, the Crescent Beach neighborhood is
accessibleto automobile baffic by only Crescent Road and is physically separated from the rest of South
Surrey by the CP Railway. Furthermore,the Walkway, which pardkk Surrey's coastline, is totally removed
from all but non-motorized modes of travel. Secondly, the Walkway does not offer access or connection to
destinations other than ones of a recreational nature. Therefore, it is obvious that the Walkway's primary
function envisioned by the City is one of recreation. And, as such, its past, present and Mure planning,

design and management have, is and wil be, to maintain and promote its use for recreational opportunities.

The entire Cnwcent 8eac.hWalkway experience is astheticallyg-ng.

Ranging hcm uninhibited views

of the Ocean to Surrey's marshlandto nearby forested areas to the silhouette of Delta's landscapeon the
horizon, there is not a visually dull point anywhere dong the mute. The Walkway fdlows the coastline for its
entirety, maximizing opportunities for puMic access and providing phenomenal natural viemcapes for its
users (see Photograph 24). There is also a variety of vegetation along the pathway and diredly adjacent to
it, including densely forested areas at its southem tip and designated heritage trees in Elgin Park at its

northern extremity.
Other significant features along the pathway mute

,. C

include a pier open to public use and two
designated view points along the Walkway route

pr.-

-

one at Blackie Spl and the other on Crescent

Beach. These points of interest are all highly
desirable attm%onr to potential Walkway users

Beach Walkway.
The connectivity of the Walkway is also worth noting fmm the perspeche of its system characteristics, as it
links the Crescent Beach area to Blackie Spit, over a kilometre away. Both are prime recreational
destinations, each featuring their own particular attributes. However, the Walkway, which can also serve as
destination in and of itself, has provided the necessary connedivlty that has made it the centerpiece of
these two recreational destinations all within walking distance. It also possesses connection to Surrey's
Bike Route at two of its major points of entry1exit - one at the end of Crescent Road and the other at the
Sullivan Street. As such, potential users of the Walkway have means other than the automobile to travel to

the beach and the Walkway.

7.3.3 Pathway C~~

and Use

Much of the Crescent Beach Walkway is dually built along a dyke. As the Walkway moves north along the
shoreline, the beach slowly drops below the level of the Walkway, as it begins to meld into the built up dyke.
The dyke itself is a concrete structure, but Walkway surface is a gravel/ sand mixture. Although some of the

access paths leading into the Walkway from adjacent streets and parking lots in the Crescent Beach
neighbowhoodare paved, the Crescent Beach Walkway itself is predominantlya graveUsand path. The

surface is compacted providing good stability for those weary of uneven surfaces. Nonetheless, the mixture
still impedes use by in-line skaters, people with strollers and people in wheelchairs.
At its most popular and heavily used portion, along Crescent Beach, the Walkway is 4 metres wide, easily

ammodating the needs of most recreationalusers. There are no centedines or other markings providing
directional guidance to users as the gravel would not keep surface markings. Furthermore, use of the
Crescent Beach Walkway is not intended for higher speed or through traffic but rather slower paced and
more leisurely motivated recreation and or exercise.
Along its leg around Crescent Beach, certain home owners have erected fencing on their property bordering
the grassy shoulder on the east side of the Walkway. Most of these fences are five feet or less in height
however, so as to not block the view from the homes behind them. They are therefore more or less
unintrusive to Walkway users and do not obstruct any viewlines from the Walkway. Other home owners
have opted to using denser vegetation and shrubbery as a form of fencing which prevents access from the
Walkway onto their property but also lends nicely to the landscape of the beachfront and better reflects the
'natural' character of the area.
7.3.4 Pathway Amenitk
The most frequently seen pathway amenities along the Crescent Beach Walkway are benches. They are
numerous and are as frequent as one every five metres along certain sections of the Walkway, positioned
facing West at the Walkway's west shoulder.
Two viewpoints are also featured along the joint Crescent Beach and Blackie Spit Walkways, sewing as
poI~?s
ef particular interest to users. The view point along the Crescent Beach Walkway is an old wooden
pier on Crescent Beach north of Sullivan Street. It is level with the top of the dyke and users can access it
directly from the Walkway.
Garbage cans are noticeably absent along the Walkway. This is not uncommon in many of Surrey's public
parks and open spaces and has mostly to do with the City's policy which recommends that park users take
out what they bring in with regard to refuse in parks.
7.3.5 Facilitators of Pathway Use

Points of public access to the Crescent Beach Walkway are many. From the adjacent Crescent Beach
community, dead end streets and cul-de-sacs at regular intervals running perpendicularto the Beach, offer

nine pedestrian and bicyde access points to the Walkway. These road ends sewe as points of entry and
exit to and from the Walkway allowing walkway users the option to loop around the Walkway into the quaint
Crescent Beach neighborhood if they so desire. Posted at several of these road ends as well as at the main
entrances to the Walkway at Crescent Road and Sullivan Street, are large signs offering walkway user
information such as permitted uses and other regulatory information.
7.3.6 Pafhway Lfety
The function and the types of usage intended for the Crescent Beach Walkway are such that the potential
for user conflict is minimal. Designed for mainly pedestrianand slower paced recreational usage, the 4
metre wide pathway is wide enough to accommodate high numbers of users in both directions. Moreover,
the Walkway is not intersected by any other major movement conidon, such as streets, bikeways, or
railroads thereby minimizingthe need for safety measures in that regard. Most issues of safety along the
Walkway require common sense while some specifics are addressed through the visible signage at major
entrances to the Walkway.
7.3.7 Conservation
It should come as no surprise that the ecological and environmental significance and sensitivity of the areas
through which the Crescent Beach Walkway passes are high. Both Crescent Beach and Blackie Spit are
categorized as coastal marsh/ beach ESA types, which are fragile and subject to disturbance1*. Fish
habitat for salmonids and non-salmonids is year-round while wildlife presence includes raptors, wetland
vertebrates, marine invertebrates, herons, shorebirds and other waterfow118'. Culturally, the Walkway is
successful in adhering to the management guidelines outlined in the EnvironmentallySensitive Areas
Update and Park Acquisition and Enhancement Strategy for the area, which suggest the preservation of
important views and vistas".

However, continued effort is required by all interested patties for the

maintenance of migratory and wintering waterfowl habitat, which Walkway users and beach goers must
share with significant wildlife. Education by appropriate signage and programming promoting local citizen
interest in responsible Walkway use are the most effective mechanisms to achieve this.

I" Environmentally Sensitive Areas Update and Park Acquisition and Enhancement Strategy Part 1. 1997.
ESA #s 65.67
'I Ibid.
Ig2 Ibid.

7.3.8 Crescent Beach Walkway Summary Chad
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7.3.9 OverallAssessment
The shoreline along Crescent Beach is one of the most beautiful and inspiring open spaces in all of South
Surrey. Its ownership by the City of Surrey to create a Walkway that provides public access to this unique
part of Surrey capturing breathtaking views of the Pacific Ocean, distant landscapes, marshland, delta and
forested land. It is for these reasons that the Crescent Beach Walkway is a remarkable pathway facility.
The combinationof Crescent Beach's natural physical attributes and aesthetic value, and the human
intervention that was necessary to create the Walkway, have made the Crescent Beach Walkway totally
successful in achieving its intended function of recreation. Iwould recommendthe Walkway for any variety
of environmentally responsible leisurely self-directed or unstructured recreationalactivities such as
sightseeing, wildlife viewing, picnicking, etc.
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As part of a two phase pathway project, the Surrey

Parkway is a mutti-use pathway located in the

Fraser River

Whalley Community (see Map 7.4). Much of it is
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Highway, where there is a relatively high mixture
of industrial, commercial and residential land uses, the Parkway should be a weIcorned amenity providing
increased open space fa recreationalpursuits and connecbvlty to the Fraser River.

7.4.f Pathway Fundoon
The Surrey Parkway, one of the designated routes outlined in the Gmnwys Plan, is intendedas a
predominantly recreationalfacility built to accommodate both pedestrian and bicycle use. However, its
lacation, along King George Highway and the Skytrain route, could jushfy its use for transportation as well.
There are several commercial and industrialoperations along King George Highway adjacent to the
Parkway's route that may be more accessible via
the pathway than the Skytrain, supporting the
Parkway's use as an alternative transportation
route. Also worth noting is the intention of the
Parkway to provide increased accessibility to the
south bank of the Fraser River for recreational
purposes, a goal of the City and the Parks,
Recreation and Culture Department. In short, the

BC Transit Automated Light Rapid Transit

Surrey Parkway poseses ihe potential to be used as a banspoctalion mute, while providing a welcomed
linear open space amenity that offers its users and nearby residents' connection to the Frase River and
increased unstnrduredmational opportunities.

The industrial acbvlty near and a h g the Fraser River k very high, and accessibility to the riverbank, the
recreational potential and the aesthetic value of much of the adjacent land has been diminished. Farther
inland, scrap yards, used car lots and other unsightly commercial aclivity further hinder the aesthetic and
recreation potential of the area. However, the City of Surrey and the Parks, Recreation and Culture
Departmentare interested in changing this condition. Thrwgh dedication of conidors leading to the River
and acquisition of land abng the Rim,the potential
exists b create a better mix of open space and
current commercial and industrial uses in an around
the south bank of the Fraser River in Whalley. The
Surrey Parkway is one of the key mechanisms
through which this is being achieved. Although its

immediate and adjacent land uses are often
unatbctive (see Photograph 26), there are points
along its route on King George Highway that offer
pleasant and unobstructed viewscapes of the landscape on the north side of the Fraser River.
Rising from the south bank of the River to the top of the hill along King George Highway, the Parkway's
change in elevation offers its users both exercise and scenic variation. The most physically challenging
portion of the Parkway is also the most aesthetically rewarding . The potential for viewscapes increases for
users as they move east up the hill towards the
center of Whalley. Perhaps the best of these
viewpoints can be found approximately hal way
between the Scott Road and Gateway Skytrain

The overall connedivlty of the Parkway is rnedioae because it exists in two separated halves. The bottom
half of the Parkway, from the Fraser R ito Scott Road Skytrain Station, is 1 kilomebe lung, while the top
hatf, from 128" Street to 108h Avenue, is approximately t
w kilometres in length. The distance between the

Scott Road Skytrain Station and 128" Street is 1 kibmetre. It is the interim intentionof the City to have the
Parkway exist as two segregated portions connected by designated bike lanes. As such, the section

between the two halves that is to be connected by bike lanes, wil constitute almost one kilometre of
incomplete pathway. It would seem more appropriate to desgnate urban sidewalk along this leg as part of
the Parkway, thereby maintaining physical continuity of the patfiway.
7.4.3 Pathway C o n d n r and
~ Usr
The Sumy Parkway between 128h Street and 108mAvenue, features
twnined

paths, each with a different surface. One is a 3 metre wide

multi-use asphalt path intended primarily for cyclists, while the other is
a 2 metre wide interlaced brick surface intended for mainly pedestrian
usage (see Photograph 28). Although they do not coexist for the

entire distance of the Parkway, the twinned paths run parallelto each
other for much of the hifl portion along King George Highway,

separated by a concrete retaining wall. The pedestrian half is built on
the higher side within the retainingwall, while the asphatt multi-use
path runs at the base of the wall, closest to the street shoulder. Both
paths are incomplete as the Parkway approaches Gateway Skytrain
Station, between Hadden Road and Gateway Drive. Currently, the
mute at this point is an approximately 300 metre worn dirt trail, which will eventually b built into a multi-use
pathway completing this half of the Parkway which ends at 108" Avenue and the Skyttain Station. Usage of
the Parkway is controlled to some degree by its Mnning. Pedestrianswill most likely opt to use the brick
path as it is narrower, higher up and more removed from the street and automobile traffic. Cyclists and
other faster moving pathway users like in-line skaters are encouraged to use the asphalt path for its width
allowance and more even surface. Wheelchair users will be limited along this sedan of the Parkway, given
its steep gradient.
Railing is also an important and visually apparent component of the Parkway (see Photograph 28). Built
into the retaining wall, it serves as a protective measure as well as a hand rail. As the Parkway moves up
King George Highway, the railing becomes an increasingly necessary design feature especially for the
safety of the user on the pedestrian path, which sits much higher up than the asphalt half.

7.4.4 Pathway Amenifks
The Surrey Parkway does not have any benches, water fountains, washrooms, garbage cans, lighting,
interpretive signage or attractions.

7.4.5 Faci/htors of PMway Use
Accessibility to the Parkway is limited to a large degree by King George Highway. The traffic along King
George is fast moving, heavy and constant throughout the day. Furthermore, the quantity of traffic and the
alignment of the highway are such that no cross streets intersect with it on the hill, providing few
opportunities for residents of adjacent areas to access the Parkway mid hill, especially on the north side of
the highway. Instead, access to the Parkway can only be achieved by potential users near the top or
bottom of the Hill or at one of the few side streets (including 132" Street and Hadden Road) that meet it on
the south side of King George Highway.
To the Parkway's disadvantage, signage along the Parkway is non-existent. As a result, most of the public
does not know what the pathway is called or that it even exists. Signs notifying passers-by of the new
Parkway should be erected at the bottom of King George Highway hill and more importantly, near the
Gateway Skytrain Station at King George Highway and 108n Avenue. Also useful might be a temporary
sign indicating the proposed second half of the Surrey Parkway scheduled for completion by the end of the
year. This could generate interest and would provide the public with an idea of what the City has planned
for the area in the way of Parks and Recreation and Greenway expansion.
7.4.6 Pathway Safety

It is evident that the Parkway has been designed with some consideration towards safety issues. The
Parkway's twinned paths are the best example of this. The pathway twinning with pedestrian users elevated
and separated from the higher speed non-pedestrianusers below, reduces the potential of user competition
and conflict. Given the gradient and alignment of the hill portion of King George Highway, and the potential
speeds that could be achieved by cydists and other non-pedestrianusers on the Parkway, the physical
separation of the paths was an appropriate safety measure. Also designed into this measure, increasing its
effectiveness, is the use of brick surfacing for one path and asphalt for the other, creating a visual and
textural differentiation between paths.
However, while user safety through design has been addressed in these respects, it is lacking in others.
There appear to be certain safety issues that have not been resolved, and may not be resolvable. One of
these is the topography of the site. The gradient of the King George Highway hill and the Parkway on it is

quite steep, creating a physicallydemanding trips uphill and a potentially expeditious trip downhill. As such,
it might have been more desirable in the opinion of some users to have small rest areas with benches along
the way serving dually as viewpoints. As an alternative, although perhaps not feasible given the Skytrain
right-of-waywidth, switchbacks built into the Parkway might reduce the slope's gradient, creating an easier
trip uphill and a slower more controlled route downhill.

7.4.7 Conservation
The environmental sensitivity of the urban Whalley area surrounding the Parkway is low for the most partt8".
Its mainly commercial, industrial and multiple residential urban land uses do not possess any fish bearing
streams nor do they provide appropriate habitat for wildlife other than passerine and woodland birdsla? As
such, the Surrey Parkway in these areas can do little other than to contribute to and maintain urban
vegetation for the passerines1e6. However, the other portion of the Parkway. running from Scott Road
Station to the Fraser River, runs through and adjacent to environmentally significant areas rated medium
and high in sensitivity'". The Fraser River itself bears salmonids and non-salmonidsyear round, while
industrial, consenrattion and recreation lands adjacent to the River in West Whalley provide river and riparian
shrub and mixed forest as habitat for wetland vertebrates, marine invertebrates, passerine birds, raptors,
shorebirds, herons and other waterfowll~.Completion of the Surrey Parkway should be done in a fashion
so as to preserve as best possible the vegetation, the views and the fish and wildlife of the area.

7.4.8 Suney Parkway Summary Chart
Pathway Function

Evaluation Criteria
System Aesthetics &
Characteristics
Pathway Construction & Use
Pathway Amenities
Facilitatorsof Use
Pathway Safety
Conservation

conservation

X

Connectivity
X

Good

Fair

Non-existent

Recreation
X

Transportation

Excellent

X
X

X

I

-

.

184

X
X

X
-

Environmentally Sensitive Areas Update and Park Acquisition and Enhancement Strategy Part 1, 1997,
ESA #s 98, 103

"'Ibid.
'"

Ibid.
Ibid., ESA# 13, 119

7.4.9 OverallAssessment

The first phase of the Surrey Parkway, a multi-use pathway project between 128mStreet and 10BmAvenue,
is a great asset to the City of Sumy and the Whalley Community in particular, as it provides opportunity for
needed unstructured recreationand increased nonvehicular accessibility to commercial activity in the area.
Once complete, the Surrey Parkway in its entirety will further lhese attributes, providing more opportunity for
self-directed linear recreation, a better mix of land use vis a vis more open space and highly desirable
connection to the south bank of the Fraser River.
As it exists currently, the Parkway is suitable for almost any user. The hill section of the Parlnvay is twinned
providing more assurance of safety and reducing the chance of user conflict. However. the gradient of the
hill section of the Parkway along King George Highway is sleep and should therefore not be taken lightly.
As a medium of recreation, this portion of the Parkway is physically demanding and as such I would not
recommend it to potential users who are seeking an easy stroll or a leisurely bike ride. Furthermore. it might
not be suitable for wheelchairs, people with strollers or inexperienced in-line skaters.

Chapter Eight: Summary, Recommendations & Conclusion
8.1 Summary of Policy and Svstems

8.1.1 Calgary's Policy
Calgarqs pathways have been addressed through policy since the early 1970s. Largely locally driven, the
impetus for pathway development came from concerned citizens and the City in an effort to preserve and
maintain public access to Calgary's riverbanks, especially along the Bow River. Moreover, policies directed
at the river valley system were instrumental in guiding pathway development along the same riverbanks.
Hence, the development of pathways in Calgary, at least initially, was closely related to the policies directed
.

at the river valley system. Beginning as a desire to 'link parks in the river valleys", Calgaty's policy toward
pathway development then spread to include 'parks within the whole CW. Of late, pathway policy planning
in Calgary has broadened its focus beyond recreationto accommodate a wider range of uses. More recent
policy is geared towards integrationwith other transportation systems and addressing issues relating to user
conflict in response to the pathways popularity among non-recreational or less experientially motivated
users.
8.1.2 Calgaryk System

First built during the era of the Open Space System in the evolution of parks and open space, the inaugural
pathway in Calgary began as a pedestrian facility along the Bow River. Since then, the City's pathway
system has expanded outward from its river valley core into newer communities creating a hierarchical
system comprised of regional and local pathways. Accordingly, their ideologicalexistence as park facilities
has also evolved. No longer purely a component of the open space system, their continued development,
particularly local pathways in established communities, will require fi~ndingand input from sources outside
the City.
Functionally, Calgary's pathways overall were and are designed primarily for a function of recreation.
However, their popularity among all types of users has necessitatedthat they be planned and managed to
accommodate additional functions such as transportation, which possess the potential to compromise their
original function of recreation. How do these factors influence the system at present? Today, the regional
pathways in the City's river valleys remain the heart of the system. Reaching from Bowness south to the
Glenmore Reservoir and Fish Creek Park and north from the Calgary Zoo to Nose Hill Park, the regional
pathways continue to offer some the greatest opportunities for recreation as well as functional connectivity
in the City. Beyond that, the local pathways in the City are not succeeding as well as may be hoped. While

their connectivity to other systems (i.e. on-street Bikeways) may compensate for their overall lack of
continuity somewhat, the desire to have them physically feed into the Regional Pathway System, increasing
the accessibility and connectivity of Calgary's pathways on a city-wide scale, is falling short. Private land
owners who are reluctant to sell or provide access to their property, a deficiency of government funding and
a lack of wide spread stewardship appear to be the primary reasons for this. Consequently, policy makers
should either reconsider the ends they have proposedfor pathways overall or the means by which they
intend to achieve those ends.

8.L3 Sumy's Policy
In contrast to the City of Calgary, the City of Surrey did not address pathway development in a policy
document until the mid 1990s. This undoubtedly provides Surrey's planners with far fewer documents and
more than twenty years less of formal policy guidance and direction with regard to the planning,
development and management of pathways. Unlike in Calga~y,Surrey's Greenway System and the policy
behind pathway development was not instigatedor driven by public concern in the way it was with Calgary's
river valley system. Furthermore, Surrey's greenways are not centered around a core, like the Regional
Pathway System in Calgary's river valleys. Rather, Surrey's policy approach to pathway development
began out of a vision to connect not only parks, but commercialcentres, schools and other community
facilities. At its inception, Surrey's Greenway System was geared toward city-wide connectivity on several
levels. Nevertheless, the mediums by which the City accomplishes this (i.e. incorporating rights-of-way,
existing trails, etc.) constitute components of the open space system. Although Surrey's policy suggests
that the goal of pathway development via the Greenways System is connectivity of major parks, commercial
centers, schools and other community facilities, the means to achieve this are clearly envisioned as
recreational.
8.1.4 Surrey's System

On paper, the Greenway System in Surrey fits most easily into the ideologicalpark space category as a
component of the Open Space System. In the evolution of park space, the pathways that are proposedfor
Surrey as part of the Greenway Plan, epitomize the concept of Open Space as described in Chapter One.
Ranging from prime park and open space along Surrey's waterfront to road side pathways to multi-use
pathways in utility rights-of-way,the Greenway System strives to provide linear open space connection of all
types throughout Surrey's communities. However, Surrey's palhway system is only in its embryonic stage.
Although, eventually, it is to constitute an extensive city-wide network of pathways, at present, only small
and isolated portions of Surrey's Greenway system have been built or are accessible to the public.
Nonetheless, of these greenway segments that are open to the public, it appears that the system is

reflecting the policy. Functionally, the greenways are being built as mainly recreational facilities providing
important and useful non-vehicularconnection between various destinations within Surrey's communities.
Commuters and non-recreationalcyclists are encouraged to use on-street facilities, thus maintaining
predominantly recreational usage on the greenways. Therefore, as was planned and intended, while the
greenways possess connectivity to other transportation and commuter networks such as the Bicycle Route,
the Greenway System is being designed, built and planned for mainly recreational use.
8.2 Observations and Recommendations
As a result of my research and evaluation process, in which I looked at how policy and implementation are
reflected in pathway development, I have made four recommendations regarding pathway planning at the

macro level and two site-specificrecommendations. The macro level recommendations are more
observational and reflect on system-scale planning conditions that are either currently practiced or are
considered standard in parks and recreation planning. The sitespecific recommendations are concerned
more with the design and planning of specific pathways and do not currently appear to be the norm in
pathway policy.
8.2.1 Macro Level Pslhway Plenning Recommendations
Through my literature analysis and policy evaluation, it seems apparent that certain aspects of (pathway)
policy planning have become essential to the (continued) success of pathway development. The following
recommendations address and support what I believe are key to effective pathway policy and planning
processes today. Therefore, my stating them as recommendations is to reinforce their importance.
Recommendation
Pathway policy planning should be dynamic and sensitive to shifts in changing needs and technology.
Future pathway use and functions may no! reflect the policies behind the initial planning and design of
pathways. This can be the case because pathway usage and functions can evolve over time. The Bow
River Pathway illustrates this condition effectively. Although it was originally designed and planned as a
pedestrian recreational facility, for several reasons, over time, its users and usage evolved to include
cyclists and commuting among other uses and users. Consequently, this recommendation recognizes that
pathway use evolves and suggests that pathway policy must evolve as well and thus be revised to
accommodate current preferences and address new concerns as a result.

Recommendation
Pathway planning should continue to include public input as a mechanism of addressing and monitoring
public preference.
Public preference has long been an important factor influencing the development of parks in cities.
Moreover, over the past decade, evolving public preference for and acceptance of parks and their
characteristics has been largely responsible for major shifts in park design and how parks complement city
life. As residents' needs change, cities attempt to meet these needs through the provision of facilities and
services that reflect current public preference. Formal methods of public input such as surveys,
questionnairesand focus groups are excellent examples of how cities andlor departments can gauge the
public's preferences and needs. As such, the continuation of these forms of public input into parks
development (including pathways) is necessary.

Recommendation
Pathway policy must address pathway function, as it is a major determinant of pathway planning,
design and use.
As this project suggests (Chapter 5), establishing the pathway or the pathway system's function(s) is vital as
it should reflect the reasons for which a city desires a pathway (system) in the first place. Therefore,
pathway policy which addresses pathway function is a key mechanism through which a city or department
responsible can guide the design, planning and development of pathways. Whether it be a particular
pathway or an entire system, the function intended for the pathway will determine many of its physical
attributes, its construction, its safety concerns, its intended users and its usage as well as other related
issues.

Recommendation
Pathway policy should be prescriptive and directive, thus making clear which department or group is
responsible for implementing or carrying out what policies and how they are to achieve them.
As this project illustrates (Chapters 3 and 4), recreation policy, particularly with regard to pathway
development and management, has become increasingly more precise over time. Although some of this
may be attributable to stylistic changes in government policy on the whole1", it appears as though the
longer a city is involved with pathways and the many factors influencing their planning and management, the

more aware pathway policy planners become of specific issues that require being addressed. The result
has been policy documents that make clearer their aims and objectives. As such, the planning and
management of pathways is most effective when the policy guiding them is less broad and more specific.

8.2.2 Sife Specific Pathway Planning RecornmenthtioM
Through my field visits, key informant interviews, pathway evaluations and critical thinking about pathway
planning, design, @icy and use, it appeared that the most popular pathways (in tens of numbers of users)
in Calgary and Surrey are those that possess distinctive characteristics or provide users with unique
experiences. It is the case that these pathways (or pathway segments) are my favorite sites as well. The
following recommendations address issues of site specificity, pathway uniqueness and pathway character in
relation to adjacent neighborhoodor community. Thus, this thinking suggests that rather than a systemwide or 'standardized" approach, a more site-specific approach to pathway design makes for more
interesting and unique experiences and a more popular facility.
Recommendation
While it is necessary to envision and plan for the system as a whole, pathway planning should equally
strive to remain sensitive to the users' experience on a given pathway.
Many of the evaluation criteria developed in this project such as system aesthetics andcharacteristics,

pathway const~ctionand use, andpathway amenities, were the result of site visits - experiencing pathways
first hand. Moreover, the way in which a person experiences a pathway has much to do with how they
interact with the pathway and move along it. A given pathway experience can be different depending on
what or who you are -a cyclist, a pedestrian, a person in a wheelchair, etc. Other than user conflict
pathway planning by and large does not address this issue specifically. Instead, pathway planning is
usually preoccupied with the design and rationalization of the overall system, and less involved with the user
experience of a given pathway. As such, the planning of a recreational 'pathway system' which focuses too
highly on achieving overall connectivity, for example, can jeopardize the aesthetic potential of certain
specific pathways within the system. Rather than rationalizing only the overall system, pathway planning
should also be concerned with maintaining a high quality of pathway experiences (in accordance with
established functions). Wherever possible pathway planning should address aesthetics, amenities,
environmental issues and transportation corridors among other things for all its intended users, as these are
the reasons people use, enjoy and are drawn to a specific (portion of) pathway.

Conversation with VanSiri. Fall 1998

Recommendation
Whether it is through system aesthetics, construction or amenities, wherever possible, pathway design
should preseme, reflect or promote the character of the neighborhood, community or city in which it is
built.
Although not the standard, pathways that truly capture and reflect the uniqueness of where they are located
and what they mean in terms of sense of place do exist. Furthermore, these pathways are typically
achieved only where there is a strong local interest in their development, which has in turn helped shape
them and give them their distinctiveness. Although certain standards (i.e. safety standards) are often
necessary, they should not be allowed to overpower the potential for the development of a pathway which
captures the uniqueness of its immediate community and reflects its site specific characteristics. Pathways,
not unlike major parks and other unique open spaces in any given city, can be or become very important
and meaningful on social and personal levels to residents at the community and city-wide scales.
Therefore, the City, developer andlor community association should make an effort, wherever possible, to
promote site-specific design and avoid generic pathway design.

8.3 Areas of Future Research
During the research and writing phases of this Master's Degree Project, several topics of interest and value
related to pathway development became apparent. However, given the intended scope of this project,
many of these topics related to pathway development could not be addressed thoroughly. Following are
some of these topics that I believe merit further research.
The first is the pditics and planning ofparks and open space. One could take a more in-depth look at the
politics and plaiifiing behind parks and open space, tracing the evolution of parks and open space from that
perspective more closely.

A second topic could involve looking more closely at some of the soda/ factors fhat influence pathway
planning. One could examine more closely social factors that influence pathway planning, design and
management such as gender issues and how they affect pathway development, particularly pathway
function and use and perceived pathway safety.
A third topic could relate to the issue of funding andpathways. As a project topic, one could look more

closely at the issue of funding for pathways and alternatives to city-fundedpathway development as
recreational facilities, including transfers from higher levels of government if pathways were classified as

true transpoltation facilities. The concept of stewadsip in relation to pathway development could also be
examined thoroughly.

8.4 Conclusion
In today's North American cities, linear open space has become one of the most desirable urban amenities
in both older established communities and newer and developing neighbourhoods. As a form of linear open
space, pathways have become one of the most popular, capable of fulfilling several roles in today's cities.
For example, as facilities, the most common function pathways serve continues to be recreation, catering to
those seeking places to exercise, stroll, sightsee, walk their dogs or simply relax. Pathways have also
become popular and valuable transportation facilities. As roads become increasingly congested with
commuter traffic and parking conditions worsen, pathways can serve as an alternative means of commuting
within the city, reducing all costs relating to the automobile. In addition, connectivity can be a function of
pathways, linking important destinations within communities as well as connecting them with other
communities, business and commercial districts, and open space on a city-wide scale. In an era where the
public at large is increasingly concerned with environmental awareness, pathways can also sewe as
mechanisms of conservation. Pathways are capable of buffering developed and urban areas from natural
and environmentallysignificant areas, providing refuge and corridors for wildlife movement andlor simply
providing added green space and vegetation in the city.
My data gathering process on linear open space and pathway development in North America and
specifically in the cities of Calgary and Surrey showed that the planning and design of linear open space
and pathways can be done in a variety of ways. In Calgary's case, pathways were initially planned to
suppolt recreational endeavours in the 1970s, focussing on the planning and design of a continuous
pathway system linking parks within Calgary's river valleys and addressing public access issues. Over time,
the use and popularity of Calgary's pathways as transportation facilities grew, and as such, the need for
their being planned to accommodate this function has become a priority as well. The best example of where
all of these functions are pursuedwith success, is the Bow River Pathway, Calgary's original pathway.
Surrey, on the other hand, began pathway planning in the last five years. An expressed desire by Surrey's
residents for more recreational pathways and trails as recreational facilities, and the desire of the City for
increased connectivity (of open space, community facilities and business centres) both within the community
and at the city-wide level, are the most apparent reasons for the priority of pathway development in Surrey's
Parks & Recreation department of late. Although Surrey's pathways and bike routes are intended to
function in a complementary fashion, the pathways are not being planned or designed as transportation

facilities. Rather, their function of connectivity is to be accomplished through a mainly recreational means.
Surrey's Tyneahead Multi-Use Pathway and Parkway are both good examples of the City's achieving these
policies, while the Crescent Beach Walkway maintains the character and uniqueness that set it apart as a
true recreationalfacility and destination.
Much like any element of the city in which they exist, pathways form part of the urban fabric and are
products of many social, historical and geographic factors. Therefore, many of these influences on pathway
development should be evident in the policy planning and eventual design of pathways, as they provide
pathways with character, uniqueness and context. In short, there is no right or wrong way for a city to plan.
design and manage pathways. However, it appears that the more clear a city is in its intentions with regard
to what it wants to achieve with linear open space or pathway development, through appropriate policy
guidance (which addresses system-wide direction as well as promotes site specific design), the more
effectively it can achieve a successful and desirable system.
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